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Abstract

Gwich’in pedagogy is largely undocumented in Western academia. Gwich'in 

epistemology includes holistic perspectives on all Western content areas, and crosses the usual 

segmented knowledge genres. Inter-generational transmission of Gwich'in knowledge occurs in 

many places including the natural environment, with long-standing cultural ties to place. 

Gwich'in pedagogy is relational, place-based, holistic, cooperative, purposeful and subjective. 

Gwich'in gaagwidandaii, or communal knowledge, predates the inception of many world 

societies. Gwich'in concepts presented in this paper will include the introduction of a framework 

called Kheegwadadhaak’a', translated to mean, "We just keep the fire going." This framework is 

a visualization. Important concepts of Gwich'in pedagogy include traditional ideas of 

assessments or standards using the phrases nil'ee t'ah'in and ch'aadaii, both meaning that 

someone has a natural talent or is adept at something, for girls and boys, respectively. Learning, 

or g ik ’yanjii in Gwich’in, also means “to find out, notice or sense.” This comprehension includes 

a deep, contextual understanding of traditional Gwich’in knowledge. The three types of Gwich'in 

knowledge are gaagwidandaii, gihk'agwagwaanjik, and gaatr'oahtan.1 These translate as 

“collectively known, individually learned, and taught knowledge,” respectively. Gwich'in have a 

complex and relational pedagogy. This pedagogy attempts to achieve contextuality, or duulee 

ginlii, which translates as “proficiency, agility, ability to do almost anything, being extremely

1 Loovers, J. P. L. (2010). “You have to live i t”: Pedagogy and literacy with the Teetl'it Gwich'in 
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation). University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Scotland.
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good at anything they do, or overall ‘sharpness’ in life.” This process is importantly both a 

communal and personal journey.
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Dedication

This dissertation is dedicated to Diitsuu Minnie Salmon and N i’ee Margaret Ann Fisher 

and all those who endeavor to work for the preservation and transmission of the Gwich’in 

language and way of life to future generations.
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Gwich’in Introduction

Prologue

Drin Gwinzii Ch’anjaa naii, Khehkwaii naii, 

ts’a’ shalak naii, nakhweenjit 

dagoonchy’aa? Shoozhri’ Charleen Fisher 

oozhii. Dinjii Zhuh K’yaa zhit shoozhri’ 

Daazhraii. Shitsuu naii Charlotte Adams 

ts’a’ Kitson Fisher goovoozhrii. Shitsii naii 

Salvin Adams ts’a’ Admiral John R. Fisher 

goovoozhrii. Shitsuu ts’a shitsii naii tth’aii 

googwandaii kwaa. Shiiyehghan naii 

Giinkhyii Scott O. Fisher ts’a’ Margaret 

Ann Fisher t’iginch’yaa. Shahan Ann 

vakwaa. Shachaa Shane oozhii gaa vakwaa. 

Shijuu Rebecca oozhii. Shakhoo William 

oozhii. Shuu Monica Margaret oozhii. 

Shakai’ Darrel Salmon oozhii, Draanjik 

Gwich’in nilii. Sheyeets’i’ dQQ naii Shelby, 

Julia, Allyson ts’a’ Shani t ’iginch’yaa. 

Shitseii Hunter oozhii. Beaver, Alaska 

gwats’an ihlii. Tseenduu Gwich’in ihlii.

Good Afternoon Elders, Chiefs and all my 

relations, how are you all? My name is 

Charleen Fisher. My Gwich’in name is 

Daazhraii. My grandmother’s names are 

Charlotte Adams and Kitson Fisher. My 

grandfather’s names are Salvin Adams and 

Admiral John R. Fisher. My grandmothers 

and grandfathers are deceased. My parents 

are Reverend Scott and the late Margaret 

Ann Fisher. My late younger brother’s name 

was Shane. My younger sister’s name is 

Rebecca. My nephew’s name is William. 

My niece’s name is Monica Margaret. My 

husband’s name is Darrel. My husband is 

Draanjik Gwich’in. My daughter’s names 

are Shelby, Julia, Allyson, and Shani. My 

grandchild’s name is Hunter. I am from 

Beaver, Alaska. I am a Gwich’in from 

Beaver.



Personal Journey

The Indigenous PhD dissertation research and writing process has allowed me to explore 

the sudden intergenerational language and culture loss in my own family and community through 

the investigation of important underlying social constructs that shape epistemological, 

axiological, ontological, and cosmological understanding, and to share those findings.

Shitsuu Charlotte Adams was a Gwich’in woman who lived from 1902 to 1998. Her life 

encompassed a period of social, linguistic, and cultural change for Alaska Native people. She 

endured a life of hardship after losing her husband, Shitsii Salvin Adams in the 1950s. She raised 

her birth and adopted children alone on her traditional homeland. My mother, her youngest 

daughter, Margaret Ann Fisher, raised me in my homeland with a strong belief in education 

rooted in cultural pride and awareness. Raising my four children with the belief that they have a 

responsibility to their people and ancestors to not only learn their culture but to live it has been a 

priority. They also have a responsibility to the future generations of the Gwich’in to learn their 

language and culture. The belief systems and epistemology in my family have forged a strong 

bond to our Indigenous homeland, our culture and our language.

My grandmother was fluent in the Gwich’in, Upper Koyukon, and English languages. In 

her lifetime, there was great value in speaking many languages. The social fabric of our society 

in the Upper Yukon Flats was one that was tolerant of other languages and people. When my 

grandmother was a young woman the Gwich’in language was adapting to social change and 

integrating new words, and people were fluent in other regional dialects as well. There is a well- 

established history of loanwords from the French Canadians, who were traders with the 

Hudson’s Bay Company. From first contact, people were integrating words into Gwich’in that 

included new technologies such as dink’ee or gun, dehti’yaa tai ’ or pencil, dehtsii or a high

xx



cache with house, deezhii or glasses, shrii or knife, and many others. My grandfather’s language, 

Upper Koyukon, was also spoken in their home. From my childhood, I recall words and phrases 

from the Upper Koyukon, Gwich’in, and Inupiaq languages being spoken in the community.

Currently, all ethnicities in my village of Beaver, Alaska, learn English as a first 

language. Gwich’in is the only language that is taught and being learned as a second language. 

Language revitalization efforts must be included in Western academic structures to enable the 

indigenization of an authentic Gwich’in Pedagogy. Expansion of Western Curriculum to include 

the Alaskan Indigenous perspectives would enhance the learning experience for all students. In 

the academy, the personal situation frames the research historically to keep objectivity but keeps 

the personal experience subjective. As an Indigenous researcher, I have found that my personal 

experiences frame and are foundational to comprehending, interpreting and sharing the cultural 

knowledge I research.

My mother, Margaret Ann Fisher, attended Mount Edgecumbe High School and was the 

first in her family to graduate from a university, with a BA in Education. She worked in her 

home in Beaver, Alaska, and in other Yukon Flats villages, at first in the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs schools and then the State of Alaska REAA Yukon Flats School District. At Cruikshank 

School in Beaver, she worked to instill a strong identity in her students as well as to keep the 

Gwich’in and Upper Koyukon languages on par with the other Western content area subjects. 

With her as the principal, I learned Gwich’in in the K-12 school environment. I learned both 

language lessons and cultural skills such as snaring rabbits, sewing traditional items like canvas 

boots, and beading. I do not recall these activities being in a separate learning environment but 

rather part of the school’s daily activities that most students took part in. Mother also worked in 

other schools in the Yukon Flats School District, including the Tsuk Taih School in Chalkyitsik,
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Circle School, and in Venetie as the principal. She also was the Bilingual Coordinator. In her 

lengthy tenure working in the Yukon Flats she essentially decolonized and reframed Western 

content knowledge for her students so they understood the importance of their culture and 

language while striving for excellence in Western academic subjects.

My children attended the Cruikshank School, Tsuk Taih School, and Circle School. In 

these schools, they had excellent Gwich’in language instruction from Paul Williams Jr. and 

Freda Joseph. The instruction they received grounded their identity and gave them experiences 

similar to those I had with snaring, trapping, skin sewing, and beading while learning Gwich’in 

on our ancestral homeland. The importance of my children learning Gwich’in culture and 

language in their formative years prompted my husband, Darrel, and me to consciously make life 

choices that allowed them this time at home.

I worked as a classroom teacher for over a decade and Principal/Teacher for more than 9 

years. My classroom was multi-graded, inclusive, and holistic. I worked to make meaning for my 

students by relating western concepts in a way that connected their own experiences and cultural 

knowledge to the content. In my classroom and school, non-certified staff were respected and 

provided with professional development opportunities. As an educator, I have practical 

experience in a variety of instructional strategies both Western and Indigenous in origin. I was 

mentored by my own mother, Margaret Ann Fisher to seamlessly include cultural knowledge 

alongside Western content in the classroom and administering a small school. I feel blessed to 

have worked with my mother for the years that I did. With these small understandings, I present 

this dissertation and the findings to Indigenous and non-Indigenous educators.
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Beaver’s History

As with all North American history, Beaver’s history did not begin with the introduction 

of non-Native explorers, colonial Europeans, and 

immigrant settlers. The history of Beaver begins with 

the land’s original inhabitants, who have lived and 

occupied the Yukon Flats for generations. Both the 

Gwich’in and Koyukon Athabascans have vivid 

memories of traditional activities, and many still 

participate in this living history on a multitude of 

levels. Beaver’s Koyukon name is listed in the 

Koyukon Dictionary compiled by Jules Jette and 

Eliza Jones. It is “Ts’aahudaaneekk’onh Denh.” The 

caption under the Koyukon name reads:

Beaver Village, lit. ‘. . .where the forest fire 

burned out (to the river).’ .loca lity  on the north bank of the Yukon River, 48 miles 

below Fort Yukon. Where a forest fire, coming from the inland has ‘come out’ and 

destroyed the timber. (Jette & Jones, 2000, p. 364)

This was verified by Beaver Elder Nora Billy before she passed. She stated that Charlotte Adams 

had told her that there had been a fire in Beaver’s location. Nora Billy also recounted memories 

of standing at Oscar Sock’s house in the 1930s, in the current location of Cliff Adams’ house, 

and being able to see for a long-distance due to all the land that had been burned by wildfire 

(personal communication, 2009). The immigration of both the Kobuk area Inupiaq, and the Pt. 

Barrow area Inupiaq, with Japanese explorer Frank Yasuda impacted the social, economic, and 

cultural history of Beaver and the surrounding villages. The non-Native population was also very

xxiii

Figure 0.1: Council of Athabascan 
Tribal Governments (CATG) Map 
of Villages in the Yukon Flats



prominent in the early twentieth century as they searched for gold and worked toward other 

economic enterprises, such as trapping and trading.

Predating 1900, 

there was industry in the 

Brooks Range in the 

form of gold mining.

Both non-Natives and 

Natives alike worked at 

the camp. It was this 

gold mine that drew 

Turak Newman and his 

family and friends, 

including Frank Yasuda, 

to the Brooks Range in 1910. Economic and employment for economic gain drew these Inupiaq 

to Beaver through the Brooks Range. Beaver was the supply point for the Caro camp on the 

Yukon River. From Beaver, goods were transported to Caro via the “Government Road.” By the 

1930s Beaver, Alaska, was a very different place. Due to the Gold Rush and steamboat 

transportation system, Beaver’s local population had a very high non-Native population. The 

elders that were residing in Beaver, Alaska, during the 1930s mentioned the same names and 

different types of economic activity.

This prologue section is followed by the introduction and will provide an in-depth 

discussion of this dissertation topic. The research objectives, research questions, linguistic and 

educational framework are covered in Chapter One: Framework.

Figure 0.2: Leegwich’in Nation
Photo from Council of Athabascan Tribal Governments and 
Gwich’in Council International (2010) websites
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Chapter 1 -  Framework 

Deeneehi’yaa? What are you going to do?

Jyaaghaii deeneehi’yaa? Why do it?

“Their parents sending them to high school and my mother and my father don’t want me to go. 

They don’t want me to go and I ’m the only one that left now. All o f them went to school, they 

never came back. They all died where they are. ” Diitsuu Minnie Salmon

1.1 Introduction

This dissertation will endeavor to share a personal journey to explore the sudden 

intergenerational language and culture loss, and to document Gwich’in pedagogy and frame it in 

the context of Western educational systems of power. Western educational systems of power 

frame the context of learning for many colonized Indigenous populations. The context for the 

Indigenous populations in the United States is based on educational equality. Advocating for any 

unserved and underserved subpopulation in the Western education framework requires 

perseverance, legal insight, and tenacity.

1.2 General Objectives

The objectives of my research include documenting oral history of Gwich’in Elders to 

investigate concepts within Gwich’in pedagogy that contribute to establishing an educational 

framework that allows cultural competencies to be established and incorporated into the Western 

academic system. These oral histories document childhood memories to determine the scope and 

sequence of cultural competencies of various traditional activities that led up to the Elder’s
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ability to be a fully functioning member of the Gwich’in society as a provider. The interviews 

were conducted during cultural activities and were participatory, ethnographic, and qualitative. 

Gwich’in pedagogy is undocumented in academia. Gwich’in Athabascan or Dinjii Zhuu 

literature is a growing body of knowledge that incorporates multiple perspectives on Gwich’in 

epistemology, ontology, and axiology.

Research on Gwich’in women is underrepresented in this body of knowledge. This 

research in this dissertation focuses on the inclusion of a Gwich’in woman’s perspective and will 

help define Gwich’in pedagogy through analysis of oral stories, Gwich’in language, and through 

a review of current Gwich’in language curriculum. Academic research has traditionally set 

academic objectivity against the personal perspective. Academic objectivity often discourages 

the personal or subjective perspective, but in the Gwich’in context it enriches and helps non- 

Gwich’in understand the importance of this specific Indigenous story.

My research questions are:

1. What is Gwich’in pedagogy according to our Elders and language?

2. Will linguistic analysis of Gwich’in terms help clarify significant concepts and processes 

within a Gwich’in pedagogical framework?

3. What are key Gwich’in learning indicators?

These questions will bring clarity to elements of Gwich’in pedagogy and ascertain the possibility 

of inclusion of Gwich’in knowledge into the Western academic system with a concentration on 

the K-12 system.

The analysis of language and culture as indicators for elements of Gwich’in pedagogy are 

based on the relational understanding that according to Baker (1996) language indexes culture, 

language is a symbol of culture and that culture is created in part from language (p. 64).
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Gwich’in language indexes and symbolizes Gwich’in worldview and values and in part creates 

cultural practices. Furthermore, analysis of Gwich’in language and its relationship with culture 

frame the elements of Gwich’in pedagogy and develop key indicators of Gwich’in cultural 

competencies that will serve as benchmarks or standards that can eventually be aligned with 

Western academic content.

This research is rooted in the relationship between Gwich’in language and culture. The 

relational understanding of the 3 types of Gwich’in knowledge and proposed learning process 

connected to these systems are discussed in depth. This research strongly argues that language 

and culture work together to build cultural standards, curriculum and evaluative frameworks that 

integrate Western academic content standards with Gwich’in knowledge. Broader implications 

for a relational understanding between language and culture can be drawn from connections 

made in this Indigenous Studies research.

Documentation and efforts toward language revitalization must continue in order to 

promote the transmission of culture and language to future generations. There are also policy 

impacts that can be made on a local level so the Gwich’in people feel empowered. The resiliency 

of Gwich’in children relies on a strong foundation grounded in the Gwich’in culture and a 

thorough understanding of Dinjii Zhuu K  ’yaa in order to succeed in the Western academic 

setting. As people who have lived, worked, learned, and been in what is today called Alaska and

2
Dinjii Zhuh K ’yaa is a complex term that means more than the Gwich’in way of life, it is an 

epistemological belief structure tied to the Gwich’in language.
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Canada for more than 10,000 years, the Gwich’in possess a world of traditional knowledge that 

must be shared and documented for future generations.

1.3 Linguistic Context

The history of Alaska Native languages is important to mention as it frames our language 

situation and helps us be cognizant of underlying impacts of political, historical and social 

change on language loss. Alaska Native languages have gone through three general phrases: pre

contact, the Russian Period, and the American Period. Pre-contact includes the period before 

1741. The Russian Period of Alaska, 1741-1867, was dominated by foreign contact with the 

Aleut people, an experience that ranged from “outright atrocity and massacre to mere 

enslavement and exploitation” (Krauss, 1980, p. 14). It was during this period of Alaskan history 

that the Athabascan people of Alaska and Canada worked with the Anglican Church, especially 

Archdeacon Robert MacDonald and his wife, Julia, to translate the Hymnal, Prayer Book, and 

the entire Bible into Tukudh . His efforts began in 1847, when Hudson’s Bay Company 

established a trading post in Fort Yukon. The documents were published beginning in 1873 that 

further document the history of the Gwich’in people and the Anglican Church (Krauss, 1980, p. 

18).

The American Period of Alaska begins with the sale of Alaska by Russia to the United 

States in 1867. Although the new settlers were negatively impacting the lands and waters with 

the resourcing of salmon and gold at the beginning of the American Period, there were no

Tukudh is a Canadian Gwich’in Dialect. See Appendix I.
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restrictive policies toward Alaska Native languages. This soon changed, however, and the 

exploitation of resources combined with the attempted eradication of cultures and languages. 

Beginning in 1885, the first Commissioner of Education for Alaska, Sheldon Jackson, began a 

policy within the school system that was “adamantly opposed to the use of Native languages in 

education or religion” (Krauss, 1980, p. 19). During this period, documentation of the 

Athabascan languages continued to take place. French Canadian Jesuit Missionary Reverend 

Jules Jette worked to document the Koyukon language, and Archdeacon McDonald’s efforts 

continued in the Tukudh language (1873-1912). The Episcopal Church was also involved in the 

Upper Koyukon translation of liturgical materials and hymns by Jules Prevost during this same 

time-period (Krauss, 1980, p. 25).

Regardless of these language documentation efforts, the Bureau of Indian Affairs began 

the policy of heavy suppression from 1910 to 1960. According to Krauss (1980), “By 1910, 

virtually all Native language education and literacy development in Alaska had ceased” (p. 96). 

Many people in the Yukon Flats testify to being slapped, beaten, ridiculed, and otherwise 

punished for speaking their language in schools locally and especially at boarding schools. 

Native parents from the Yukon Flats were told that speaking their Alaska Native language to 

their children would impede their success in schooling and learning.

Until the Federal Bilingual Education Act of 1967, all education was to be taught in 

English only (Krauss, 1980, p. 97). Even after this act the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ compliance 

with this act was only voluntary. Not until June 9, 1972, did the State of Alaska Legislature pass 

a law requiring schools to provide a teacher who could speak the language of the child (Krauss, 

1980, pp. 29-30). The Alaska Native Language Center was established at this same time to study 

and document all Alaska Native languages. Studies documenting the status of the Athabascan
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language in the Yukon Flats villages were documented by the Alaska Native Language Center 

(ANLC) at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

The following information was compiled in 1974, revised in 1982 by Michael E. Krauss. 

The Athabascan Language Group is broken into several languages and dialects. Note: Upper 

Koyukon is not separated from Central or Lower Koyukon, and these figures can be misleading. 

The study is based on population figures from the 1980 census and does not include a breakdown 

per village. The Athabascan languages population versus number of speakers in 1980 is as 

follows:

Language Population Number o f  Speakers Percentage

Koyukon 2,300 650 28.2%

Alaska G w ich’in 1,000 500 50%

Table 1.1: 1980 Koyukon and Gwich’in Speakers

* Alaska Gwich’in only, not including Canadian Gwich’in

These numbers have decreased dramatically. Although a history of oppression and colonization 

specifically related to the systemic degradation of culture, languages, wellness, and resources 

exists, the strength of the Gwich’in people is evident in their sense of determination and 

activism. Margaret Ann Fisher (Fisher & Fisher, 2004) recalls a memory of her mother,

Charlotte Adams, when a non-Native teacher told her that she couldn’t take her children to a 

spring muskrat camp in a seasonal hunt:

I always think of this one incident. It shows how early non-native teachers were so out of 

touch with the Native culture and community. It also shows how independent and
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assertive she was. She knew her own mind and was willing to do what she had to do (pp. 

35-36).

Gwich’in have strong opinions about how revitalize, document, preserve and transmit their 

language and culture to and for future generations. Although people have different ideas of how 

to attain Gwich’in language revitalization goals, common values guide most programmatic and 

individual activities.

Education must prepare students to become global citizens and teach them to respect the 

ancestors (or Diitsii Naii) by speaking the Gwich’in language and to respect the languages of 

others. This multilingual experience existed in Alaska and may never exist again, but we can 

certainly endeavor to protect languages and promote language learning for all the children of 

Alaska.

In his paper, Alaska Native Languages: Past, Present, and Future, linguist by Michael E. 

Krauss takes the youngest population ages speaking the Alaska Native Languages to 

approximate the extinction of these languages. According to Krauss (1980), “We need merely to 

add to 1980 the remaining life expectancy of the youngest speakers of the language, based on a 

generous estimate of, say, 75 years” (p. 67). With this information, the language of Koyukon is 

estimated to “be dead by 2030” and “Kutchin (Gwich’in).. .[is] likely to become extinct before 

the next century is over” (Krauss, 1980, p. 67). Krauss goes on to say:

What I am certain that we as linguist and Native Language Specialist at ANLC 

and elsewhere can do (with adequate support) is to document the languages well, 

by compiling good comprehensive dictionaries of their vocabulary, good 

grammars of their structure, and also writing down texts, including stories and 

legends in the language, to preserve at least a significant part of their oral literary
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tradition. In this way, an adequate record of the heritage can be kept for posterity, 

in the form, however, of some books on the shelf. In this sense at least, the 

language can certainly be saved. This important work is also the necessary basis 

for the development of teaching grammars and other materials for Native 

Language programs in the schools. (p. 70)

Value-laden decisions have scarred Alaska and American history with morality guiding 

curriculum design again and again. Many non-Native administrators fail to see the benefit of 

aligning curriculum with Native knowledge, especially in the school sites where developed 

language materials are not used. Student progress in the Alaska Native languages could be tested 

and tracked but still discouraged at most school sites. Further complicating issues of language 

revitalization is the fact that Gwich’in have not formalized a set of cultural competencies that can 

be integrated with Western education standards.

1.4 Gwich’in Self-Determination

Diitsii naii, or “our ancestors,” lived a life that we can only aspire to emulate. They

taught us how to live in harmony with the land that has provided for our people for many

generations (Ermine, 1995). Diitsii naii, our ancestors, learned to live with what the land

provided for them in a way that did not harm the natural environment.

Many people in the villages practice their culture in the most economical way of

surviving. The value of respecting the land and animals is commonplace. People share meat as a

ceremonial ritual but also just as a part of the sharing values. However, many things are

impacting their ability to freely practice their culture. Fear of fines and due to Western laws

about hunting seasons and time restrictions, coupled with confusion over the difference between
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who owns what land around the village, makes people concerned and secretive about their 

hunting practices. Furthermore, it is not uncommon for people to make decisions contrary to 

their own values based on the impacts of the institutions of colonialism in practice, most notably 

forced assimilation through boarding school education.

Reformation involves key success factors, including a means for mass communication, 

individual passion about a specific cause, speaking out against repression, establishing an 

individual spiritual relationship with the creator, clear ideals, and timing. Just as immigrants 

bring optimism to America, Indigenous people bring a tie to living in harmony with the land and 

a strength in understanding the context of the place that is America. The Gwich’in Nation’s 

experience, as well as that of many of the Dene Nations, has been one of colonization with great 

influence of organized religion. The Gwich’in people have encountered great social change from 

external influences.

1.4.1 Education as Workforce Development

Western education involves American governmental funding and ideological mandates 

are legislate ideological beliefs about the criteria used to define success. Indigenous education 

shapes students by creating their understanding of the world and their place in it. The Western 

education system is an excellent way to create a workforce. In America, the ideas of 

individuality and local decision allow the inclusion of local customs and ideals into the 

curriculum. Reliance upon an individual student’s body of knowledge is a mainstay of many 

curricular units in creating relevance for the student and is tied to student retention. Much 

evidence has been compiled in the field of education on the instruction being tied to individual 

success (Boudett, City, & Murnane, 2015, p. 5).
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Political activism is a way of empowering people to be allowed to practice their own 

spiritual beliefs with freedom. However, this freedom is limited in scope by state and federal 

laws and these laws are based on the worldview of the majority population. Indigenous people 

are uniquely oppressed in a way that limits their ability to practice their cultural heritage. The 

epistemology of each culture drives the practice of many cultural elements.

For Gwich’in these include subsistence practices facing Indigenous people are rooted in 

colonialism. The fact that most Indigenous peoples are now categorized as domestic dependent 

nations, landlocked by majority non-Native populations who have a Western ideology, can be 

viewed as opportune or inopportune. Impact from Western culture has made our existence as 

caretakers of the earth one that is secondary to popular Western cultural elements. According to 

Adams (1995), “A major objective of Indian schools was to wean the student from “the 

degrading communism of the tribal-reservation system” and to imbue him “with the exalting 

egotism of American civilization, so that he will ‘I’ instead of ‘we,’ and ‘This is mine,’ instead 

of ‘This is ours’” (pp. 22-23). Western cultures embrace the ideas that most natural elements 

come secondarily to the needs of the individual, and are contrary to many Native value systems.

The issues that face the few people remaining in the remote Alaskan villages today are 

also impacted by the problems associated with their living as they did traditionally. Alaska 

Natives were once seasonally nomadic, and now have newly formed village issues to contend 

with electricity, water and sewer, land ownership of town-site lots, and administration of 

governmental funds (i.e., BIA and other program development and implementation activities). 

The issues that residents contend with, along with the additional pressure of maintaining culture 

and protecting ancestral grounds, are often overwhelming as Alaska Natives learn to identify and 

resist new subversive forms of colonial oppression.
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Cultural knowledge is present within the Gwich’in language, even if finding the most 

efficient ways express cultural norms involves the use of social mediums such as blogging in 

Gwich’in or calling home with a satellite phone, epistemological beliefs remain present. 

Responsibility to determine Gwich’in pedagogy and further develop assessment indicators by 

establishing cultural competencies belongs to the Gwich’in. Gwich’in historical customs 

continue to be represented in the way the people live their lives. Ties to the ancestral homeland 

are strong, and people honor traditional knowledge through customary practice while seeking 

employment and educational opportunities for themselves and their families.

Gwich’in people have left their ancestral homelands to raise their families in urban 

centers or have sent their children to boarding schools for many reasons, as have other 

Indigenous people (Nicholas, 2005, p. 30). These reasons include attempting to shield their 

children from social ills that are present in villages today, or to obtain a more comprehensive 

Western-oriented education. The reality of the situation is that these social ills are present in all 

communities, including urban centers, and that children must learn to make healthy decisions 

wherever they live. Leaving their communities may limit access to instruction in their own 

language or about their own culture (Friedel, 2011, p. 535).

The early years of any person’s life are formative and leave lasting impressions on his or 

her whole life. Children who live in urban centers face the same issues with substance abuse, but 

they often do not have any idea about what their cultural practices or foods are, nor do they 

identify with being Gwich’in (National Governors Association, 2012). Gwich’in youth in the 

villages have experience in cultural activities, and whether they choose to participate in these 

activities is not assured. Village schooling may or may not include traditional knowledge, even 

with access and proximity to village traditional subsistence use areas and Elders (Dinero, 2005,
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p. 272). This is one of the reasons that it is important to establish our own cultural competencies 

and require Western educators to include them in the school system and advocate for K-12 and 

secondary educational systems through adoption of specific cultural competencies and relevant 

teacher preparation programs.

1.5 Influence of Christianity on Dinjii Zhuh Ky ’aa

The Episcopal Church, historically, has worked to document the Gwich’in language by 

translating the entire Bible, Prayer Book, and Hymnal, but it has also restricted Gwich’in- 

speaking children from speaking their own language in boarding schools. This history is 

documented in the book called The Life I ’ve Been Living, by Moses Cruikshank (1986): “ .. .She 

used to tell me, ‘You talk English, don’t talk Indian.’ But she took good care of us. She was a 

wonderful lady” (p. 17). Moses Cruikshank was my uncle, my grandmother Charlotte’s brother, 

and this statement shows the conflicted view of our church in one statement. Gwich’in is still 

used on a regular basis in the Episcopal Church, but the experience of my uncle Moses 

Cruikshank at the Episcopal boarding school in 1913 shows a different attitude toward heritage 

language use a generation earlier on the Canadian side.

The Anglican Church translated and developed Tukudh language materials in the Fort 

Macpherson area to proselytize and propagate the ideas of the Anglican Church. This was 

accomplished through the unparalleled work of Archdeacon Robert McDonald (1872, 1886, 

1972, n.d.), of Scottish and Ojibwa descent. McDonald and wife, Julia, translated into Gwich’in 

The Book o f Common Prayer, the Old & New Testaments, A Grammar o f the Tukudh Language, 

and the church hymnal, Chilig Tukudh Tshah Zit. This documentation had provided a valuable 

resource for language revitalization materials that supported both Eastern and Western Gwich’in
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language revitalization efforts. “McDonald’s success in popularizing the Gwich’in writing 

system and attracting Gwich’ins to the Anglican faith could be interpreted either as a positive 

contribution of aboriginal ancestry who identified closely with the Gwich’ins, or as yet another 

act of hegemony of European Canadian religious institutions among indigenous people” (Moore, 

2007, p. 30). Being part Ojibwa, McDonald also “ .exem plified how individuals could 

transform themselves through education, and the Gwich’ins sought to emulate his achievement” 

(Moore, 2007, p. 34). Gwich’in people today are fortunate to have Gwich’in-speaking Episcopal 

lay readers teaching songs, prayers, and Bible literacy. Gwich’in are literally blessed in their own 

language and blessed to pray to K ’eegwaadhat4 in Gwich’in because of the work of Archdeacon 

McDonald and his wife Julia.

1.6 Vigwizhi ’ Gwanlii

Our intelligence, or vigwizhi’gwanlii, cannot be measured by a Standards-Based 

Assessment (SBA), Norm-Referenced Assessment, or Criterion-Reference Assessment test 

score. Our vigwizhi ’ gwanlii goes beyond a simple test; it is the practice of culture and language 

as well. Tests can help all students meet a minimum baseline, but Indigenous students are more 

than that measurement. John Hattie (2015) lists ‘Teacher estimates of achievement’ as the 

highest-ranking factor that impacts student achievement in “The applicability of Visible 

Learning to higher education” published in Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in Psychology

4 God
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(pp. 79-91). Our vigwizhi’gwanlii or intelligence is impacted by the estimation of our educators 

in all content, Western and Indigenous.

Adoonishinyaa
Identity

At'sa' t'sa 
googwarahee 

Pedagogy
r \

Gwizhi' 
Knowledge

z -
T'ee diraa'in The life we are 

living.
Culture V 7 .

Dinjii Zhuh K'yaa 
Our Language

Aadaaraa'in
We are looking at 

ourselves
Evaluation

Figure 1.1: Vigwizhi ’ gwanlii -  Intelligence

Vigwizhi’gwanlii encompasses a broader scope of what Western values determine as 

worthwhile. Gwich’in must hold on steadfast to their cultural norms and values to maintain and 

preserve the culture for future generations. Crystal Frank (2011) suggested in her MA thesis, 

“Perhaps teaching the way our ancestors did by hands-on and oral history, incorporating 

traditional values in the schools, the young may start succeeding in high school and beyond” (p. 

40).

Diitsii naii, our ancestors, learned to live with what the land provided for them in a way 

that did not harm the natural environment. Many students in rural Alaska are from families who 

believe in practicing their culture. They hunt, fish, and gather as their ancestors did for many 

generations. These students must have connections to their culture in the academic work that 

takes place in the schools. Western standardized testing is important as an indicator or
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benchmark for all students but cannot be the primary indicator of Gwich’in and Alaska Native 

success.

Once Indigenous children are grounded in their culture they have a stronger sense of 

identity and can meet challenges set before them. These challenges can be any number of things, 

including achieving “acceptable” scores on a standardized test or any other requirement of 

becoming a global citizen. The Inuit in Canada have identified what their cultural means in order 

to restore Inuit pride and increase individual self-esteem. By increasing the self-esteem of young 

Inuit, some of today’s social problems such as substance abuse and even suicide can be 

eliminated (Owlijoot, 2008, p. 8).

Indigenous students must see firsthand that they are part of a larger Indigenous 

community. In America, the melting pot mentality has made many members of diverse cultures 

give up much of their unique cultural heritage to succeed in the Western systems of power. This 

has included anything from the clothes that are worn to the foods that are eaten. Eating 

Indigenous foods, or Dinjii Zhuh shii, is a big part of our culture, but even though people like to 

eat the foods they no longer see the importance of learning how to obtain those foods. For too 

many people in both urban and rural communities, establishing the scope and developmental 

sequencing of cultural competencies is both unknown and not a priority. This is especially 

needed in this time of assessment, with remnants of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) expectations 

and the current Common Core requirements, and unless the Indigenous people make this a 

priority, Gwich’in will continue to lose cultural knowledge through modern forms of 

acculturation and assimilation.

Students of rural Alaska live in their ancestral homeland and are participants of their 

culture. Making connections and experiences for these students to learn culture components are
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essential for the development of a whole person, not just a test score (Goddard & Foster, 2002). 

The development of indicators as benchmarks for cultural competence can lead to the creation of 

a relevant curriculum for many Alaska Native students.

1.7 Indigenous Adaptations to Bureaucratic Systems

The development of ideas must take into consideration the impacts of Western 

populations and ideas on each phase of cultural interactions. One important way that learning 

takes place is by listening to the Elders and looking within the Gwich’in language. Gwich’in 

people have lived in the Upper Yukon Flats and into Canada for many generations. The 

Gwich’in interacted with French Canadian trappers from the Hudson’s Bay Company before 

contact with other Western groups. This interaction led to the Gwich’in’s inclusion of many 

loanwords. An example of this is the word for “thank you,” mahsi’ choh. This integration of the 

French phrase, merci beaucoup, has been modified, but there remains a distinct similarity. The 

French phrase has been integrated into the Gwich’in language and has replaced the original 

word, khqi ’ which was “thank you.” The meaning has also been slightly changed. Khqj ’ 

traditionally meant more of an affirmation, now the Gwich’in word mimics the French meaning.

It is important for a language to reflect the values of that language, but it is also important 

for the people of a language to make a conscious choice about importing foreign meaning into 

their heritage language. The Hawaiian people are very progressive in their ideas about language 

revitalization and have formed a lexicon committee. The committee reviews Hawaiian terms for 

new terminology, including imported technological terms and historical words such as 

pepahakau for “cards.” Another example is “pe-pa, ‘cards,’ is the English ‘paper’ and ha-kau 

means ‘fighting’” (Culin, 1899, p. 246). Words for the items that were not traditionally part of
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the culture were often described such as “ ... ’owili ‘photographic film’ (literally, ‘twisted coil’)” 

(W. H. Wilson & Kamana, 2001, p. 168). Other issues arise, including the development of words 

for medical terms and educational terms, changes of pronunciation for non-Hawaiian or non- 

Gwich’in words, and the application of the Gwich’in grammar rules to non-Gwich’in words. The 

amount of terminology that we allow into our language is a subject of debate, but decisions must 

be made by the Indigenous population themselves (Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1999).

What we need to transform education is imbedded in our stories, our language, and our 

culture’s record of oral history that still exists today. Brayboy defines “culture as a concept that 

is simultaneously fluid and dynamic, and—at times—fixed and stable” (Castagno & Brayboy, 

2008, p. 943). This statement reflects the dynamic capacity for cultural adaptation among our 

Alaska Native people and larger Indigenous community as we continue to be self-sustaining and 

resilient.

Ideas are derived from experiences and worldview. The Gwich’in worldview is very 

different from the Western worldview. Components of the Indigenous worldview are unique and 

quite contrary to the Western worldview and in some cases other Indigenous worldviews. The 

article by Kawagley and Barnhardt (1999) titled “Education Indigenous to Place: Western 

Science Meets Native Reality” mentions several differences in the area of spirituality to 

relationship between the humans and their natural environment based on the work of Knudtson 

and Suzuki (1992).

Spirituality, personal responsibility, reciprocity between people and the natural world and 

interpersonal relationships between people are all parts of Oscar Kawagley’s (1999) article titled 

“Nurturing Native Languages” that show variation between the Indigenous and Western 

worldviews:
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The words are a product of a mindset that is given to the individualism and materialism in 

a techno mechanistic world. For us to think that we can reconstruct a new world by using 

English and its ways will not work. We need to return to a language that is given to 

health and wellbeing. To try and make a paradigmatic shift by using the consciousness 

that constructed this modern world is bound for failure. (Kawagley & Barnhardt, 1999, p. 

viii)

It is important for Indigenous people to understand this in a conscious way, a way that allows an 

appreciation for the strength our people have as a cohesive, like-minded population. The holistic 

perspective is another main theme in the Kawagley and Barnhardt article. The Western education 

system tends to focus in on small details and does not seem to look at the larger picture or how 

many subjects are interrelated. Indigenous people often see all subjects holistically. These 

differences lead to difficulties in communication between the Indigenous population and 

majority Western populations. Furthermore, the decision-making process is driven by quite 

different thought processes, and these decisions drive actions. These thought processes include 

connections to the Gwich’in worldviews and values related to leadership.

The article entitled “Serving the Purpose of Education” by Okakok (1989) discussed 

about the Inupiaq perspective of the implementation of educational programs that the Inupiat felt 

were culturally responsive to their idea of what their children needed to learn in the formal 

school system. As early attempts by educators to mainstream our students relied on punishment 

and restricting students, the Inupiat took local control of both the Regional Education Attendance 

Area (REAA) and establishment of the North Slope Borough. The Inupiat were part of 

determining what education their children are exposed to as they are nurtured to become adults.
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Okakok points out that “Western education would serve its purpose, but it would be a purpose 

determined by our own people” (Okakok, 1989, p. 407).

The relationship between the Indigenous populations of Alaska and Western-based 

formal education has only recently become open to the possibility of inclusion of more than the 

Western academic subject areas. The information that exists in Indigenous cultures is based on 

many years of collective knowledge and tested by a rigorous Indigenous methodological vetting 

system, but it lacks academic review in a Western peer-review situation, which as is the 

customary process for incorporation of knowledge into Western academic institutions. This vast 

amount of Native knowledge is just now being documented and published in a Western 

educational bureaucratic system. This allows the information in many Indigenous knowledge 

systems to be incorporated into Western academic systems from the top down. An essential piece 

missing for implementation into Western K-12 systems is the process of determining culturally 

relevant indicators and benchmarks for a seamless integration into Western educational systems 

of power.

Integration into the K-12 educational system is increasingly tedious, with the Western 

English standards being fragmented into smaller and smaller pieces of vitally important 

information that children need to learn at various increasingly constricted timeframes during 

their primary school years. As an example, the Western education system begins with an 

intensive review of letters, phonemes, letter sounds and names, letter order, and letter 

combination to begin the initial decoding in English literacy. These types of linguistic indicators 

are rare or non-existent in many non-Western K-12 educational systems or Indigenous learning 

environments.
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Dr. Barnhardt (2008) discussed the importance of standard in Chapter 6 - Creating a 

Place for Indigenous Knowledge in Education of the book Place-based education in the global 

age: Local Diversity :

These cultural standards and guidelines are all designed to assist schools and 

communities in the appropriate integration of Indigenous knowledge in all aspects of 

their operations, and are all rooted in the belief that a form of education grounded in the 

heritage language and culture indigenous to a particular place is a fundamental 

prerequisite for the development of healthy students and communities. (p. 129)

Alaskan standards have been developed by the Alaska Native Knowledge Network to bridge 

knowledge systems for several decades. The development and codification of Gwich’in 

knowledge value-based content remains undeveloped for use in the K-12 Western system of 

education.

There exists a need for integrating culture-based curriculum into formal Western school 

systems (Friedel, 2011, p. 541). This is not articulated in the form of a series of benchmarks that 

mirror Western academic indicators. Non-Natives and Western bureaucratic systems are not 

going to develop benchmarks and indicators that satisfy the so-called “rigorous” scientific 

validity of statistical data presented in the adoption of various curricula. Alaska Native educators 

and researchers must have the wherewithal to go through a process that not only is culturally 

relevant but also meets the established academic rigor of other Western-based academic content 

areas. This process is very important to bridge the cultural divide that is present in our 

educational communities today. It will enable the self-determination of the Gwich’in and help 

protect future efforts.
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The Okakok article suggests that our success as a people is linked to both Western 

knowledge and the Indigenous knowledge of our ancestors. She contends that “Now, excellence 

in the subsistence way does not ensure survival in our modern world” (Okakok, 1989, p. 407). 

The idea that Indigenous survival has become dependent upon Western implements, money and 

practices is a new reality. Village economies are in transition and are partial cash economies. 

People rely on subsistence; however, they utilize efficient Western items such as snow machines 

or snowmobiles, chainsaws, and other tools. Villages are also dependent upon technology for 

news and communication, and for participation in the global social, political, and economic 

activities.

Many villages are experiencing an outmigration of people that has depleted the number 

of people in the community. Dementi-Leonard and Gilmore (1999) hold that the “ .alternative 

to rural schools was childless villages and students who had to trade their families and culture for 

an education. This alternative was seen as unacceptable to most of today’s village residents” (p. 

46). Villages must include urban and rural tribal members and use their talents to foster the 

economic, social, and political development of the villages for the sustainability of our Alaska 

Native cultures. The sustainability of the villages is paramount to the continuation of making 

connections to place for the Indigenous ways of knowing and living.

People who are familiar with a specific bureaucratic system must be involved with the 

process, and when these people are Indigenous, effective implementation can occur. Dinjii zhuh 

naii have the cultural context needed to make connections and comparisons between what is an 

accepted value of the Western world and what is an unassuming value of the local culture 

(Okakok, 1989). Gwich’in protocol begins with the students introducing themselves in Dinjii 

Zhuh K ’yaa. It is an important value to introduce oneself, but it is not an expectation of the
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Western educational system, nor is it reflected in the current curriculum scope and sequence of 

the local K-12 school district. Understanding traditional protocols will only help our future 

generations understand who they are and must be done in a way that honors our ancestors.

In my experience as an educator, students who have a strong sense of identity and pride 

in their culture often score better on tests and show greater resiliency. The Alaska Rural 

Systemic Initiative Final Report from 2005 published findings that showed significant 

improvement in student scores when the student participated in cultural activities. The 

importance of young people being grounded in their culture is paramount to their success in 

Western systems of higher education. The more the youth have access and opportunity to be 

proud of themselves and their culture the better for all Indigenous people. Gwich’in dependence 

upon youth to know and transmit the language to future generations is directly related to how 

well we prepare them. The administration of rural schools requires the inclusion of heritage 

language revitalization efforts to undo the harm that the federal government has done in the past 

to the Indigenous languages of Alaska. For the benefit of the future generations, organizations, 

communities and families need to do all they can to revitalize Alaska Native cultures and 

languages.

1.8 Roadmap

This dissertation includes the following:

In Chapter 1 includes an overview of the Gwich’in experience historically and a review of 

current issues. In Chapter 2, a review of Gwich’in educational and assessment literature will be 

presented. Gwich’in-centered research will be presented from Alaska and from Canada. 

Indigenous researchers have contributed to the academy through the documentation of their own
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cultural practices and have identified pertinent Gwich’in terminology to highlight the concepts. 

This work is particularly relevant to the research presented in this dissertation. The final section 

of Chapter 2 will be a review of Gwich’in K-12 curriculum items. These items include 

instructional materials developed by Gwich’in speakers from the 1970s with American and 

Canadian university departments and linguists, a shorter review of books, and student learning 

materials. In Chapter 3, the methodological approaches will be discussed. The Gwich’in 

axiological beliefs will be discussed, as Gwich’in values are important indicators of social 

norming.

In Chapter 4, the data will be presented as a set of stories as told by the Gwich’in Elders, 

William and Minnie Salmon. The second section includes the interviews of Minnie Salmon and 

Kanoe Kanaka’ole. A narration of the main themes discussed highlights pedagogical concepts 

and transformative praxis represented in their discussion.

In Chapter 5, an analysis of the Gwich’in terms from a variety of sources includes a 

review of Gwich’in education terms that highlight the pedagogical concepts. Chapter 6 will 

present a possible framework and an in-depth discussion of the research presented in the data. 

Chapter 7 presents future implications of this work and frameworks that may be developed into 

cultural competencies indicators.
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Chapter 2 -  Literature Review 

Neets’ee hihjyaa enjit neenjit ch ’aadeehihti ’oo?

What writing supports what you want to do?

“...having a pedagogy which supported the language acquisition, yeah, so we are not going to 

speak English at all to these babies, we are going to only speak in the language, in the target

language, ALL the time!” Kanoe Kanaka ’ole

This chapter will review literature relevant to Gwich’in pedagogy. Educational and 

linguistic research have valuable insights to identifying a framework for Gwich’in cultural 

competencies.

2.1 A ts’a ’ Ts’a ’ Googwarah ’ee Gwich’in Pedagogy Introduction

Defining pedagogy is challenging for American subcultures, but many American 

Indigenous groups do share epistemological, ontological, and axiological foundations. The 

Athabascan people of the Na-Dene language family are a diverse group that includes many 

cultures and languages. The Gwich’in people work diligently to document, preserve, and identify 

their collective and individual pedagogical practices, epistemological and axiological beliefs.

Gwich’in pedagogy as an instructional strategy can be translated to be ats ’a ’ ts ’a ’ 

googwarah ’ee or “how we are learning.” Learning in Gwich’in is translated to be gwiky ’aanjik 

or literally, learning or awareness. Place-based education is a significant factor of Gwich’in 

pedagogy. As people of the land, the Gwich’in were taught and learned in an experiential way 

with real world subjectivity. An understanding was created through experience, and based on 

Gwich’in Elder Simon Francis, First Nations researcher Shawn Wilson (1996) stated, “The best 

way to teach the basic values and skills of a traditional Gwich’in lifestyle is through the
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traditional camps” (p. 54). Many Arctic people from the circumpolar north have also expressed 

their connection to the land:

When Inuit lived in the land, the land itself, the family, and the small extended family or 

camp were the source of learning -  they were ‘the classroom.’ The teachers were the 

parents and the elders. Wisdom and experience was passed on from generation to 

generation. Pedagogy was strongly based upon modeling, observation and practice. 

(Owlijoot, 2008, p. 5)

The importance of learning in context and skill-based, value-laden knowledge are fundamental 

parts of Gwich’in pedagogy. The late Elder Katherine Peter (1992) stated that while in Jalgiitsik 

(Chalkyitsik) people brought her wood and food because “That’s how much the people wanted 

their children to acquire knowledge and that’s how they worked for it” (p. 83). Many local 

people tell stories of having to carry in wood, keep fire going, and cleaning their log cabin 

schools before the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools were built.

Skill-based education has been part of the Gwich’in pedagogy, and permissive 

experiential learning with observing adults was common. The Inuit also believe “The concept of 

skills and knowledge acquisition and capacity building is central to the success of Inuit living in 

a harsh environment. Building personal capacity in Inuit ways of knowing and doing are key 

expectations for students” (Owlijoot, 2008, p. 6).

Indigenous people value the knowledge of their ancestors. They were part of an active 

and dynamic culture that practiced the values of their culture and their language, and who were 

members of a Gwich’in Nation and not just a subculture of the United States of America. 

Gwich’in must actively decide to preserve their culture and language by practicing these cultural
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elements in the Western education system and as a culture within the larger United States of 

America.

The National Congress of American Indian (NCAI) Indigenous Ideology and Philosophy 

includes a section called “Rebuilding the Indigenous National Identity” and in this section, there 

are seven principles. The fourth principle states, “ .. .that Indigenous nations assert their own 

standards for development and reject the standards established by the alien nation-states” 

(National Congress of American Indian, 1981, p. 12). Self-determination with guidance from 

ancestral knowledge will determine whether Gwich’in culture and language programs align and 

propagate successful integrated K-12 academic programming. It is recognized that Gwich’in 

leaders should be at the forefront of this effort.

2.2 Tools for Teaching and Learning

The tools for teaching anything in the Gwich’in culture have always been relevant to 

what the people were doing in a situational experience by engaging in the activity at hand. The 

Gwich’in, as well as many other Indigenous groups, have strong ties to the land and to the 

relationships that have been built to survive on that land. These relationships go beyond people 

and families, although those are very important relationships in relation to those between the 

land and animals.

In Alaska, the Indigenous population has ties to land related to our ways of life and 

epistemological, ontological, and axiological beliefs. The expression of these beliefs is 

manifested in education in several instructional strategies and instructional methodologies 

including language immersion through Gwich’in-medium instruction, total physical response 

(TPR), and place-based or situational learning experiences. Total physical response can be a
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useful learning experience for those who learn best through movement. Place-based learning 

opportunities involve learning in a participatory manner while doing an activity or making an 

item. These are commonly accepted instructional strategies for educators in the primary, 

intermediate and secondary education system (Reyhner, 2003, p. 1).

American students today have different experiences than other generations including 

being the first who were heavily influenced by digital technologies. Technology, digital and 

otherwise, is thought of as a tool and sometimes as a mode of entertainment, and opinions 

regarding the usefulness of specific technologies change greatly over time. Technology that 

helps documentation and preservation of language and cultural elements like stories is highly 

regarded in rural Alaska. Dr. Holton’s (2010) research offers, “ .endangered language projects 

are often more holistic, engaging simultaneously in primary documentation while at the same 

time supporting language revitalization efforts” (p. 374). Rural schools have a definite reliance 

on technology as many classes are offered by distance delivery and many of the schools in rural 

districts have gone digital with a 1:1 laptop-to-student ratio, and more recently many schools 

invested in iPads as well. This inclusion of modern electronic technology is certainly conducive 

to integrating documentation and preservation projects into the classroom.

2.3 Indigenous Epistemologies

Epistemology—a theory of knowledge—is part of the consciousness and shapes the 

Gwich’in perspective. It is part of our understanding of the world around us (Kawagley, 1995; 

Smith, 2012; S. Wilson, 2008). It is in all the decisions we make and what drives our future. 

Knowledge is based on the epistemological, ontological, and axiological beliefs of the student. It 

is a combination of childhood experiences, instruction of family, and community norms.
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Gwich’in Elder Simon Francis said, “They (Elders) teach not only specific knowledge, but the 

wisdom and culture behind the knowledge” (S. Wilson, 1996, p. 34).

Gwich’in epistemology encompasses the ideas of an Indigenous research paradigm. 

“Paradigms are thus broad principles that provide a framework for research” (S. Wilson, 2008, p. 

33). The Gwich’in worldview, like all worldviews, includes ontology, epistemology, 

methodology and axiology. Gwich’in ontology defines what is real regarding the role and the 

purpose of the individual and society. The Gwich’in reality reflects the beliefs of the people. 

Gwich’in epistemology is Gwich’in knowledge and thinking-how the Gwich’in come to define, 

create, and order knowledge. The Gwich’in understanding of what reality is can be described as 

the Gwich’in worldview. The Gwich’in methodology is an understanding of how knowledge is 

obtained. Gwich’in axiology is an understanding of what is ethical to the people and includes 

their values. Reciprocity to community can be part of the Gwich’in axiology (S. Wilson, 2008, 

pp. 33-34).

2.3.1 C h’adai’ Gwanaa

C h’adai’gwanaa means “the past.” Gwich’in are honored and privileged to live on the 

land of their ancestors in the Upper Yukon Flats region of Alaska and in regions of adjacent 

Canada. We can hunt freely, fish freely, and gather freely within the restrictions of current 

resource management laws. The responsibility and privilege to carry on ways of knowing and 

living commonly expressed with participation in traditional hunting, fishing, and gathering 

activities tied to clan or family hunting grounds. The practice of cultural norms is paramount to 

the perpetuation of Indigenous epistemologies.
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Gwich’in pedagogy contributes to sustaining lifeways by training our youth how to learn. 

Gwich’in have been participatory learners training in subject matter that is holistic and subjective 

to their place in Gwich’in society. David Takacs (2002) discusses the relationship between 

positionality and epistemology in his article “Positionality, Epistemology, and Social Justice in 

the Classroom,” Connections between pedagogical practices and training the learner are 

discussed:

When we teach students to understand how their positionality in relation to others shapes 

what they know about the world, we help them sample the rigors and delights of the 

examined life. When we ask students to learn to think for themselves and to understand 

themselves as thinkers -  rather than telling them what to think and have them recite it 

back -  we help foster habits of introspection, analysis, and open joyous communication. 

(Takacs, 2002, p. 169)

Gwich’in pedagogical practices instructed constructed a paradigm for Gwich’in youth that 

allowed them an understanding of how to learn, practice and teach the three types of Gwich’in 

knowledge.

Many people do not understand the implications of epistemological, ontological, or 

axiological beliefs within the field of education. The connection to the land, history, and people 

requires time to comprehend fully and appreciate. Institutional knowledge is part of 

organizational success and is a fitting metaphor to highlight the importance of ancestral 

knowledge that is passed from one generation to the next. Many non-Indigenous people don’t 

immediately have the experiential place-based knowledge to make connections for students or 

teach the Gwich’in epistemological, ontological, and axiological beliefs to the younger
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generations of Indigenous students. Indigenous connection-to-place frames ancestral knowledge 

and takes time to understand and appreciate at a level that can be taught with fidelity.

2.3.2 Gwindaii Zhit

One’s life experiences, gwindaii zhit, or “what I remember,” gaanaldaii, is “what we see 

and what we know.” Knowledge comes from seeing and understanding what is experienced 

along one’s entire life journey. Formative experiences of childhood serve as a foundation for 

formal education and form the child’s identity.

Gwats’an deedhaa or “ancestors” had a different kind of intelligence that was based on 

the understanding of the natural environment. Advocating for traditional usage of natural 

resources is an important part of being an Indigenous person. Understanding axiological beliefs 

are crucial to this advocacy. H il’ee or “his or her wealth” is not determined by the amount of 

money one possesses but by one’s rank as a chief or high-standing Gwich’in citizen. Yalat 

yantl’ahtsit or to “share food with him or her” is a very important Gwich’in value.

Nan is a Gwich’in word that means both “the land” and “you” simultaneously. Nan 

teaches you. Nan sustains you. Nan feeds you. Nan is you. This is only one example of how 

language defines the relationship between people and the land, but the relationship is clear, and 

the nature of the relationship implies that the individual and the land are essentially one.

Intelligence or vigwizhi ’ gwanlii means more than just one’s wits but also one’s 

knowledge of traditional activities and Western knowledge. Understanding the colonized 

perspective takes dedication and the compartmentalization and prioritization of cultural 

knowledge. The Gwich’in perspective values many kinds of knowledge as important. There are 

many “ways of knowing” or epistemologies that are taught in many different circumstances and
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situations. An example of this includes the use of honoring animals with a short prayer of thanks 

reaffirming the belief that the animal gave themselves to the hunter. Showing this respect to the 

animal allows the hunter to maintain a balance with the animal and environment and therefore 

also retain his/her good luck. Gwich’in culture is just as important as Western culture and 

schools can be a reflection of this belief, and any other condition is oppressive. As Jester (2002) 

recommends,

.culturally  relevant pedagogy presents a compelling alternative with its assumptions 

relating to academic achievement, cultural competence, and critical consciousness. Thus, 

school board members, administrators, teachers, and Alaska Natives from the local 

communities should collaboratively advocate for policies and practices that incorporate 

the culturally relevant framework. (p. 19)

As linguists continue to work on understanding and documenting parts the Gwich’in 

language, Indigenous people must continue efforts to teach the Gwich’in language to future 

generations, and this includes outsiders who without proper guidance may ‘mis-learn’ the often 

subtle and highly specific meanings of Gwich’in words and morphemes.

2.4 Educational Challenges

Advancement of Gwich’in culture, language, values, and content information within the 

Western academic framework has been insignificant to non-existent. There is no adopted 

Gwich’in language or cultural content knowledge curriculum that is recognized with equanimity. 

As tribes, the Gwich’in have fought for their rights to sovereignty and self-determination. The 

rights to free and public education for all Americans also includes the Gwich’in. Curriculum 

used with the children of a Gwich’in-medium school will require Gwich’in language and culture.
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This curriculum should also include reclamation of language and cultural indicators or 

competencies that are developed by the Gwich’in to express their epistemological, axiological 

and ontological beliefs in a self-determined process.

Navigating the education systems of America, Indigenous youth face many challenges 

and obstacles. Connections between the students and their home life and community will give 

them coping strategies for facing any challenge. Cultural competency can act as assets for 

resiliency for students (Nicholas, 2005, pp. 43-44). Cultural proficiency must be developed for 

the American majority to become aware of a minority perspective. Curriculum adoption is one of 

the most important parts of integrating Indigenous culture and language into the everyday school 

curriculum. In Alaska, the regional school board is one of the most important ways for local 

people to have their voices heard in the Western educational system as they are the governing 

body responsible for the adoption of curriculum.

The clash today appears to be the adversarial relationships between the local people with 

the regional and village school boards, the State of Alaska, and primarily Western administrators. 

The adversarial positions are usually based on differing and usually opposing systems of thought. 

Understanding perspective through use of the activities listed in the book Cultural Proficiency: A 

Manual for School Leaders can assist in overcoming group and personal bias. Some of the 

suggested activities include doing a personal autobiography and these activities help to overcome 

group and personal bias by creating awareness of your own point of view (Lindsey et al., 2009). 

In Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders, the discussion begins with looking at 

cultural norms, race, ethnicity or national origin building awareness so that educational leaders 

learn to accept and celebrate cultural diversity, gender identity, faith and ability. If cultural 

awareness is not part of the school environment the cultural norms, race, ethnicity or national
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origin serve as an invisible force. The authors suggest that, “These invisible forces are the 

‘equity issues’ that serve as the great unspoken in our profession as well as in society at large” 

(Lindsey et al., 2009, p. 10). The ethical framework and the promise of a democratic learning 

experience is part of becoming a culturally proficient leader.

Many Gwich’in leaders have encouraged their younger people to try hard in learning 

Western academic knowledge. Rev. David Salmon (1992) wrote,

.to d a y  we look at the new world, I know they are going to survive on only four things: 

Education, Business, Job, Money. You can’t teach that to your children at home. 

Nowadays, people don’t teach their children how to survive, they go to university or 

college to learn everything. School teaches your children. (p. 3)

The moral imperative is for minorities and especially Indigenous populations to continue to 

prioritize unique epistemological and ontological practices and transmit the importance of this 

knowledge to these future generations.

Maintaining an Indigenous way of life in America is challenging but possible. Hawaiians 

use of the federal Early Head Start Program, Head Start Program, a public-school system both 

with charter schools and school within a school, and a public university system to implement 

their own Hawaiian language fluency indicators. Gwich’in people will soon find a way to 

incorporate Gwich’in cultural values into the Western educational systems of power.

2.5 International Education

The innovative way that the Hawaiian people have effectively used the Western systems 

of power to initiate their language revitalization programs is inspirational to the Indigenous 

people of the United States of America and the world. Hawaiian researchers, W.H. Wilson and
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K. Kamana (2006) reported in Hulili Vol. 3 No. 1, “In spite of small numbers, Hawaiian-medium 

education has received international attention, including commendations from leaders of Maori- 

medium education” (p. 174). Their work and persistence has been inspirational to many 

Indigenous language medium instruction reclamation efforts in action today.

Maori researcher, Wharehuia Hemara, identified several pedagogical themes that linked 

education and Maori society. They summarized as follows: mixed theory and practice; children 

and adult focused education; acceptance of gradual learning; formal and informal training 

required; low student/teacher ratio; acceptance of intergenerational aspect; curricula targeted; 

learning enhanced natural abilities; indicators or “signpost” come in many ways; relationship 

between curricula and instructional strategies are leveled; connections between lessons and 

familiar are made; perspectives are presented rather than answers; gender specific learning takes 

place; acceptance of life-long learner ideology; acceptance that simple interpretations can lead to 

complex analysis; learner relationships are symbiotic; and peer assessment is accepted (Hemara, 

2000, pp. 40-45). These pedagogical themes frame or create the teacher/learner experience.

Maori pedagogy contains a constructivist perspective as well.

International organizations have identified many factors that enhance the vitality of a 

language. Many languages fall into the “most dire” categories faring little better than an 

“extinct” language. There are nine factors listed in the Language Vitality and Endangerment 

scale developed by the UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert Group on Endangered Languages (2003). This 

27-page document was adopted by the International Expert Meeting of the UNESCO Programme 

Safeguarding of Endangered Languages. Many renowned linguists were cited including Joshua 

Fishman, Ken Hale and Michael Krauss. It is important to acknowledge contributions of linguists
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as this data provides information needed to access many organizational and funding 

opportunities, especially in determining need, and is quoted widely.

The Language Vitality and Endangerment document states, “Languages cannot be 

assessed simply by adding the numbers; we therefore suggest such simple addition cannot be 

done. Instead, the language vitality factors given above must be examined according to the 

purpose o f the assessment’ (UNESCO, 2003, p. 17). The factors are all rated by a scale except 

Factor 2, which is based on the absolute numbers of speakers. These scales are based on tables 

with a variety of indicators. Several of the indicators assign criterion to numeric values to 

establish levels (0-5).

The Language Vitality and Endangerment document (UNESCO, 2003) does provide an 

evaluative frameworkiii for any endangered language. This is an adopted international assessment 

framework that is one way to discern the language situation and language revitalization needs. 

The Language Vitality and Endangerment document cites two examples of use. The first is for 

community self-assessment and another is for external evaluation. Both highlight the factor 

grading system to be a tool for the basis to establish need for future projects or program 

development. This document was made available for worldwide use, and ranking the need of a 

language is tied to the possibility of financial support. Successful organizational program 

development is dependent upon building collaborative infrastructure with local agencies.

2.6 Western System of Education - Challenges

The Indigenous peoples of Alaska have a shared history and are subjected to similar 

requirements to those of American Indians. All Indigenous people must endure the ideal of what 

is a good education as defined by the American majority. It is a difficult course for all
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Indigenous people to navigate but one at which many have become quite successful. Indigenous 

Elders have encouraged youth, as well as protected ancestral lands and traditional ways of being, 

living and knowing. Impacts of acculturating Indigenous youth in all aspects of Western 

knowledge must be modified to include the youth’s own heritage so they can attain personal 

success as a decolonized and self-determined individual.

2.7 Federal Legislation

2.7.1 No Child Left Behind

All public schools are bound by the federal requirements that are mandated and tied to 

funding sources. President George W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), into 

law in 2001. This law focused formal Western-based education on standards-based education 

reform. It not only expanded the federal government’s role in public education, it created a 

system of accountability for student performance and competence in education by focusing on 

assessment. The NCLB Act renewed the Title I programs and elevated some of the terminology 

present in the Title I programs to a whole new level. The term “Adequate Yearly Progress” 

(AYP) was derived from the Title I program. This linked to the newly required annual 

standardized testing for all students with serious ramifications for “failure” of the yearly 

Standards Based Assessment (SBA) and High School Graduation Qualification Exam (HSGQE). 

Needless to say, the NCLB Act created many levels of success and failure in rural Alaska and 

“ .th e re  is also a growing body of research about the devastating effects of the Federal No Child 

Left Behind Act (NCLB) on Indigenous language education, particularly with respect to the use 

of Native language and culture in school programs” (Combs & Nicholas, 2012, p. 112).
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School districts and individual schools have had to try to implement education service 

delivery options that they believe will lead to student success. Some of these schools and school 

districts have initiated programs that balance Western academics with cultural programs, and 

some have tried to provide rural communities with a competitive academic program that could be 

replicated in any part of America with a limited amount of culturally relevant curricula (Dinero, 

2005, p. 270). There are several different schools of thought regarding the implementation of 

academic programs for K-12 education in public schools. Schools are part of communities and, 

“If schools are to serve the legitimate needs of their communities, then efforts must be made to 

review and shape not only the institutional structure and culture of the s c h o o l.” (Goddard & 

Foster, 2002, p. 14).

2.7.2 Common Core State Standards Initiative

In the education field today, No Child Left Behind was replaced with legislation entitled 

the “Common Core State Standards Initiative.” This has now been replaced with the federal 

legislation called the “Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015” (National Governors 

Association, 2012). States, including Alaska, aligned NCLB Standards and Grade Level 

Expectations (GLEs) to the new Common Core State Standards and currently with ESSA. 

Interestingly enough, the Common Core State Standards are being disseminated through the 

educational system as “evidence-based, aligned with college and work expectations, include(s) 

rigorous content and skills, and are informed by other top performing countries” (National 

Governors Association, 2012). At first glance this can be construed as more than ideal for a 

number reasons, but implementation of actual academic services that comply with the Common 

Core and ESSA present a different set of challenges and opportunities.
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The alignment of “Every Student Succeeds Act” to the Common Core State Standards 

changes the focus of many levels of instruction. All content area subjects become accountable to 

English instruction. This means English Language Arts (ELA) and literacy for history/social 

studies, science, and technical subjects all include not only English language lessons, but also 

English language assessment, in their content area lessons. The focus of NCLB/Common Core 

and ESSA has been changed so that the information presented in the text and acquisition of 

knowledge or comprehension is the focus of the content lessons. The Revised Publishers’

Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and Literacy, Grades 3

12 by Coleman and Pimentel (2012) state,

While the link between comprehension and knowledge in reading science and history text 

is clear, the same principle applies to all reading. The criteria make plain that developing 

students’ prowess at drawing knowledge from the text itself is the point of reading; 

reading well means gaining the maximum insight or knowledge possible from each 

source. Student knowledge drawn from the text is demonstrated when the students uses 

evidence from the text to support a claim about the text. Hence, evidence and knowledge 

link directly to the text. (p. 1)

This passage shows the link of literacy and English language comprehension to any content 

subject. This theoretical link is going to be a challenge for material development, curriculum 

alignment by administrators, and especially for teachers who provide direct instruction.

The “Every Student Succeeds Act” (ESSA) mandates the “development and 

implementation of plans, methods, strategies, and activities to improve the educational outcomes 

of Alaska Natives” (NIEA, http://niea.org/). The eligible entities are required to have tribal 

consultation and this a great opportunity for the integration of tribal priorities into the
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mainstream curricular mechanisms that guide what each Alaskan student is required to take as 

part of the K-12 offerings. The ESSA requires states to set standards for education and most 

states have aligned with some items in the Common Core standards.

2.8 Culturally-Responsive Educational Initiatives in the Yukon Flats

There were efforts in the 1990s by administrative staff to begin a framework for a 

Bilingual/Bicultural Scope and Sequence. This framework was adopted by the Yukon Flats 

School District Regional Board of Education but has not been updated or reviewed since the 

original date of development. The Bilingual/Bicultural Scope and Sequence included a spiral 

curriculum that used existing materials to delineate the grade and age that each set of materials 

were to be used. Largely, the scope and sequence document is unused in the Yukon Flats School 

District by all Gwich’in language instructors.

The prevailing mode of instruction for all Gwich’in language instructors in the Yukon 

Flats School District is to rely upon their own experiences to develop curriculum that teaches 

holistic, thematic lessons dependent upon the Gwich’in traditional subsistence calendar. An 

example of this would be to teach a vocabulary lesson on dinjik (moose), ch ’izhir (bull moose), 

dizhuu (cow moose), dazhoo tsoo (calf moose) or ditsik (yearling) accompanied with a lesson on 

Dinjii Zhuh shii (native foods), hunting techniques or a lesson on conversations about hunting 

using the verb for hunt. Many variations exist and each individual instructor uses his or her best 

judgment to determine the lesson and level of student interaction. An older student may have a 

lesson that includes a verb conjugation lesson using possessives or past or future tense, but this is 

entirely up to the Gwich’in language instructor. Learning objectives must be identified for those 

learning Gwich’in to properly understand the expectations.
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Honoring our traditional subsistence calendar is an accepted and positive recognition of 

the importance of our culture that ties our traditional ways of interacting with the land in a school 

setting. This is a common bond between all Gwich’in language instructors, communities, 

extended families, and students. Including and recognizing the importance of the Gwich’in 

subsistence calendar in curriculum development, and establishing a scope and sequence, will 

provide a platform for our communities to utilize the language in daily life.

Incorporating local culture into the State of Alaska Regional Education Attendance Area 

(REAA) school district curriculum is handled on a regional level by individual districts.

Authority over the local curriculum is determined at the district level and is reviewed, on a 

revolving basis, by the administrators and certified teachers. This review process includes all 

content areas in which classes are offered in each school district. The Yukon Flats School 

District has established the following review schedule for the content areas. Bilingual/bicultural 

will be in review in the school year 2016/2017 according to this published cycle.

Table 2.1: YFSD Curriculum Revision Cycle

08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18

K-12
Math

K-6
Reading

K-12
Science

K-12 
Social St.

Career & 
Tech

K-12
Math

K-12
Lang.
Arts

K-12
Science

K-12 Social 
Studies

Career & 
Tech. Ed.

K-12
Fine
Arts

K-6
Writing

K-12
Technology

K-12
Science

K-12 
Fine Arts

K-6 Writing K-12
Technology

7-12
Lang
Arts

K-12
Native
Lang.

K-12
Health/PE

7-12 English
Language
Arts

K-12
Native
Language

K-12 Health 
/ PE
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2.9 YFSD K-12 Native Language Curriculum

The K-12 Native Language curriculum review for the 2011-2012 school year identified 

several goals. The identification of these goals was accomplished by having community 

meetings in the seven schools in the district. Community members and school staff attended 

meetings to discern their priorities for Native Language Education. This information led the staff 

administrator to devise a plan with several goals for the Yukon Flats School District.

In 2011, one administrator devised a plan when reviewing the Bilingual/Bicultural 

Program (attached in the Appendix Q). This plan identified seven action itemsiii that were 

partially grant funded for completion. These goals are ambitious and required community 

support but are significant because they identified priorities for the Yukon Flats School District 

suggesting organizational support of the Bilingual/Bicultural Program. Completion and follow 

through of these goals require long-term dedication of YFSD Staff and accountability to the 

YFSD Regional Board of Education and the Gwich’in populous. No evidence of these goals 

being completed has been published.

Advocacy with institutional systems of power can be challenging but the benefits of this 

change are often rewarded with financial benefit and long-term program stability for program 

development. This type of institutional change can change the type of academic curricula offered 

for student success and as an assertion of local control. Dinero (2005) holds, .rural Native 

education may serve as a sphere for the ‘reassertion of sovereignty,’ emphasizing a model of 

inclusivity over one based on hierarchical relationships between whites and Alaska Natives” (p. 

276). If the curriculum review cycle were to concentrate on literacy, this would have a direct 

impact on the type of academic program offered to students. Gwich’in people must take the lead
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by identifying priorities for the transmission of language and culture from one generation to the 

next.

2.10 Cultural Competencies

Gwich’in have been leaders in social and political advocacy on the issues of subsistence. 

They are the Nankak Gwidinji’, people of the land. They are changing existing Western power 

structures to benefit the Gwich’in people and culture and to promote their own goals. In the field 

of education, this process begins with identifying cultural competencies through establishing 

value-based assessment rubrics or cultural competencies.

Assessment strategies have been developed for a variety of purposes with intentions on 

integrating language and culture into the Western academic framework. Assessment tools have 

been developed for measuring academic performance by Indigenous researchers called 

Curriculum Based Measures (CBMs). Gwich’in and Upper Koyukon languages do not have 

CBMs developed that meet national standards of validity and reliability. Cultural Standards have 

been defined as, “a locally defined set of guidelines and/or values that reflect the cultural essence 

to which the goals of the particular program or institution are directed and under which it 

operates” (Barnhardt, 2009, p. 71). Gwich’in and Upper Koyukon Language assessment tools 

can build upon developed Cultural Standards or competencies rubrics that align with local 

education priorities.

There are many ways to approach the integration of Indigenous cultures and language 

into Western education frameworks. These important bodies of work have identified roles and 

responsibilities of many participants in education to strengthen Indigenous languages, and to 

make culturally responsive schools.
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2.11 Alaska Guidelines

The Assembly of Alaska Native Educators in Anchorage, Alaska adopted the Guidelines 

for Strengthening Indigenous Languages in 2001. It includes guidelines for nine groups or 

stakeholders, general recommendations, and resources. The nine groups that have established 

guidelines are Native Elders, Parents, Aspiring Language Learners, Native Communities and 

Organizations, Educators, Schools, Education Agencies, Linguists, and Media Producers. All 

guideline groups have between four and fourteen suggestions for strengthening any of Alaska’s 

Indigenous languages.

The guidelines for educators have ten suggested actions and the section begins with the 

following statement: “Educators are responsible for providing a supportive learning environment 

that reinforces the wishes of the parents and community for the language learning of the students 

in their care” (Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, 2001, p. 13). The suggestions for educators 

are varied but include personal development in their own education by going to camps and 

university-level classes in second language education, taking advantage of Elders as cultural 

knowledge bearers, sharing their own knowledge as educators with heritage language speakers, 

and creating immersion opportunities for their students, aligning and utilizing Indigenous 

curriculum and to recognizing and validating the students’ cultural heritage.

The guidelines for schools have fourteen suggestions. They support the work of 

Indigenous researchers by opening with the statement, “Schools must be fully engaged with the 

life of the communities they s e rv e .” (Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, 2001, p. 15). 

Connections between communities and schools are critical to student success. Several of the 

Assembly of Alaska Native Educators Guidelines for Schools have been implemented in the
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Yukon Flats School District. The Bilingual Coordinator has worked to create a repository for all 

Gwich’in-produced materials for the Gwich’in language instructors to have on site. Also, 

district-led curriculum development institutes allow for materials to be translated and developed 

for use in the classroom. Development programs are being initiated, but they need financial and 

local administrative support to continue and grow.

2.12 Culturally Based Education (CBE)

Identifying cultural competencies through research can help in building curricular 

framework. The late Dr. William Demmert (2011) has done innovative research in Hawaii on 

identifying these cultural competencies for their language and culture. This work is now the basis 

of the progressive Hawaiian immersion schools in place today (W. H. Wilson & Kamana, 2001). 

The process for establishing these standards/cultural competencies has been documented and can 

be used as a model for other Indigenous groups wishing to integrate their cultural knowledge into 

the Western educational systems.

Important innovations in the field of education and research in culture-based education 

(CBE) have been done by William Demmert and others. Culture-Based Education should include 

three important factors:

1. CBE can be implemented in several ways depending on the students’ culture and 

school.

2. Community priorities for students’ assessment must be developed.

3. Linguistic, cultural, and academic relevancy must be reflected in the developed 

assessment tool.
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Socialization and enculturation of students is a very important factor of student academic success 

(Demmert, 2011, p. 1).

The Yukon Flats School District is comprised of seven schools, all of which can be 

categorized as either multicultural or culture-specific using the school categories classification 

developed by Dr. Demmert. Public schools typically are not designed to meet the academic 

needs of the Indigenous students. The largest school has a growing population of non-Indigenous 

students and these students have primarily interest in learning Western academics. This site 

would be categorized as “multicultural.” The remaining six smaller sites are “culture-specific.” 

They have heritage language programs and instructors who are for the most part Gwich’in or 

Upper Koyukon.

Student opportunity in heritage language instruction can affect their academic success in 

all content areas. The culture-specific type of school in a CBE program can have immersion or 

bilingual instruction, having the heritage language as a course of instruction. Within the Yukon 

Flats School District, several language classes are offered in the smaller sites but only a video 

distance class is offered in the largest site. The heritage language instruction, both site-based and 

the regional class, is not linked to curricula that is used district-wide.

Many of the villages in the Yukon Flats School District agree that both Gwich’in and 

Upper Koyukon need to be taught, but additional work needs to be done to develop assessment 

tools and indicators that will allow for the curricula to be linked to community needs. Dr. 

Demmert (2011) holds,

.teach ing  in more than one language, the inclusion of a CBE program and having 

teachers that know the languages and cultural base of the students will result in students
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that will do as well or better than their peers whom do not have the benefit of learning 

their indigenous language and receiving a program of culturally-based education. (p. 3) 

The future of educational programming includes the opportunity for the Gwich’in people to have 

considerable, even primary, input and they need to be active participants in their future.

The Hawaiian and Maori people have been very successful in using the Western 

educational framework to promote, document, preserve, and incorporate their Indigenous 

language into the daily lives of their children. CBE has been a strategy for integration of 

Indigenous knowledge into Western curricula (Combs & Nicholas, 2012; Jester, 2002). Linking 

student assessment into the regular academic program can be part of improving student success 

as Dr. Demmert (2011) suggested, “ .strengthening of a CBE curriculum through teaching in 

their Indigenous language, or through teaching the Indigenous language as a subject as part of a 

school improvement strategy” (p. 1). Although the Hawaiians and Maori people are years ahead 

of many Indigenous groups in working to revitalize their language and culture, the Gwich’in can 

still partake in determining the cultural competencies for the students in the Yukon Flats region 

and beyond.

2.13 Indigenous CBE Rubrics

The culture-based education (CBE) rubrics developed by the CREDE group of 

researchers, including Dr. Demmert, consist of five rubrics with four levels. The continuum has 

also identified exemplars of each program detail on the last four pages. This consortium of 

researchers holds the position in the article titled “What is Culture-Based Education 

Understanding Pedagogy and Curriculum” by William G. Demmert Jr. (2011),
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. th a t  teaching in more than one language, the inclusion of a CBE program and having 

teachers that know the languages and cultural base of the students will result in students 

that will do as well or better than their peers whom do not have the benefit of learning 

their indigenous language and receiving a program of culturally-based education. (p. 2) 

Development of assessment indicators linked to community goals as well as traditional 

knowledge for inclusion in assessment tools for the students of the Yukon Flats School District 

and other rural districts is a prerequisite for Gwich’in and Upper Koyukon Language programs to 

be implemented with equity.

2.14 Effective Teaching Principles

Certified teachers are an important part of student and academic success. Type M and 

type A certified teachers are caught in a duplicitous endeavor, attempting to reach a goal set by 

the community while cognizant of the heavy burden of NCLB, Common Core and now ESSA 

standards. Roland Tharp (2006) has identified principles for effective teaching to include the 

following: Teachers and Students Working Together, Development of Language and Literacy 

Across the Curriculum, Connecting Lessons to Students’ Lives, Engaging Students with 

Challenging Lessons, Emphasizing Dialogue over Lectures, Learning Through Observation and 

Encouraging Student Decision Making. These principles are assessed with five levels from low 

to high with scoring of 1) Not Observed, 2) Emerging, 3) Developing, 4) Enacting and 5) 

Integrating (Demmert, 2011, p. 9). Center for Research on Education, Diversity & Excellence 

(CREDE) members agreed with the pedagogical approach and classroom management strategies 

proposed by Roland Tharp.
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2.15 Standards for Effective Pedagogy

The Center for Research on Education, Diversity & Excellence (CREDE) has established 

standards for effective pedagogy. The seven standardsiv are split into two categories that include 

standards six and seven for Native American pedagogical research only. These pedagogical 

standards provide a structured way to consider the importance of developing a thoughtful 

framework that can include the specific Gwich’in cultural standards.

The idea of evidence is interesting in all the social sciences including the Indigenous 

studies. The field of education in the United States is in a phase that requires teachers to provide 

evidence for instruction. U.S. educators must provide evidence to quantify student ability as well 

as document instruction and instructional opportunities. Unfortunately, the attempts by 

politicians and non-educators to improve education have made teachers more focused on 

assessment and numeration than any other academic needs. This makes education less responsive 

to integration of any cultural knowledge, as the focus areas are English Language Arts, including 

reading, writing, and math.

In the field of education, all stakeholders must become more vigilant about providing 

learning opportunities for students, but more exact in what is expected of them. Students live up 

to the expectations that are set for them. Indigenous people must become our own advocates in 

our attempts to maintain, preserve and revitalize our language. The importance of Indigenous 

people participating in the political process to integrate Indigenous knowledge into the Western 

academic framework is crucial to the implementation and incorporation of Gwich’in history, 

language, traditional knowledge, and all other thematic areas of Gwich’in being taught in local 

schools.
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This participant-based and process-based assessment attempted to define what 

instructional strategies were effective in ensuring that the students learn their language and 

cultural elements within existing academic programs and content. This information may be part 

of a larger goal to establish a comprehensive academic program that methodically, meticulously 

and holistically integrates the Gwich’in culture and language into all areas of Western academic 

instruction. Endeavors to provide our students with the necessary skills and knowledge base to 

cultivate the future generations of Gwich’in will include an understanding of the Western 

frameworks and an in-depth understanding of the Gwich’in language.

2.16 Indigenous Cultural Wellbeing Continuum Rubric

The last set of rubrics that is mentioned in the book, Honoring our Heritage: Culturally 

Appropriate Approaches to Indigenous Education, is the Indigenous Cultural (Socio-Psych) 

Wellbeing Continuum Rubric that has five indicatorsv from low to high. The health and 

wellbeing of Indigenous youth is so important to developing coping factors. A Gwich’in 

culturally relevant curriculum can include components that will outline many of these measures. 

Establishing a strong sense of identity, outlining our family networks, and other values such as 

spirituality and respect can be embedded in a culturally relevant curriculum.

2.17 Identifying Academic Success

Demmert also provides a summary of the research basis for the work in “ .  cognitive 

development, schooling, and academic performance...” as a bulleted list of sixteen points. These 

points are the basis, which have led to seven needsvi for academic success. This research
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identified ‘needs’ were in this summary as part of a speech given by Dr. Demmert in 2009 before 

his death.

Assessment and individualized instruction is one of the greatest benefits of coming to a 

village school. Each student’s abilities and weaknesses are assessed and their work is tailored to 

their individualized needs. One of the benefits of a small school, that has consistent staff, is that 

the student’s abilities and inabilities are known with breadth and depth. Assessment and 

individualized attention is very important for evidence and reflection in documenting student 

growth.

2.18 Gwich’in Decolonization

Understanding imperialism and colonialism is ongoing, challenging, and always 

changing. Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012) discusses imperialism as a shared experience for many 

Indigenous communities. Most Indigenous peoples are impacted by this contextualized historical 

frame of reference. This imperialist perspective manifests itself in many ways through 

contemporary media and in policy, both subtly and not so subtly.

There are four ways that Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012) has identified European 

imperialism: economic expansion, subjugation of others, an idea or spirit, and as a discursive 

field of knowledge (p. 22). The first form of imperialism as a means of expanding the European 

markets is straightforward. The European economy grew by leaps and bounds with the 

importation of raw materials from the non-European lands that were exploited by numerous 

European nations. The natural resources from the Indigenous homelands were then brought to 

the European countries, with no thought of reciprocity or compensation for the local people.
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The second form of imperialism is the subjugation of others. Largely, this is still present 

in the world today. The United States has made laws that favor the majority and justify the 

impoverished Indigenous communities by stating that Indigenous populations are in a time of 

self-determination, thereby relieving national guilt and responsibility. Subjugation of others is a 

most unfortunate, and yet inherent, tenet of imperialism. It seems that Indigenous people must 

decolonize their minds from the imperialism that has been endured, and lead the non-Indigenous 

members of America and other colonized countries to also decolonize their perspectives for 

future generations to co-exist.

Ideas of imperialism are pervasive in most major media in all forms including print, 

television, movies, and internet-based media. Ideas of imperialism are present in the minds and 

hearts of all who believe that Indigenous people need to be subordinate to the colonizer. The 

Indigenous perspective finds the imperialist perspective to be one of discourse. This is a field 

that must be engaged in active analysis to begin the process of decolonizing the Indigenous 

mind. The imperialism that existed long ago has changed over time, but the tenets that remain 

frame reality. The pre-colonized existence has forever been changed to what is now a colonized 

time for a large part of the planet’s population.

Imperialism has had many destructive and negative effects on humanity and hopefully it 

will cease to exist. As this process of decolonization of Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples 

takes place, Indigenous people must take the lead in determining and researching their 

ontologies, epistemologies, axiologies, and methodologies, and establish them in Western 

academic writing. As America has an assessment-based system of insuring equity in education, 

Indigenous researchers must endeavor to make this first step in decolonizing individually for the 

benefit of future generations.
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2.19 Curriculum Design

Established models in education include the popular Backwards Design Model, the 

Understanding by Design assessment-focused model and many others (Cho & Trent, 2005; 

Kendall & Marzano, 1997). The Cognitive Information Processing Model concentrates on the 

conditions of learning through focusing on preparation, presentation, performance, and 

validation, while the Criterion Referenced Instruction focuses on objectives. Social constructivist 

theorists include the relationship between the model and their learning environment, while 

Indigenous models relate the relationship of the environment to the learner, their culture, and 

language in a holistic perspective. These models will be used as comparative tools to frame the 

Gwich’in educational concepts for inclusion in the Western educational framework. Each of 

these models is discussed below.

• The Backwards Design Model was introduced by McTighe and Wiggens and 

includes the WHERE approachvii. The Backwards Design Model has three phrases 

as outlined in Understanding by Design. They are basically to focus on the student 

goals, evidence-based assessment, and learning activities that “teach for 

understanding.” This model is a strategy that focuses on achieving student goals 

and is commonly used in K-12 Western educational systems. This model helps 

teachers clarify that instruction is student-centered for student success and is very 

popular in the education field today.

• The ADDIE Model of Instructional System Design has been adapted for many 

types of training, including developing relevant curriculum that is responsive to 

changing situations. The ADDIEviii Model of Design originated in the 1950s, but
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became established as a theory for the U.S. military training in the 1980s at 

Florida State University. The ADDIE Model is used to develop instruction that is 

used systemically. Evaluation is a central tenet. Analysis is based on a goal- 

setting phase where questions frame the issue that is central to the training 

information and includes a timeline. These questions describe the learner and their 

characteristics, preferred outcomes, constraints, instructional strategies, and 

pedagogical accommodations.

• Cognitive Information Processing Model was proposed by Robert Cagne’ and is 

built upon the work of Robert Mager with Criterion Referenced Instruction. Both 

focus on instruction for andragogical trainings in industry.

These models also focus on objectives but also identify learning objectives with the 

context of conditions and performanceix. This mirrors some of the Gwich’in pedagogical 

elements of being able to reproduce a learned skill. This model includes a cognitive approach to 

not only learning but training in a situational contextx.

The Understanding by Design model has been adopted as the framework that utilizes a 

template that has three stages: desired results, assessment evidence and a learning plan. The 

Curriculum Mapping and Alignment Plan has two phases with phase one including curriculum 

development with the core content areas of math, language arts and science. Phase two includes 

the content areas of social studies and career and technical education and the arts. This quote 

shows the importance of incorporating local knowledge into local core curriculum:

In the time continuum of the Inupiat, we are one generation held accountable to the next. 

It is our responsibility to keep our knowledge alive, just as those who came before us 

took it upon themselves to learn the stories and pass them on. The stories we tell and our
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own understandings will one day become legends and our descendants will speak of us as 

we speak of those who came before us. For our children to have an Inupiaq identity it is 

essential for us to ground them in this way. We must provide them with a broad historical 

scope, exceptionally rich in detail to give them this information. (Cowen, 2012, n.p.)

This shows the importance to the local people of their own knowledge and culture being 

integrated into the school system, and that the school is an active participant in the transmission 

of culture and language to the next generation.

In Alaska, there are innovative initiatives that have been developed as a response to the 

new Common Core and ESSA requirements that incorporate the local knowledge and culture and 

align to Western Academic Grade Level Expectations (GLEs). The Inupiaq Learning Framework 

has been presented as “rebuilding our educational system according to inua—our philosophies, 

history, language and interconnectedness with all living things” (Cowen, 2012, n.p.). The 

learning framework has four realms: environmental, community, historical, and individual. This 

framework has published Performance Expectations that codify and align Indigenous knowledge 

expectations with the Grade Level Expectations (GLEs). An example of the Inupiaq Learning 

Framework Performance Expectations is in Appendix L and is discussed further in the 

establishment of the T ’aii Realm Rubrics.

2.20 Educational Leadership

Within the five social science disciplines of anthropology, sociology, psychology, 

political science, and economics intellectual knowledge and theory serve as the basis for 

organization behavior. These fields have their own research purposes and methodologies. 

Sciences also have fields of organizational behavior when researching in an applied context.
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Organizational behavior is defined “ .. .as a field of social-scientific study and application to 

administrative practice that seeks to use knowledge of human behavior in social and cultural 

settings for the improvement of organizational performance” (Owens & Valesky, 2015, p. 75). 

The field of education has built upon this existing body of work and adapted the theoretical 

framework to be relevant and applicable to improving the performance of schools.

Organization behavior, in general, has been influenced by military and corporate business 

thought and has traditionally included a hierarchical structure. The relationships existing in 

school systems today include a collaborative, outcome or performance-based community around 

a theory of practice or strategic plan that addresses and manages these relationships. Frederick 

W. Taylor identified four principles of scientific management. These can be summarized as 

breaking down tasks into small steps, training specific personnel in small specific tasks, and 

establishing responsibilities and discipline for management and workers. This reinforces the 

hierarchical relationships between management and workers. This style of management was very 

popular in industry and has led to contractual employment with incentive pay systems.

French industrialist Henri Fayol introduced the separation of the process of 

administration from production and other operations focused on management. He also 

established common elements in the form of five functions. These five functions are planning, 

organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. This connected the idea of leadership to 

evaluation and results. Fayol further identified fourteen principles of management and 

encouraged flexibility and adaption of situations.

The ideals of bureaucracy were introduced by German sociologist Max Weber. Weber 

hoped that bureaucracy would be fair, impartial, predictable and rational. This system would 

minimize personal friction or confusion. The principle of administration would also include
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systems of procedures, rules for rights and duties for employees and promotion based on 

competence. Taylor, Fayol, and Weber’s work are the basis for the management ideals.

Superintendents have traditionally used the hierarchical leadership management styles 

even though leadership has now become accepted as a group function. In education, those that 

work in instruction and curriculum are concerned with participation and communication. Many 

administrators now have accepted the importance of human relations.

Structuralists believe that formal organization of schools within the school districts and 

the formal hierarchal management structures are tied to the student success. Informal 

organization is also known as the human side to the organization or the people approaches. 

Informal organization tries to involve people in the decision-making process and encourage 

collaboration through teamwork to affect outcomes. Two scholars, Roethlisberger and Dickson, 

looked at both informal and formal organizational management and developed a philosophy of 

management. Many researchers beginning with Simon changed the focus of management 

throughout the 1960s to human relations and to one of organizational behavior. Organizational 

behavior became a discipline that studies human behavior in formal organizations.

Conceptualizing schools as social systems became the basis for administrative research in 

the late 1960s. The characteristics of these social systems were that they were goal oriented. 

Goals are divided into subtasks, positions are arranged hierarchically, and the organization is 

governed by organizational rules. Many educational leaders still are trained and cling to the ideas 

of hierarchical management ideals while their staff and all those working with instruction and 

curriculum value a more collaborative work environment. Awareness of this historical social 

science framework will allow future administrators to make significant changes to the learning 

environments that they seek to work in.
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DuFour and Marzano (2011) begin their discussion in Leaders o f Learning: How District, 

School, and Classroom Leaders Improve Student Achievement highlighting their premise with 

the quote, “Every person who enters the field of education has both an opportunity and an 

obligation to be a leader” (p. 1). Their research holds that in education and leadership are 

synonymous. Educators are now expected to bring all students to the highest standards of 

academic achievement that have ever been established in America. Three challenges are present 

in the efforts to increase achievement gaps including: minority academic performance, socio

economic status, and funding cuts to education.

The stated problem in public education is that educators, “ .. .have lacked the collective 

capacity to promote learning for all students in the existing structure and cultures of the systems 

in which they work” and not the disinterest of educators in their students’ achievement (DuFour 

& Marzano, 2011, p. 15). Quoting Hattie (2009), DuFour and Marzano suggest that effective 

teaching requires deliberate interventions on established learning intentions. An effective 

educator knows the content and a variety of learning strategies that lead to comprehension and 

knows when successful attainment of those intentions is reached through meaningful assessment. 

This ‘effective educator’ must also have high expectations and create a learning environment of 

growth. School improvement is then based on the strengths of the people including staff, quality 

instruction, collaborative efforts toward a result-oriented goal and the use of non-traditional 

professional learning communities (PLCs).

2.21 Social Constructivist Theory

Indigenous educational frameworks have become plentiful as many tribal groups have 

worked diligently to identify their own models that outline epistemological, ontological,
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axiological, and research methodologies beliefs specific to their cultures. In this attempt to 

identify Gwich’in pedagogy the work of the Navajo, Maori, and Hawaiian people become 

especially relevant and inspiring. The idea of moving beyond the condition of learning in a 

situational context to improve performance to also include contextualization of knowledge for 

the learner to include “community historical consciousness” can only strengthen the case for 

integrating Indigenous knowledge into Western systems of education.

2.22 Dinjii Zhuh K ’yaa - Gwich’in Language

The Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale for Threatened Languages suggest that 

Gwich’in is at a level 7— ‘Shifting’ (Baker, 1996, p. 67). The concepts in the book entitled 

Foundations o f Bilingual Education and Bilingualism (Baker, 1996) offer a comprehensive 

overview of Joshua Fishman’s theories on language revitalization along with a list of priorities to 

encourage language revitalization. The relationship between language and culture include the 

three connections. They are as follows:

1. “A language indexes its culture.

2. A language symbolizes its culture.

3. Culture is partly created from its language” (Baker, 1996, p. 64).

“In Alaska, the Gwich’in population is approximately 805 with approximately 272 speakers. 

These speakers range in age from approximately 27 to 98 years old” (Sikorski, 2008, p. 3).

For the Gwich’in to learn their language to teach the future generations is to honor the 

ancestors. Many things in the Gwich’in culture are hidden in language. “Native Ways of 

Knowing” are embedded in our language and represent a great depth of epistemological 

meaning. Gwich’in language has had a severe loss of speakers and is indeed endangered, and
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many Indigenous people see language revitalization as “part of a complex web of culture and 

identity and as such must be viewed only through those delicately interwoven and intricate 

relationships.” (Dementi-Leonard & Gilmore, 1999, p. 38). There is just cause to work to save 

the Gwich’in language through documentation, preservation and other archival types of 

activities.

The Gwich’in language has several orthographies. This can be problematic for the 

development of literacy benchmarks that can be integrated into the Western educational system. 

Many tribes have encountered linguistic issues including “ .dialect  and orthographic 

standardization” as the Hopi have and the Gwich’in will also need to collectively make decisions 

in this area as well (Nicholas, 2009, p. 40). The inclusion of our language and culture into the 

Western system of education as a system of power must be considered strategically.

Gwich’in language revitalization is also encouraged by the people themselves identifying 

their language learning goals, assisting these goals to be realized through a step-by-step process, 

creating materials that support attaining the goals and to building an assessment based on those 

goals (Sikorski, 2008, p. 143). The University of Alaska Fairbanks’s Gwich’in Language 

Program Instructor Kathy Sikorski, M.A., has identified expectations for language learners in her 

class. This comparison can be used as a beginning to establish cultural competencies with a focus 

on Gwich’in literacy and fluency.

Sikorski (2008) suggests the following four recommendations in her thesis: “(a) learners 

need to learn their ancestral language as a second language, (b) Native language teachers need 

training on theories of second language acquisition, (c) Native language teachers need to have a 

strong philosophy of second language learning and teaching, and (d) learners to need to have a 

mindset that they will learn to speak their ancestral languages by practicing” (p. iii). These
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recommendations come with considerable weight as Kathy Sikorski is a Gwich’in educator and 

held in high esteem by the Gwich’in people.

Gwich’in literacy benchmarks are virtually non-existent. Gwich’in belongs to the Na- 

Dene family group that includes the Athabascan languages of Alaska and Canada, the southern 

languages of Navajo and Apache, along with many other languages in the Lower 48. The Navajo 

have developed indicators for their language that far exceed the work of the Alaska or Canadian 

Gwich’in. It is crucial to develop Gwich’in literacy indicators that mirror Western literacy 

indicators for implementation into the Western academic framework that mirror Western literacy 

indicators. These Western benchmarks are based upon literacy standards. This is problematic 

with Gwich’in because Gwich’in have an oral language and multiple dialectal and orthographic 

differences.

Many Gwich’in teachers use literacy as an instructional strategy, as there are fewer and 

fewer speakers and usually only one hired cultural specialist in the school setting. The print-rich 

environment creates a bridge for students from their English literacy background. Most students 

have an extensive background in English literacy instruction that is based on a spiral curriculum 

of phonemic and semantic awareness within one orthography.

Historically, the Gwich’in language family has been documented with five different 

orthographies. The first orthography was used by Anglican Archdeacon MacDonald to translate 

the entire Bible, hymnals, and prayer book into Tukudh. There is no doubt that this 

documentation is valuable information because those who worked with Archdeacon MacDonald 

were fluent speakers and incorporated words and phrases from ancestral times. These historical 

documents serve as a marker of the linguistic strength of our language during the 1880s.
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2.23 Understanding Knowledge Generation

The question of how traditional environmental knowledge is used in the community is 

one that many people have overgeneralized and stereotyped for villages over the years. The 

people who reside in the villages have been scrutinized for not engaging in activities that were 

traditional enough for both non-Natives and urban Natives. The idea of using a dog team to haul 

one load of wood per day, versus the strength and speed at which a snow machine can haul that 

one load, and probably several more, brings the idea of efficiency to light.

A researcher named Jan Loovers worked with the Vuntut Gwich’in in Old Crow, Canada 

and identified three types of knowledge in Gwich’in society. These types of knowledge were two 

types of individually learned knowledge and one collective.

Table 2.2: Gwich’in Knowledge

Gwich’in Tukudh Definition
Gahgwingandaii Kakwitundui Collective knowledge that is known and you 

are born into this knowledge.
Gihk’agwaanjik Kikyikwanjik This is individual knowledge that is learned 

from discovery.
Gatr’oonahtan Kutronahtun This is taught knowledge that is known by 

someone, two people (teacher and student)

Dr. Loovers (2010) argues that “ . a l l  three concepts of knowledge are related to being” (p. 33). 

The learned knowledge and taught knowledge “ . p l ac e  an emphasis on attentiveness, awareness, 

apprehension and involve the entire being, body and mind” (Loovers, 2010, p. 33). This research 

specifies an understanding of what we know, and Loovers’s research is based on the work that 

Archdeacon McDonald translated. It shows the connection to a distant past when the Gwich’in 

language was strong. Crystal Frank discussed the meaning of knowledge in her master’s thesis,
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“Our ancestors didn’t forget us, so we should not forget them. I often remind myself of what my 

father told me. He said that knowledge is “gwaindaii,” which means, “it’s alive,” it will always 

follow you, but only if you are interested” (Frank, 2011, pp. 74-75). Understanding what 

Gwich’in knowledge is can assist in the development of Gwich’in cultural competencies. 

Connections can be made that allow identification of these cultural competencies through various 

types of analysis.

2.24 Gwich’in Literacy

The educational system in which we are all participants is a foreign system of learning to 

the Gwich’in and other Alaska Native peoples. Traditionally, the Gwich’in utilized a place-based 

learning that provided contextual systems built into the language. For example, the English 

language expresses the concept of objectivity through the use of the article. In Gwich’in every 

concept is framed with a possessive that relates the concept to the person, place, or idea in the 

same word as the subject. The following sentence is an example of how the Gwich’in language 

uses possessive pronouns to articulate a meaning that provides the context for a concept not 

expressed in English.

Jii neegwadadhat jidii gaayii gwaahantsyaa?

This year what will accomplish you will try?

Local Gwich’in educator Paul Williams, Jr. translated this to mean:

What are your goals for the New Year?

The word “gwaahantsyaa” means, you will make and specifically, the portion of the word that 

means, you, is han. Actually, hantsyaa means, you will. Possessive pronouns within Gwich’in 

grammar are shown here to be a skill that requires instruction to an English-speaking student.
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Defining the framework of integrated standards that creates clear goals for students in a 

format that blends the activities behind cultural competencies and literacy benchmarks is the 

challenge. Initiating this process begins with a literature review of existing resources for the 

development of cultural competencies. Gwich’in literature^ exists that reference the roles and 

responsibilities of our children in past times. The Gwich’in Cultural and Social Institute of 

Canada is also documenting the knowledge of their people. The YFSD language instructors also 

have numerous lessons developed over the years that can be reviewed and integrated into a larger 

scope and sequence.

The development of systems of leveled assessments that can lead to the revitalization of 

the Gwich’in language seem to be an unreachable goal. The Gwich’in Nation spans a geographic 

area that is quite large and that can accommodate the subsistence practices but can also create 

very independent thinkers making do with what they have around them. This includes the 

development of curricula.

2.25 Gwich’in-Developed Curriculum

The analysis of site documentation includes a review of Gwich’in literature and published 

materials that were designed for instructional purposes. These are reviewed and analyzed to 

show the types of lessons that were prioritized by speakers who participated in curriculum 

development sessions. This prioritization will give us a clue as to the types of subjects that 

Elders including Diitsuu Minnie Salmon prioritized being taught to their students.
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2.25.1 Analysis of Current Curriculum Documentation

Diitsuu Minnie Salmon wanted to share what she knew and learned about the Gwich’in 

language with young and old alike. She did this by not only teaching the language, customs and 

songs but also by participating in curriculum development sessions. Minnie Salmon co-authored 

published educational materials entitled, David Vik’ii Gwanlii, Johnny VagoodlitDrin, N ich’it 

Tsal, and Tsyaa Tsul.

2.25.2 David Vik’ii Gwanlii.

David Vik’ii Gwanlii was translated in 1975 from the book entitled, David Was Mad by 

Bill Martin Jr. This book was one of the Kin-der Owl Books (New York: Holt, Rinehart & 

Winston, 1967). This developmental reader encourages students to help by showing and not 

telling. The translation took place at a Summer Institute of Linguistics, Inc. with Richard 

Mueller. The book was produced by the Alaska Native Education Board under the Alaska Native 

Education Center. The book was primarily about a boy, David, who gets angry. The text is 12 

pages long and includes simple graphics and line drawings that do not include color. The 

translated copies are now available as PDF files at the Alaska Native Language Center website.

Although the English language version of David Was Mad was a beginning reader aimed 

at teaching social/emotional skills such as understanding their own emotions. The Gwich’in 

translation uses a complex verb structure closely aligning itself to the literal translation and not a 

developmentally appropriate for the language development of the theme content. The Gwich’in 

translation is complex including advanced literacy concepts like, past tense usage of Gwich’in. 

The content is aimed at a primary student but the literacy level is not a beginner level reader for 

Gwich’in language learners. Since, the content is for the primary grades but the fluency and
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literacy requirements to read this short book does not make it practical for use in the classroom.

It serves as a book to read aloud to young children when doing a lesson on helping. It can also be 

used as a resource for an intermediate to advanced class to translate and read. Western concepts 

are present, for example the inclusion of a cat requires the use of the word, ninjii-zhuu. This 

adaption of ninjii, or lynx, uses the qualifier zhuu meaning young.

2.25.3 Johnny Vagoodlit Drin

Johnny Vagoodlit Drin was translated in August of 1972 by Minnie Salmon from the 5th 

reader, Johnny’s Present in the Johnny Series developed by the Curriculum Division in the 

Department of Education written by Jim A. MacDiarmid in 1971. The series was a second set 

developed about the Dogrib (Tljchg) people. The first series titled the Tendi Series, was based on 

the first contact with non-Native people and was also translated into a series about Moses instead 

of Tendi but the premise was the same. The Johnny Series is about Johnny, Tendi’s grandson 

who encounters different scenarios as he adapts to the changes in his traditional Dogrib (Tljchg) 

ways. This series comes with different circumstances including a hunting trip and going to 

school but also includes an English word list mostly consisting of participles.

2.25.4 The Johnny Series.

The Johnny Series was a curriculum development initiative that made an elementary level 

English reader culturally relevant for the Dogrib (TljchQ) people. As part of the Johnny Series a 

Handbook was developed that included the wordlist for each booklet in the series along with 

extension activities suggestions. The translation doesn’t include the words for truck, fire truck, 

present, whee, and beep and they are presented in the text in English. The name of the book,
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Johnny’s Present, is translated to mean Johnny’s Birthday which implies that at this time there 

was no word Gwich’in word for present. Again, the initial reader series was developed for an 

elementary leveled student grouping but the word for word translation into Gwich’in makes the 

booklet at an intermediate to advanced level for Gwich’in language instruction. The translation 

includes many possessive, past and future participle and advanced vocabulary that a student to 

whom the content might be interesting would not be able to grasp unless they were fluent and 

literate in Gwich’in. While the content is aimed at elementary students, the actual text may not 

be interesting to higher level students who may able to read it, creating a disconnect for those 

who are learning Gwich’in as a second language.

2.25.5 Gwich’in Language Readers

Minnie Salmon also reviewed curriculum that was developed by the Yukon Flats School 

District on a variety of subject matter that were translated by other speakers. Examples of these 

Gwich’in language curricula readers include: T t’ak, Things We Do in March, and C h’anjaa 

NanhD ai’Deegwii’in. These three documents are examples of three different strategies to 

incorporate Gwich’in thematic place-based activities into the literary set of documents used for 

instruction.

Tl’ak was developed by Tupou L. Pulu, Mary Fields, and Vera Erick in 1983 with 

'Identification Lists o f Native Names’ provided by Dick Mueller and Pierre DeMers. This 16- 

page black and white reader consist of the question, “Jii jiidii t l ’ak t ’inchy ’aa?” or What kind of 

insect is this? It is answered on the bottom of each page in Gwich’in. On pages where there are 

two names for a specific insect, the English word “OR” is used. No other English translation is 

provided for the 14 insects and no other curricular extensions into science are recommended. The
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Gwich’in classification systems are quite different than the models used in classroom science 

texts.

The next two booklets exemplify thematic, season-based curricula. The 29-page booklet 

entitled, Things We Do in March, is completely in English and describes fundraising activities 

that lead to a spring carnival. There is no Gwich’in translation provided within the text. The first 

part of the booklet begins describing the events as a 3rd person plural narrative then switches to 

first-person singular about midway through the booklet, never identifying the subject. Then the 

story ends back in third-person. The activities listed are common activities that can be observed 

in villages today. This booklet could be used as a document that could be translated into 

Gwich’in today and still be relevant but it is doubtful that this document would be used to teach 

English unless it was aligned to the Common Core.

The 17-page booklet entitled, Ch ’anjaa Nanh D ai’ Deegwii’in, was also developed by 

Tupou L. Pulu, Mary Fields, and Vera Erick. It was proofread and modified by Katherine Peter, 

Dick Mueller, Mary Fields, Delma Fields, Vera Erick, Lillian Garnett, Mary Tritt, Jean Tritt, 

Caroline Tritt, Minnie Salmon, and Nancy Joseph. These two booklets were published in 1983 

by Materials Development Center, but Ch ’anjaa Nanh D ai’ Deegwii’in is completely in 

Gwich’in with no translation provided. ‘T.V.’ was the only English word included in the 

document. The images are black and white and correlate to the Gwich’in text.

2.25.6 Canadian Publications.

Yeeno da i’ googwandak, or “Long-ago Stories” is the Gwich’in term used in the People of 

the Lakes: Stories of our Van Tat Elders/Googwandak Nakhwach’anjoo Van Tat Gwich’in by 

Shirleen Smith and the Vuntut Gwitchin. This term will be used in the rubric to refer to oral
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stories both historical and from the distant past (creation stories). “The stories grouped as Yeeno 

dai’ googwandak are diverse, ranging across a spectrum of Western categories (legends, 

folktales, myths, parables, and ancient history)” (Nation, V.G.F. & Smith, S., 2010, p. LXII). 

People of the Lakes: Stories of our Van Tat Elders/Googwandak Nakhwach’anjoo Van Tat 

Gwich’in further categorize Yeeno da i’ googwandak into five categories. These categories are 

the Natural World, Supernatural Exploits, Legendary Figures, Stories of Heroic Roles and 

Archetypes and Long-Ago History. These subcategories included oral stories within each 

heading. The category headings were created by the content of the oral stories and the general 

themes.

These Van Tat Elder stories listed “ .. .are peppered with the expression ‘akoo diginuu’ or 

‘they say,’ denoting that they were passed on by generations of people prior to the specific 

individual from whom the speaker heard the story” (Nation, V.G.F. & Smith, S., 2010, p. 3). The 

oral history tradition is represented in this statement and categorization. The narrative further 

discusses the sacred meaning conveyed in legends and myths and the secular, educational and 

entertainment value in folktales. Many of the Yeeno da i’googwandak stories highlight the 

interconnectedness of dinjii zhuh and the nan, or the people and the land. The Elder stories and 

accompanying narrative listed in the People of the Lakes: Stories of our Van Tat 

Elders/Googwandak Nakhwach’anjoo Van Tat Gwich’in helps frame the stories to be included in 

the Diiginjik Realm.
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2.25.7 The Yukon Native Language Project - Teaching Native Languages: A Guidebook for 

Native Language Instructors

The Yukon Native Language Project developed the curriculum titled, Teaching Yukon 

Native Languages: A Guidebook for Native Language Instructors. This was developed in the 

summer of 1980 by Collyne Bunn, John Ritter, and Gertie Tom with artwork done by Ted 

Harrison and Collyne Bunn. The single binder is divided into the following sections: notes, 

skills, teaching, curriculum, activities, materials, appendix 1, and appendix 2. This document is 

presented in English with hand drawn pictures illustrating nouns and actions. Several languages 

are noted on page N-9. They are Loucheux, Han, Northern and Southern Tutchone, Kaska and 

Tagish. It appears that this binder was developed as resource to be used with any of these 

languages. On page S-1, the First Year’s Curriculum Outline includes a month list of activities. 

Each month is linked to several phrases. For example, September has three sentences for three- 

weeks of instruction. They are:

1. What is this? This is a  .

2. Is this a ? Yes, . N o , .

3. What i s  doing? is fishing by a hook. is picking berries.

The remaining school months continue in the same manner with one sentence and answer for 

each week. On page C-13 these lesson topics are expanded with an example in Northern 

Tutchone. They include the same questions with other sections titled, conversation and some 

conversation activities. The activities include lists of suggested activities that are in the following 

section. These have names like: circle drill, group drill, puppets, mime, field trip, and several 

others. Each week has two-pages and has a space for ‘Your Language’ to be written in beside the
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Northern Tutchone example. This document was clearly developed for fluent speakers as a 

reference to provide structure for lessons.

2.25.8 Yukon Flats School District - A Curriculum Guidebook for Native Language Instructors 

The Yukon Flats School District developed the curriculum titled, A Curriculum 

Guidebook for Native Language Instructors in a two-binder set. This was developed in 1986 as 

part of a Gwich’in Language Curriculum Project. The introductory section begins with the 

statement,

The Yukon Flats School District has an established educational premise that the history 

and life of its people should be central to the growth and development of its students. 

Bilingualism and cross-culturalism foster language, cultural enrichment, self-respect, 

mutual respect, and self-identity. (Yukon Flats School District, 1986, p. 1)

Also, stated in the introduction, “The curriculum was designed for oral language development 

for elementary grades, and beginning Gwich’in language speakers” (YFSD, 1986, p. 1). The 

binder is split into the sections called: scope and sequence, notes to Native language instructors, 

the lessons, notes on the checklist, units (15), and finally a section of assorted resources like 

paper-dolls and activities. Each unit is based on a theme and has five lessons that contain a 

warm-up, review, new vocabulary and structure, game or activity, and wind-down and 

homework sections. The unit sections are themed into the following areas:

Table 2.3: Unit Sections and Themes

* Unit 1 * Names

* Unit 2 * Feelings

* Unit 3 * Weather
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Table 2.3 continued

* Unit 4 * Review

* Unit 5 * Classroom Expression / Commands

* Unit 6 * Animals

* Unit 7 * Location (Where is__?)

* Unit 8 * Review (?)

* Unit 9 * Counting/Numbers

* Unit 10 * Body Parts

* Unit 11 * Clothing

* Unit 12 * Food

* Unit 13 * Housewares

* Unit 14 * Beadwork

* Unit 15 * Skin Tanning

Each lesson in these units has a word list and associated sentences. There are also hand drawn 

black and white graphics that can be used for reproduction. This curriculum is based on weekly 

units with a lesson for each day. Thematic activities are listed as resources in the last section of 

the binder. This curriculum was developed to be used in the classroom and utilize the weekly 

structure.

2.26 Conclusion

The review of literature presented in Chapter Two covered relevant education curriculum 

development theories and practices, Gwich’in literature, and Canadian and Alaskan Gwich’in
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language instructional materials. Elder Minnie Salmon worked on many of these Gwich’in 

language instructional materials and these were all described and reviewed for general themes 

and subjects covered. The Gwich’in language instructional materials reflect Gwich’in seasonal 

activities and values.
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Chapter 3 -  Methodology 

Nahjyah ts ’a ’ deeneehi’yaa?

How are you going to do this?

“There is nothing too hard for the people those days. ” Diitsuu Minnie Salmon

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 will review Indigenous research, values, and worldviews. Indigenous 

knowledge systems and methodological frameworks will be discussed in this chapter. The 

research methodology that was used for this dissertation will also be discussed. This mixed 

methodology project included participatory community-based research with ethnographic 

interviews and linguistic analysis. The triangulation of interviews, linguistic analysis, and a 

review of historically developed curriculum in Alaska and Canada by Gwich’in language 

instructors serve as the basis for this research.

3.2 Why Should We Research?

Integration of Indigenous knowledge systems into the Western educational frameworks 

has proven to be challenging for many Indigenous populations around the world. This includes 

the Gwich’in people as well. Understanding culture expectations is the key to beginning this 

process. Knowledge integration into the K-12 school systems in Alaska and the United States is 

process orientated. Western content knowledge expectations have been traditionally expressed as 

indicators for math, science, or any language such as English or French. Indigenous knowledge 

can also be codified as cultural competencies in any specific content strand in Gwich’in, 

including oral fluency and literacy competencies, traditional environmental knowledge, history, 

and others.
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The inclusion of Indigenous knowledge in culturally developed and relevant rubrics has 

been developed by many Indigenous populations including the Alaskan Inupiat, Hawaiians, and 

the Dine of Arizona (Cowen, 2012; McCarty, 2002; W. H. Wilson & Kamana, 2001). The 

research in this dissertation includes an interview of a Hawaiian administrator, Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole. Ms. Kanaka’ole has worked for many years with the ‘Aha Punana Leo as an 

administrator and has been very straightforward with her perspectives of the Hawaiian process of 

integrating language and culture into their educational framework. The Hawaiian process is 

essential to understanding implementation but most of my research centered on the Gwich’in 

Elders’ stories.

This dissertation used a mixed methodology of research methods. The interviews were 

conducted using ethnographic participatory-based research methodology. The analysis was done 

using Gwich'in assessment terminology and axiological beliefs with critical race theoretical 

foundations, educational, and Indigenous research methodologies.

3.3 Indigenous Methodology

Oscar Kawagley did groundbreaking work in his dissertation by clarifying the differences 

between an Indigenous and Western worldview. Kawagley (1995) holds that, “The values 

embedded in these modern institutions are often in conflict with the Yupiaq, so a blending of 

traditional and modern values becomes necessary” (p. 101). The important political (Bielawski, 

1990) and social strands of our culture have been impacted by Oscar Kawagley’s important 

work. By establishing that the Yupik worldview and values impact Western organizations 

through differing decision-making processes, Kawagley has broken trail for all Alaska Native 

researchers. Our way of life, our “ ...survival continues as ... values, beliefs, practices, and
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problem-solving strategies are modified and adapted to fit contemporary political, educational, 

economic, social and religious institutions” (Kawagley, 1995, p. 101).

3.4 Protecting Indigenous Intellectual Property Rights

During the Land Claims, the Beaver signatory of the ANSCA bill was a non-literate, non- 

English speaking Gwich’in Elder. This is not only unfortunate but immoral and unethical. This 

was an obvious abuse of our people that was most likely repeated in many villages in Alaska. 

Alaska Natives’ worldviews would prohibit Elders from appearing to be uncooperative and fully 

comprehending the concepts behind Western individual ownership. Most Alaska Native groups 

utilize a consensus-based decision-making process and value the land as belonging to the entire 

tribe. Many Alaska Native people valued sharing, and Kawagley (1995) held that “ .p eo p le  may 

have found that owning many things was hazardous to their well-being and their nomadic way of 

life” (p. 19). In this age of self-determination, the Gwich’in people can use their value system to 

identify appropriate learning outcomes for our children to learn, as any American citizen can 

advocate for themselves.

As Gwich’in speakers learned English either by choice or punitive action, Gwich’in 

people have maintained their axiological value systems. Gwich’in look at what they have in their 

daily lives with respect to family and the ability to learn culture and linguistic factors and be self

determined. Indigenous researchers have a unique opportunity to document the knowledge of the 

Elders, and to learn from the speakers who are willing to share and work with those who want to 

learn from them and contribute toward the betterment of the Gwich’in people.

Through ethnographic research Indigenous people are finding their own voice and 

asserting their rights to practice their way of life (Brayboy, Gough, Leonard, Roehl, & Solyom,
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2012). This includes the idea that research has purpose. Purpose-driven research is tied to the 

worldview of many Indigenous people. Critical Indigenous Research Methodology theorists hold 

that relationships, responsibilities, respect, reciprocity and relevance drive research for a 

common purpose (Brayboy et al., 2012; Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991). The ideas behind helping 

each other or protecting our way of life including the land and natural resources are all part of 

understanding Indigenous research and the purpose behind researching.

The Inuit in Canada’s North have outlined the idea of reciprocity as serving. The 

following quote is an example of a research protocol that the Inuit have required researchers 

respect while working in their communities:

Pijitsirniq: concept of serving. The concept of serving is central to the Inuit style of 

leadership and as such is the measure of the maturity and wisdom of an Inuk. The key 

here is the understanding that each person has a contribution to make and is a valued 

contributor to his/her community. Students will be expected to demonstrate this kind of 

leadership and commitment to serving the common good. (Owlijoot, 2008, p. 9)

Included in the act of reciprocity in our Alaskan villages is also respect of all Indigenous value 

systems as well as the conduct research in a way that shows the researchers’ shared belief in 

these values. This conscious intent of what is researched and who is conducting that research is 

part of self-determination. Protecting the integrity of what Indigenous knowledge enters the 

Western systems and verification that the research is interpreted in a way that is culturally 

accurate and authentic is critical.
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3.5 Values

The Alaska Native Values all share a respect for people and the land. They also have a 

common thread of spirituality and honoring our Elders. Gwich’in all share a connection to the 

land and families. Gwich’in also share personality traits that are that preferred ways of being like 

humility, patience, acceptance, sharing and taking care of our families and Elders. The Inuit 

identify what it is to be Inuit in the following statement:

Inuit Qaujimajatuqagit means knowing the land, names, locations and their history. It 

also means knowledge of Arctic environments, snow, ice, water, weather and the 

environment around us. It also means being in harmony with people, land, living things 

and respecting them. There are life skills, alertness, the ability to train others, the strong 

healthy life, knowledge of language, culture and traditional beliefs and world view. 

(Owlijoot, 2008, p. 7)

Honoring our ancestors with working in our own ways to improve our tribes and ourselves are a 

common concern among Alaska Natives. In Alaska, reciprocity between the Indigenous people 

and the land and culture is also a shared value.

Many Gwich’in values or Dinjii Zhuh Gwitr’it Tr’igweel’ee/Tr’igwihil’ee have been 

identified over the years. The Gwich’in people compiled a list of these values in 2011 but they 

have not been sorted and organized. Some of them include self-sufficiency, respect, stories, 

sharing, teaching the children, helping each other, family, humor, spirituality, listening, 

preparing for the future, collaborating, subsistence, ceremonies, and gathering amongst others 

(Sikorski & Fisher, 2011).
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3.6 Gwich’in Strategic Planning

The Alaska Native people share values, but they are also unique cultural groups with 

their own cultural norms and values. Gwich’in have been progressing towards establishing the 

Gwich’in Values in a series of meetings since 2010. Within the unpublished document entitled, 

DiiginjikK’yaaEegaaraa’ee: Gwich’in Language Revitalization Group Strategic Plan, these 

values are identified in a list, along with the short-term and long-term goals and objectives. They 

lead to the language revitalization for the Gwich’in language.

The long-term goal that has been identified reads as follows: “Our ultimate goal is to 

produce fluent speakers of the language by using various tools, i.e., second language acquisition 

theories or other methods such as place based education, master-apprentice or immersion” 

(Sikorski & Fisher, 2011, p. 2). The midterm goal relates directly to development of cultural 

competencies. It reads as follows: “Gwich’in people must stand together to have the Gwich’in 

Language included in school curricula across thematic areas” (Sikorski & Fisher, 2011, p. 2). 

Development of Gwich’in language cultural standards can provide structure to existing 

community goals.

3.7 Gwich’in Interview Protocol

This participatory-based research includes a collection of oral histories of Gwich’in 

Elders and other willing participants. The interviews include oral recordings of individual 

conversations with primary Elder Minnie Salmon, focus groups conversation, and archival 

research. “External tests of a story’s validity require that we compare the account with other 

sources. These should be found in other oral records, in the oral tradition, and in written, 

photographic, archeological, and other forms of documentation” (Schneider, 2002, p. 129).
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Triangulation occurred using participatory-based activities with open-ended interviews 

discussion questions and follow up, an analysis of Gwich’in instructional materials focused on 

Gwich’in culture and language, and linguistic analysis of Gwich’in educational terms.

When an Elder is willing to share, researchers are being entrusted with the knowledge 

that is being communicated. This trust includes the understanding that you will be producing 

something for the greater good of the participant’s family, clan or tribal group including future 

generations. This relationship is one that is built on trust and a mutual understanding.

The interviews were general and open-ended to encourage discussion but were developed 

to inspire a discussion of activities during the Elder’s childhood. Elders are revered and treasured 

as culture-bearers, and their knowledge and understanding of our beliefs is paramount to 

developing our own indicators of cultural competency (S. Wilson, 1996, p. 39). The Inuit 

recognize the importance of their Elders. “Inuit elders have to be recognized as primary sources 

of language expertise and cultural advisors possessing wisdom and knowledge that can be passed 

on to future generations” (Owlijoot, 2008, p. 4).

Gwich’in women are underrepresented in Indigenous research and understanding the 

importance of the women in a matrilineal society through research can be done in many ways. 

Participatory-based research on an individual and small groups basis was conducted. This 

participatory-based research manifested itself as being involved in different activities such as 

making traditional sewing items as the opportunity presented itself.

A male Gwich’in culture-bearer once explained the role of women in Gwich’in society to 

me. He stated that the women were basically in charge of the home camp and men were leaders 

in deciding where and when the nomadic hunters traveled to different camps and in the actual
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practice of hunting and fishing. This phrase from the book called Gikhyi: One Who Speaks shows 

the activities of Gwich’in men and women:

They tied their canoe to the willow bush and climbed the bank to where the women were 

working. All were smiling and glad to see them. There was much laughter about how 

slow they were in coming. While the women were working with the fish, the men sat in 

groups working on their tools for hunting. They were preparing for the fall hunt when the 

Caribou would be coming south from their calving grounds. They must have many 

arrows, strong bows, sharp knives and strong snares. Everyone must have well made 

snowshoes ready for winter hunting. Some of the hunters had rifles that made things 

easier, but the old ways were still the best ways. When the women were finished with the 

fish for the day they had much to do too. Clothing made from tanned caribou and moose 

hide boots must be ready for every member of the family before the long winter began. 

(Sax & Linklater, 1990, p. 25)

This tradition in modern times manifests by women assuming leadership role in the village as a 

form of the camp but displaces the men as the leaders in a traditional form. Anecdotal personal 

observation of women taking leadership roles in the communities as chiefs, priests, teachers and 

administrators has occurred and the importance of women in keeping their families together in 

this period of rapid transitional change is also shown in the life’s work of Elder Minnie Salmon.

3.8 Question Description/Analysis

The set of questions approved by in the UAF Institutional Review Board process were 

selected to ask the participants about their childhood. The approved questions were split into five
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sections. The sections are personal history/involvement with the participatory-based research 

activity, reasons for learning, options about language learning, goals, and other.

The research interviews were completed using the IRB-approved questions in Appendix 

G. The section called “Personal History/Involvement with the Participatory-Based Research 

Activity” was intended for a specific issue such as a participating in a rite-of-passage such as a 

first menstruation. This was loosely followed in the discussions with the Elders. The questions 

were restated during the interview but did not drive the conversation. The Elders presented 

information in the form of a stories and discourse between two Elders speaking together. The 

questions started the conversation, however, the Elders determined the content, structure, and 

outcomes during the interviews.

When speaking to the Elder participants, initiating discussions about certain childhood 

memories and then questions were expanded based on the above listed questions. Determining 

people present and what were the roles in the activities was a priority to identify cultural 

competencies of people involved in the activity. The question about speaking Gwich’in was 

discarded because it was established that everyone was speaking Gwich’in at the time of the 

activity in his or her childhood.

This set of questions entitled, “Reasons for Learning” were most relevant when 

discussing learning skills as adults. The “Options about Language Learning” set of questions is 

determines personal activism around language revitalization efforts and personal attitudes 

towards toward language. These questions were drafted to determine the importance of the 

heritage language to the Elder in a type of baseline data for each participant. Although these 

seemed very important at the time, these were secondary to getting the group stories down on 

paper.
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Elders’ interviews were recorded, transcribed, coded and reviewed for themes. These 

themes were analyzed for patterns that led to the development of the Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ or 

“We just keep the fire going” Framework, rubrics and the partial list of cultural 

competencies/indicators. Elder interviews have been mostly conducted in English with Gwich’in 

words and phrases utilized, and not fully in Gwich’in. The Elders did not speak in Gwich’in 

during the interviews. If a fluent speaker had been conducting the interviews, they may have 

spoken in Gwich’in. The importance of documenting Elder stories in the Gwich’in language with 

a following translation for when conducting ethnographic research is very powerful and 

significant in research. It is important to continue to record and document these stories for 

inclusion in this project, but also for the family and future generations.

Interviews of Gwich’in Elders were conducted in the homes of the participants. All 

activities were based on the traditional subsistence cycle. Participatory interviews conducted 

while doing a traditional activity followed the traditional Gwich’in subsistence calendar. An 

example of this is during the interview about duck hunting activities during the time of year 

when ducks are hunted and gathered. This occurred naturally and was a part of the household 

activities that took place during traditional subsistence activities.

Informal coding determined themes in the interviews and focus groups following 

completion of the interviews. The interview themes were identified as repetitive elements of the 

interview narrative. Seven themes are listed below but important historical knowledge took 

precedence over what was asked during the interviews of all participants.

• cultural practices of long ago,

• shared vision of education,

• instructional strategies including Gwich’in language immersion,
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• work,

• accepting a Western framework as a strategic compromise

• making funding choices

• curriculum, including impacts of multiple orthographies, and assessment

3.9 Participants

Gwich’in Elders were willing to participate in Chalkyitsik. Participants of participatory 

research signed a consent form. The Elders were informed and aware that the interviews were 

recorded and transcribed. Coding the interviews for a narrative discussion and analysis was 

completed and a discussion follows below. Copies of the transcripts as well as the recordings 

will be given to the family for their personal use and to keep for future generations once the 

dissertation is complete.

3.9.1 William and Minnie Salmon of Chalkyitsik.

The Gwich’in Elders willing to share their story were William and Minnie Salmon. The 

primary participant was Minnie Salmon as she had a unique perspective as a Gwich’in Language 

Educator, Gwich’in Curriculum Developer for the University of Alaska-Fairbanks, Alaska 

Native Language Center, as a Prevention Worker and a Health Aide. Well versed in the 

importance of intergeneration transmission of Gwich’in language Minnie Salmon worked to 

revitalize the Gwich'in Language for decades. Her perspective as a daughter, wife, mother, aunt, 

sister and leader in the community of Chalkyitsik are significant.

Minnie Salmon was the daughter of Ben and Julia Thomas. She married William Salmon

and had six children. They are State of Alaska Representative Woodie Salmon, Patricia Salmon,
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David Salmon (deceased), William Salmon, Isabelle Salmon, Darrel Salmon. Minnie and 

William were blessed with many grandchildren and great-grandchildren. She lived most of her 

life in Chalkyitsik, Alaska. When questioned Diitsii Minnie stated, “Yeah. I was born here. My 

parents raised me here. I got married here. I raised my children here. Here, here, here.” 

Chalkyitsik is also known as Jalgiitsik “fish hook town” and was settled when the school was 

built. Prior to the construction of the school the tribal membership largely resided in Salmon 

Village further up river from the village of Chalkyitsik.

3.9.2 Kanoe Kanaka’ole from Hilo, Hawai‘i

Another part of this dissertation is the interview conducted with Hawaiian Administrator 

Kanoe Kanaka’ole from Hilo, Hawai‘i. She gave a synopsis of the steps taken to develop the 

‘Aha Punana Leo Preschool Programs that have been so successful at using the Hawaiian 

language as a medium of instruction while integrating their language and culture. The interview 

took place in Hilo, Hawai‘i and primarily centered around the process and provided insight to the 

Hawaiian value system from an administrative perspective. Ideas about cultural adaption and the 

Hawaiian value system were all part of the interview (Kanaka'ole, 2011).

3.10 Oral History

Oral history has been an integral part of the Gwich’in society. Gwich’in historian, Moses 

Gabriel (1993) mentions the importance of oral history in his book entitled Gwich’in History: 

Oral History -  the recounting of events and occurrences; the telling and retelling of 

heroic actions and comedic calamity -  have been a hallmark of native tradition. Where 

this aspect of the rearing of the young has virtually disappeared among ‘civilized’
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societies, it still enjoys a position of importance among native peoples throughout the 

world. In the days of old the storyteller was head master of education. (p. 16)

Gwich’in have long valued oratory tradition and still do.

Gwich’in value the importance of visiting. Visiting traditionally included telling stories, 

drinking tea, playing card games and included inter-village travel. This common form of 

interpersonal communication provided a forum for socializing, planning events, conflict 

resolution and diminished the feeling of isolation. Isolation was common with few people in the 

remote communities, and without modern media such as television and the Internet, other types 

of activities filled people’s time. Visiting is a big part of what keeps our communities close-knit. 

Although many distractions have individualized our time, our communities, our extended 

families, and our shared ideas reciprocate the importance of our maintaining our epistemological, 

ontological and axiological beliefs (Brayboy et al., 2012; S. Wilson, 2008).

Gwich’in historian Moses Gabriel mentions the importance of appreciating oral history 

even if the audience has changed. He talked about the Gwich’in youth changing amidst popular 

American culture but stresses the importance nonetheless:

Vital historical links have been lost because the art of oral history has been abandoned, 

never properly recorded in written form and modern succeeding generations of native 

children having lost interest, they being overwhelmed by modern technology and 

attitudes. (Gabriel, 1993, p. 16)

This period of transitional change is not one that is new to the Gwich’in. As the Gwich’in 

enjoyed a central position during the period of trade with the Hudson Bay Company they had to 

accommodate an influx of American military and Anglican ministers along with the actual fur 

traders; they had to adapt to the new ideas and technology. The Gwich’in as well as many
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circumpolar people must adapt to maintain our unique perspectives. Identified in a researcher’s 

handbook produced by the Inuit in Canada,

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is the term for Inuit traditional knowledge and information 

passed down through oral history, customs and traditions. It encompasses all aspects of 

traditional Inuit culture including values, worldviews, language, social organization, 

knowledge, life skills, perceptions and expectations. (Owlijoot, 2008, p. 6)

Gwich’in must determine what is safeguards must take to protect Gwich’in traditional 

knowledge, but also be willing participants with those who want to partake in the many 

preservation and documentation needs.

Oral history is often viewed with some incredulity and verification can help strengthen 

the importance of the shared knowledge. William Schneider (2002) advises,

The best we can say is that certain parts of the story can appropriately be subjected to 

empirical tests, while for other parts it may be more important to remain open to new 

clues that impart meaning.. .In all cases, we must be clear about what can be proven, 

what exists in the realm of belief, and what must be open to continued questioning and 

speculation. (p. 135)

Gwich’in culture is built upon the knowledge of our Elders and it is important to remain aware of 

the all things that can construct understanding for our youth. This includes an understanding of 

the importance of providing valid and reliable information for inclusion into Western system of 

power.
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The primary challenge in conducting this research was my inability to converse in 

Gwich’in fluently. Conversing in English significantly affected the Gwich’in Elder Minnie 

Salmon’s freedom to naturally dialogue, caused hesitation while speaking and in many instances 

included Elder self-translation that broke the flow of the dialogue.

Gwich’in culture is not bound by methodology and includes a value-laden interpretation 

of many aspects of the analysis that out of context required personal interpretation. The Gwich’in 

epistemological, axiological and ontological beliefs simplistically are holistic, interrelated, 

subjective to place and society and reflected in diiginjik or our language both spoken and through 

physical expression. The interpretation of Gwich’in interviews in English only loses the intended 

meaning of the story, metaphor, recollection or reflection.

Western academic writing standards do not express or exemplify Gwich’in pedagogical 

strategies. Gwich’in pedagogy requires the learner’s participation, engagement, and problem 

solving. Western academic writing does not require the learner to be participatory in a 

situationally place-based way with learning objectives tied to axiological beliefs. At times, the 

repetitive nature of the Western academic writing structures reflected Western thought processes 

and values more than those of the Gwich’in.

Other personal challenges occurred during this research. The passing of Gwich’in Elder 

Minnie Salmon after the interviews was simply heartbreaking. The importance of documenting 

Indigenous knowledge was never more relevant to me personally than during this time. It 

behooves all Indigenous researchers to continue to diligently work to document Indigenous 

knowledge.

3.11 Research Challenges
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Research in Indigenous communities must include an acknowledgement of the worldview 

of the subjects. As Indigenous researchers continue to frame the paradigm of what is research a 

decolonized perspective immerges one dissertation at a time. This research includes cultural 

elements that honor cultural values, Gwich’in knowledge and language. It also attempts to join 

traditional practices with progressive and strategic compromises conducted in a mixed 

methodology. This research includes Indigenous Studies methodologies with academic research 

methodologies and identify the Indigenous or in this case, Gwich’in methodologies.

3.12 Conclusion
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Chapter 4 -  Data 

Jidii gwaak’anjik? What did you find out?

Gwandak Stories

“ .  in the 80s, when they first got going. They just had a group ofparents that had a great deal o f 

faith and trust. They were passionate about language revitalization and they had young 

preschool age children that they were willing to sacrifice to the test.” Kanoe Kanaka’ole

4.1 Introduction

This analysis of data includes the discussion of the data triangulation of the following 

concepts: analysis of local curriculum in use, semi-structured interviews, and linguistic analysis. 

The theoretical framework for this research is guided by educational, instructional design and 

Indigenous models. A closer analysis of each of these models in relationship to the data will be 

realized in Chapter 6.

The semi-structured initial and follow-up interviews include the individual and group 

interviews of Diitsuu Minnie, Diitsii William Salmon, and ‘Aha Punana Leo Administrator 

Kanoe Kanaka’ole. These interviews were conducted in Chalkyitsik and Hilo, Hawai‘i 

respectively, in the summer of 2012 and transcribed in the months following.

4.2 Themes from Interviews

Quotes from the interviews were selected by the importance of the topic presented by the 

Elders. Themes from these interviews were summarized and aligned to educational theory. These 

combined themes from interviews with the Gwich’in Elders and ‘Aha Punana Leo Administrator 

Kanoe Kanaka’ole include:
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1. cultural practices of long ago,

2. shared vision of education,

3. instructional strategies including Gwich’in language immersion,

4. work,

5. accepting a Western framework as a strategic compromise

6. making funding choices

7. curriculum and assessment

The Gwich’in Elders also spoke of formal schooling, punishment for speaking the Gwich’in 

language, Gwich’in code switching/first generation English speaker, Gwich’in teaching, 

Gwich’in high language, and the effect of multiple orthographies. The themes from the 

interviews with Hawaiian administrator, Kanoe Kanaka’ ole include the themes related to 

Western assessment, a shared vision, curriculum, comparative education frameworks and 

accepting a Western framework as a strategic compromise. All subjects are represented in the 

following discussion of the eight sections.

4.2.1 Cultural Practices from “Long Ago”

William and Minnie Salmon have a unique perspective as Gwich’in who were raised on 

their ancestral homeland. They were born in the 1930s and have seen drastic social, economic, 

political, environmental and linguistic changes in their lifetimes. These changes have resulted in 

many lifestyle changes but cultural adaptation has a dominant theme that has allowed them to 

continue the Gwich’in way of life. Their children and grandchildren continue to honor their 

traditions by living a subsistence way of life as their ancestors have for generations. William 

Salmon recalled,
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. a  long time ago, everybody is busy in the fall time, everybody is busy, no easy life, if 

they don’t work they will go hungry, ... all over, they live out on the country and there’s 

a lot of animal too, a lot of moose and caribou. I remember taking caribou up river. Fall 

time, springtime but they are all gone now. Lake is all little, is getting dry. Couple of 

years ago, we fly over to other side of porcupine, there is a lot of lake around there and 

right now it’s willow, nothing. Weather is change lots and people is changing too even 

winter time they don’ t go out and trap, long time ago, spring time, I remember, old 

people they got cane, they go out working, they go out and trap muskrats, whatever.

Right now, it’s easy life. Now young people they get money every month, food stamps, 

no good, yeah, a lot of people live up the Black River, Salmon River, a lot of people up 

that way they get ready for the winter, they get ready for the trapping, no trapping, no 

money. Around August, last part of August, they all going up for the winter, they stay up 

there all winter, that’s a long time. Yeah, I remember we go up in the last part of August, 

sometime and we come down next spring, all winter. Everybody travel with dog team.

4.2.2 Share Vision of Education

The expression of a shared vision of education denotes a common understanding of what

community members desire their children to know and learn. Hawaiian researcher Kanoe

Kanaka’ole stated,

“ .w h e n  we developed the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola Hawai‘i we actually got parents, 

parents, past and present at that time, teachers administrators, board members, pretty 

much our whole Punana Leo Community that represented various islands and 

socioeconomic brackets, we just got a hodgepodge of people that wanted to come in and
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just share with us what defines a Punana Leo and we were looking for those qualities that 

were going to really influence positive change in our program that still was based upon, 

kept reflecting through the years our kupuna or ancestors’ standards of excellence.”

The ancestor’s standards of excellence for the Gwich’in can be reflected in the following story of 

the construction of the first school in Chalkyitsik.

The story told by William and Minnie Salmon about the construction of the school at 

Chalkyitsik and not at its destination, Salmon Village reflects the shared decision-making 

process and vision of the people to initiate a local school for their youth. Having a shared vision 

was a foundational tenet of the construction of the first school in Chalkyitsik.

The construction of the first school on the Draanjik (Black River) in the territory of the 

Draanjik Gwich’in took place in 1941. Minnie stated, “They build a schoolhouse. When they 

build that school house.. .(in) ‘41.” The original intention was for a Bureau of Indian Affairs 

school be built and transported to Salmon Village. Low water physically prohibited the 

transportation of classroom and some building supplies make it to Salmon Village. The types of 

supplies that Diitsuu Minnie remembers are, “ .b o o k s, paper, desk, chair and stuff like that for 

the school and their stuff, I remember there was two launch, I remember there used to be launch, 

big boat, launch they call it, two boat they carry a lot of th in g s .” The launch or boat traveled in 

the late fall. She recalls, “I remember it was like the 1st of October, it was cold, it was ready to 

freeze up. No airplane so, nobody think of airplane, we don’t know nothing about airplane.” This 

was done late in the fall with winter approaching.

The decision of moving from the site of Chalkyitsik was influenced by the environmental 

conditions of ‘low water’ and impending winter weather. William recalled, “They were going to 

build a school in Salmon Village but the river was too shallow. So, they just put it here.” When
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asked about who decided to build the school he responded in the affirmative. Seasonally, the 

people were hunting, cleaning and drying ducks at Ohtic for the winter. Diitsii William talked 

about the communal nature of the way that they hunted in the fall, “That time, I remember that 

time I went up to big lake. Everybody was up there too. They dry ducks, in August, maybe 6 or 7 

they go to it, early in the evening by the morning they get down to the end. Lot of ducks, I mean 

lots. They shoot only not too much, lots of ducks. That’s when somebody came up and said that 

somebody want them to build a school so we went down.” Ohtic is a large lake that is not far 

from Chalkyitsik. The entire group present during hunting had to walk back with all supplies and 

dried ducks back to Chalkyitsik.

William talked about the construction the school building and who helped build it, Yeah, 

when they make that house they start in August, I guess, September, in the first part of 

October they finish it, everything. Living quarters, school house. They use moss for the 

logs. I see the old lady they pack moss, big pack too, old people work over there.

Moss was traditionally used as an insulation for log cabin construction. The Elder woman 

were gathering the moss from near Tsuk Taih near the present-day dumpsite with children and 

carrying it to where the school was being constructed by the adults. When asked if they were 

helping to build the school William and Minnie simultaneously replied, “Everybody work.” The 

conversation continued to show the importance working together of how revered the Chief or 

Khehkwaii was,

“Minnie: Kids, Women, Elders.

William: Old people, everybody.

Minnie: There is no ‘no’ there, what Chief say they do it.

William: Everybody.
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... Minnie: Aaha’.

... William: The old ladies w orking . They walk down with big pack of moss.

Minnie: There is nothing too hard for the people those days. I remember when they were 

building house and building school. Men go up there and get some logs for the school. They 

carry it to make a boat and hitch up with dog and take it back where they want the school with 

dog team. ... They do that because there is no 4-wheeler, nothing and women and kids, they go 

back that way to the dump place, at Tsuk Taih, there is a lot of moss then, that is where they get 

the moss, women make big pack for us even we were small they work lots, finish around 

October first. I remember they finish it the boat is coming up with the teacher. It was cold then.” 

In 1941, between the months of August -  October, the Draanjik Gwich’in had prepared 

for the winter through subsistence activities and built a school that settled the present-day village 

of Chalkyitsik, Alaska. The extended families and clans of the Draanjik Gwich’in worked 

together under the leadership of the Kehkwaii or Chief to construct the school for their children. 

They decided where to locate the schools with the impending cold weather based on the access to 

Ohtic and the fish creek nearby when the water got too low for transporting supplies and the 

teacher. The construction of the school is a good example of traditional Gwich’in leadership and 

values of respect for the leader unified the people to finish the school by the time the teacher 

came.

Having an established and shared vision at all levels of the language revitalization efforts 

is important to the language revitalization effort. The Hawaiian Language Revitalization efforts 

had a shared vision. Kanoe Kanaka’ole commented,

. a l l  Punana Leo share the same vision and mission statement. All prescribe to the Kuma 

Honua Mauli Ola Hawai ’i Philosophy and our organization standards Kumu Kukui and
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Kukui ‘A Mau Preschool Standards are built upon this foundation. We train and 

implement a common curriculum also developed upon this philosophy.

The Gwich’in have a strong oral tradition but many of the leadership protocols and governing 

social mores remain uncodified.

The Hawaiian language revitalization vision in outlined in the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola, A 

Native Hawaiian Educational Philosophy Statement published in 2009 stated that a philosophical 

template based on a meeting in 1998 provides, “ .p resen t and future direction of Hawaiian 

language medium education and contains universal e lem en ts.” for the educational contexts 

(Leo, 2009, p.15). Operationally, ‘Aha Punana Leo is a private, non-profit organization it 

administers thirteen Hawaiian Medium preschools and two Hawaiian Medium infant/toddler 

programs in Hawai‘i (located on the islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, O‘ahu & Kaua‘i). 

Punana Leo has never been associated with Early Head Start or other Head Start programs. The 

K-12 program is public mainstream education or public charter schools. All Punana Leo are 

accredited by the World Indigenous Native Higher Education Consortium (also known as 

W.I.N.H.E.C.) and are designated laboratory schools under Ka Haka ‘Ula O Ke‘elikolani, 

Hawaiian Language College of the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo. There are also four K-12 

laboratory Hawaiian Medium schools, they are Ke Kula ‘O Nawahiokalani‘opu‘u, Ke Kula 

N i‘ihau O Kekaha, Ke Kula ‘O S. M. Kamakau and Ke Kula O Kawaikini. The ‘Aha Punana 

Leo provides support to Hawaiian Medium and fellow laboratory schools and is an advocate for 

Hawaiian language initiatives throughout the state. Kanoe Kanaka’ole shared,

the overarching vision of the Punana Leo remains the same for all Punana Leo, the annual 

goals and implementation of the Punana Leo pedagogy is refined by site leadership to 

meet the specific needs of each site. The four laboratory K-12 schools have their own
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unique visions; however, the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola philosophy is evident and 

permeates all aspects of the curriculum and program administration.

The vision and mission statements within each educational organization and each funding 

structure are all part of the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola and share the overarching vision. The 

organization and structure reflect "Hawaiian" values and practices, not Western, which is why 

there is systemic growth. Sharing the vision is important to communicate to all staff. Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole further explained,

. th e y  (Punana Leo staff) become indoctrinated in the Philosophy and the vision, so that 

if they go on to teach at Kula Kaiapuni (mainstream Hawaiian Immersion) or at Kula 

Kaia‘olelo (Hawaiian Medium laboratory school) their understanding of the Kumu 

Honua Mauli Ola makes for easy application to the school's unique vision.

Open lines of communication between all parts of the language revitalization effort are key to 

success for students and teachers in instructional efforts. Kanoe Kanaka’ole recommended,

. t h e  Kumu Honua Mauli Ola is applicable to all aspects of life, it becomes the 

foundation you stand upon, the lifestyle you embrace and that which shelters you from 

naysayers and negativity. The Punana Leo has weathered many storms in its thirty-four 

years; no funding, repealing a legal ban on the Hawaiian language, no facilities, basically, 

no equity for Hawaiian language education. Compared to the resources afford to English 

language education, there is a definite disparity when compared to resources available to 

Hawaiian Immersion or Hawaiian Medium education. The ‘Aha Punana Leo, has made 

strides in providing quality Hawaiian Medium early education for families committed to 

this type of lifestyle and has established a successful tuition model; also an endowment 

fund has been established for future generations of Punana Leo families. Working with
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each site team as well as the executive administration to ensure accountability to the 

vision is critical, our shared philosophy Kumu Honua Mauli Ola helps us return the focus 

to the vision when we fall out of balance.

4.2.3 Instructional Strategies

Gwich’in pedagogy is reflected in this quote can be compared to a mentor apprentice 

model in a Western academic educational framework. To the Gwich’in, the child is taught as part 

of the family, community and tribe. The child, Diitsuu Minnie in this case reflects on how she 

was taught to cut pike fish. While her mother was working, Minnie was told how to cut the fish 

in a way that mimicked her mother’s actions. Minnie was taught while her mother worked 

participating in the activity that the mother and family were engaged in. This educational 

strategy was participatory-based and required the training of a child in a way that included the 

child in the activity of the adults. The Gwich’in Elder, Minnie Salmon stated, “ . s h e  got one, 

and tell me to follow h e r . ” is especially poetic and rhetorical as a descriptor of Gwich’in 

pedagogy. The importance of this statement cannot be emphasized enough.

The place-based nature of the instructional strategy created a love of learning. Minnie 

reflected,

So, she know how to teach as they working. I love that when she cut fish, like pike fish, 

you always tell me how you have to, you have to cut the one and what to do. It was hard. 

Learn how to cut dry fish. Otherwise, I wouldn’t know...She tell me what to do, like do it. 

She give me fish and she tell me, and she got one, and tell me to follow her. That’s what 

she’s do.
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The relationship between the instructor, Diitsuu Minnie’s mother, Julia and Minnie as a child is 

highlighted. The instructional strategy contextualized a subjective place for the child’s learning 

within the family, clan and tribal community. The instruction was part of the larger community 

effort to fish at K’ahdaii and family efforts to practice food sovereignty by harvesting. Diitsuu 

Minnie recalls,

I remember the way she teach us cutting fish to dry, whitefish. She may come and bring 

some fish but there was a little fish in there too all the time. And she gave me a little fish, 

knife with it, and taught me how to cut it, and stuff like that. That was good. Then how to 

dry it and stuff like th a t .  and after it, I know how to do it and then sometimes she'd show 

me to do it, too. Do it, tie it properly like that, cut that fish.

When asked how old Ditsuu Minnie was she replied, “Probably, I don't know, probably six, 

seven, eight years old.” Diitsuu Minnie was expected to work on full-sized fish within a few 

years. She commented when asked when she would work on full grown white fish, “Oh, well 

after I did right way I guess and then -  or I was big probably ten; nine, ten. Probably I'm old 

enough to cut with knife. I think she talked to me about cutting our hand too.” This comment 

suggests that safety was the confine that determined the learner readiness. Diitsuu further 

commented that this is how she taught her children as well. When asked if this was the Gwich'in 

way of teaching, she replied, “Yeah. That time we're just speaking Gwich'in. Yeah, hard to 

explain the way they teach us, you know, the way they were teaching us.” Cultural competencies 

were connected to cultural practices and taught immersed in Gwich’in language. The Gwich’in 

language framed the instructional practice with values and instilled a subjective perspective for 

the learner as they participated in communal, mentored or individually learned activies.

Diitsuu Minnie was a first-generation English speaker. This quote shows
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that both her mother and her father did not speak English. The fact that they understood English 

but chose not to speak indicates a choice or a preference to speak their own language. The 

difficulty keeping a teacher employed has impacted the Gwich’in language by the choices of 

school-age students to continue to use English. In this quote Diitsuu Minnie Salmon discusses 

the importance of using immersion as a strategy for producing fluency in learners.

Diitsuu Minnie describes the importance of how she was taught in a first language 

situation learning as a child from her parents. She was a fluent speaker and was taught her 

language by her parents who were also first language speakers. Diitsuu Minnie expressed the 

difficulty of getting a certified teacher, “Hard time to get a teacher.” The interview continued 

with the significant statement that after the teachers had taught mixing Gwich’in and English 

began.

Interviewer: Maybe that saved the language a little bit.

Minnie: Um-hum.

Interviewer: After they left, did everybody speak English or did they just go back to

speaking Gwich'in?

Minnie: No, some of them just mix it.

Interviewer: Did your mother ever speak English?

Minnie: Nuh-uh. Not my father, either. They understand it but they don't speak it.

Interviewer: Were there any children who refused to speak English?

Minnie: I don't remember.

Diitsuu Minnie stressed the importance of initially prioritizing oral fluency during 

instruction,
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If we can start without, without even writing it down and things like that, like mother and 

father never wrote the words down when they raised us, they talk, and talk, and we learn. 

Like little kids we start out with it, go to your bedroom, all these words we use, they 

understand them. They say you never forget your language, no way, never forget, 

whatever you learn is there all the time.

Diitsuu Minnie holds that teaching oral fluency in Gwich’in at the beginning of instruction stays 

with the student like a first language.

Diitsuu Minnie made connections between learning from her family to immersion as an 

instructional strategy in a classroom model,

They didn't start out good, started their own way like I said about the Canadians, got their 

own place at the university, everything. Somebody cooks there, feeds them, making stuff, 

they've got all kinds, all that's made just for them. No English.

The connection to institutional learning that she draws upon includes a description of the 

Yukon College in Canada. When she traveled to Yukon College to learn to read and write 

Tukudh and to participate in curriculum development sessions Diitsuu Minnie appreciated the 

ability to have a designated space to prepare food and eat together with all activities done in the 

target language, Gwich’in. Diitsuu Minnie also discusses the possibility that on the Alaskan side 

the language revitalization efforts were begun in such a way that didn’t include elements of 

immersion as an instructional strategy. When asked if an immersion strategy was the best for 

teaching Gwich’in Diitsuu Minnie replied in the affirmative.

The Hawaiian experience in immersion began with a learning experience that led to 

important program design decisions. Administrative decisions were made that had to support the
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practical applications of initiating the immersive learning environment. Kanoe Kanaka’ole 

recalled,

The first Punana Leo opened on the island of Kaua‘i in 1984, the staff was comprised of 

native speaking elders who had a difficult time facing the pressure of maintaining a full 

immersion environment. When the children would speak English to the adults, the adults 

would respond bilingually. The rigor to maintain 100 percent of interaction in the target 

language Hawaiian was not successful. This Punana Leo closed and the founders went 

back to the drawing board to re-conceptualize the approach.

Staying in the target language helps the learner attach meaning to concepts. Kanoe Kanaka’ole 

stated, “ .k id s  are so smart, akamai; they understand rules can be bent when adults respond in 

English or do not translate and require children to repeat expressions in Hawaiian; ‘why should I 

struggle? Auntie will eventually tell me in English.” Diistuu Minnie’s teaching philosophy also 

indicated that immersion was most effective for teaching Gwich’in, “Their classes are speaking 

English, that's not the way. Not the way.”

Upon opening the Hawaiian Immersion Schools and language nests the initial program 

design was revised to include Hawaiian fluent speakers, usually an Elder and another adult and 

the inclusion of the second adult to assist with child-rearing activities while implementing the 

immersion curriculum. Kanoe Kanaka’ole recalled,

. th e n  a year later (1985) Punana Leo o Hilo and Honolulu opened within two weeks of 

each other. Learning many lessons from the first attempt, we implemented a new staff 

structure. Joining the native speaking elder and children in the classroom was a second- 

language speaker, whose primary function was to facilitate the kapu ‘olelo Hawai‘i (the 

rule of Hawaiian language) in all interactions and also to work with the native speaker to
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develop and implement traditional practices within the curriculum. This individual was a 

key component to ensuring quality in the Punana Leo program and became the tool 

through which the native speaker transmitted knowledge to the children.

The establishment of roles in the learning environment will help achieve instructional goals. The 

clarity of the vision, pedagogy and instructional goals will allow students, staff and parents to 

reach expectations. Kanoe Kanaka’ole encouraged staying true to the goal of immersion, 

“ .h av in g  a pedagogy which supported the language acquisition, yeah, so we are not going to 

speak English at all to these babies, we are going to only speak in the language, in the target 

language, ALL the time!”

Pedagogy must be established through the axiological beliefs of the target language. 

Gwich’in values must be part of the established pedagogical approach. The Hawaiian Kumu 

Honua Mauli: A Native Hawaiian Educational Philosophy Statement outlines the Hawaiian 

vision. Also very important is establishing the rules of practice that support proficiency in the 

target language. Kanoe Kanaka’ole stated,

.establishing practice to increase language fluency is a specific target in the Punana Leo 

pedagogy; meant that within three months children became conversational and within six 

months proficient conversationalist. Children are able to express their needs and 

concerns, such as bathrooming, hunger, express their thoughts needs, in the target 

language, be able to ask and answer questions, granted the grammar they were using was 

basic but being able to go from 30% up to about 80% like with proficient within 3 

months is quite an accomplishment.
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The pedagogical approach taken by the Hawaiians also include training for parents to become 

fluent as their children go through the supportive immersive learning environment. Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole stated organizational goals of this parental expectation and support:

We make sure that family has some exposure to language and if they do not, then are 

willing to immerse themselves in the language and the culture that’s a must. We also 

have the parent component to our program, Hui Kipaepae, where parents get regular 

language classes, they learn about the language revitalization movement, the pedagogy of 

the program and all the skills needed to support their child.

The inclusion of a parent program in the immersion program reflects the values of family and 

community.

When Minnie first attended the new school in Chalkyitsik she recollected about the 

learning environment and her first instruction in English:

And then this, their school was starting 1942. That’s when I was 10 years old. The 

school started there like BIA school. And there, there’s almost about 45 students, more 

or less, students in one big classroom with a whole bunch of chairs. They have real funny 

chairs in those days. So, seated just like this, you sit there, and another one and behind 

you, you had to keep still all the time. If you move around, then you going mess up with 

your next one behind you. Funny desk they have. And then I started at 10, 10 years old 

before that, no school now they have preschool and everything. In those days, they don’t 

have teachers. We have only one teacher, and that, that one teacher teaching all these 

grades.

The recollection of Diitsuu Minnie Salmon’s first days of school were of constructing the first 

school building when the village of Chalkyitsik was initially settled. The memory of having to
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stay very still must have been reinforced daily for it to be a lasting one. When asked if that when 

she learned English, Diitsuu Minnie replied in the affirmative that she learned English in school 

at age 10. She further reflected on what she learned, the age she started school and how the 

decision not to attend boarding school affected her life,

I don’t remember what we learned, but I remember lot of things like reading and math 

and drawing. I remember that. But then starting that late, not too good, you know? All the 

ABC and counting, I had to learn all that. Not only me. That whole bunch of us. There 

were other kids like me, my age. And then after they cannot go, some of them, lot of 

them apply for boarding school. They all try for high school. Their parents sending them 

to high school and my mother and my father don’t want me to go. They don’t want me to 

go and I’m the only one that left now. All of them went to school, they never came back. 

They all died where they are. So, that’s how my school days is.

Minnie mentions that she was not allowed to go to boarding school as her peers were. 

Interestingly, Diitsuu Minnie also mentions that she was stayed where she was and she continued 

to live in Chalkyitsik and that those who left to boarding schools all stayed where they were and 

did not return to the Chalkyitsik.

The first Bureau of Indian Affairs teacher, Vivian, arrived by boat to teach all students in 

a one-room newly built cabin in October of 1941. Minnie recollects,

One room for 42 kids and one teacher, just imagine, that’s hard w o rk . Her name is 

V iv ian . in the morning when school starts just cold in there, they got one person who 

works for the school and he builds fire early but it is still cold in there. We all sit around 

the stove and read, do our schoolwork, too cold to sit at the desk.
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Minnie’s recollections paint a vivid picture of Gwich’in students gathered around a wood stove 

in a freshly built log cabin school above the Arctic Circle.

The school that was build seems to have had only one teacher with all the students as 

second language learners of English. Diitsuu Minnie was asked and seems to affirm that this 

formal school was when she first learned formal English.

Further discussion on the amount of Gwich’in and English being spoken in the 

community resulted in the following dialogue,

Charleen: And everybody spoke Gwich’in then?

Minnie: Yeah.

Charleen:

Minnie:

talked

Charleen:

Minnie:

Charleen:

Minnie:

Charleen:

When did English first come around?

After those kids go to school, I remember a long time ago it was in -

to kids, they tell the kids, you talk English. If you talk your language in 

school, you get spanking, you get punished.

In that school down here?

Yeah. The BIA school. That time, we just believe white people you know, 

what they say to us. Start talking to our children in English. It was hard. A 

lot of people I remember around then.

So, you guys built a school and a house and they came here and then they 

didn't want you to speak your own language?

Yeah. They told us kids, if you talk in your language in school will get a 

spanking. Those days they spank kids in school.

That's pretty mean, huh? I can't imagine hitting children in school.
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Minnie: I remember there's one school, one room like this, log cabin, back in '42,

1942. They built a school house and there was 34 or 32 or something like 

that, kids, children, they just started. Some of them were old but I was 10 

years old..Teacher had to leave when I was 6th grade, after [that] I’m 

done with school a n d .  when you get six years old, that’s when you start. 

Punishment for speaking Gwich’in including corporal punishment were part of the Gwich’in 

educational narrative as reflected here in Diitsuu Minnie’s recollection. Corporal punishment not

part of a Gwich’in pedagogy-a practice that can ‘damage the spirit’ of a child and certainly

doesn’t contribute to well-being or learning.

4.2.4 Gwitr’itigwah ’in or Work

One of the Gwich’in axiological beliefs is self-sufficiency and this includes a strong work 

ethic that was part of everyday life for all ages of Gwich’in society. D iitsi’ William Salmon 

reminisced about the settlement of Chalkyitsik and the building of the school:

Then they build that school. Everybody is working. Old people. They use their cane.

There is not much people around here (Chalkyitsik). Everybody is working. Nobody is 

getting paid. Everybody is working. When I walked down here, in the morning. In the 

morning, I seen old people and old lady, they cover them in the morning, early in the 

morning. They got little lard can. They were fire-fighting down there, with a little lard 

can.

When questioned about specific details about this fire at Chalkyitsik, Diitsuu Minnie recalled, 

“They fight fire, they said. There was fire down this way when they make the village. Old lady 

and old men, they go down there and walk down there and fight the fire, nighttime they come
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back.” The tenacity, determination and strong endurance of the Gwich’in people are reflected in 

the statement and many others by both Diitsuu Minnie and Diitsii William. The Gwich’in 

axiological beliefs guide communal and individual actions.

4.2.5 Accepting a Western Framework -  A Strategic Compromise

Comparative education frameworks include points of praxis that allow theory and 

practicality to align. The Hawaiian efforts stand true to their values and language when 

developing curriculum and in their overall visioning. Kanoe Kanaka’ole recommended,

I don’t think that you should ever compromise the way you develop and present your 

materials, Western frameworks are based upon English language education which is not 

the focus in this program. Native people are really smart at taking things that we see and 

making it useful to us, on our own terms and according to our own standards. For 

example, the guitar and the ‘ukulele, two introduced musical instruments which have 

become an important part of Hawaiian music. We rearranged the tuning and influenced 

its tone by using our own Native woods thus making it our own. Creating your own 

curriculum, developing your own standards and measuring your success through the 

perspective then documented and disseminate it out to the masses.

This example of Indigenous ingenuity and adaption created an instrument that is commonly used 

today by many. The response of the Indigenous people to the introduction of non-Indigenous 

items often results in innovations that are adapted to accommodate cultural norms. Common 

adaptions in Alaska are the log cabin, Athabascan fiddle music wooden riverboats, and so many 

others.
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Choice and the freedom to choose the education that your child has are significant for a 

community of learners. The American system allows communities of like-minded individuals 

work to establish a charter school. Kanoe Kanaka’ole stated,

.w h a t  helps, is living in this sphere and that we have a foundation and we are going to 

stand on it. No matter what wind blows we are going to stand on it. No matter how the 

wind is going to howl, we going to stand on this. I work directly with the schools and I 

work directly with the Executive Management team, we keep this going no matter what. 

So, we keep a quality program according to our standards which meets the needs of the 

families who are here because of the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola Philosophy. The is key 

keeping everybody accountable to this and supporting each other when we fall out of this 

balance. That is the main thing.

The determination of the community of learners is key to maintaining the continuity of the entire 

program across the variety of organizational structures.

4.2.6 Making Funding Choices

The establishment of a Gwich’in medium schools will take considerable resources. These 

resources can be through existing Western structures such as the public-school system, other 

federal grant funds through Early Head Start or Head Start programs, or tertiary funding 

pathways. Having a strong vision or foundational tenet is central to keeping all levels of the 

initiative on one goal. The Hawaiian efforts relied upon collaboration and partnerships. Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole recommended,

When you start looking for funding sources you must be very selective seek out funding 

sources that will support your program’s vision, mission and philosophy. And all our
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programs are developed upon that and all our tasks for those programs and all the goals 

we developed for those programs are based upon the objectives and needs of the ‘Aha 

Punana Leo. Collaboration with funding partners should not require your organization to 

compromise or change the fundamentals of your program and services, stay true to your 

foundation. Know who you are, what you have done, know what you want and resources 

you need to get there and pursue it, even if that means there’s no money.

Being true to the initial goals of the project include the possibility of having to pass on certain 

funding sources because the expectations associated with funding include the prioritizing their 

goals over that of the Gwich’in revitalization efforts. Kanoe Kanaka’ole described management 

experiences and the importance of being realistic in achieving the goals, “ . I f  you are really 

good at it, you can manipulate that system to accomplish your goals but it will take longer and 

you will always be accountable to someone else’s objectives.” Agencies working together is 

challenging but shared epistemological and axiological foster collaborative relationships. Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole stated,

To provide service and mentorship to the thirteen Punana Leo sites requires a budget for 

travel, monies is not always available to do this, however, the commitment by the ‘Aha 

Punana Leo to ensure quality programing drives us to find ways to make it happen. 

Formal systems often have significant barriers to resource funding. In some situations, parents 

must participate in accessing funding. One example highlighted in discussions with Kanoe 

Kanaka’ole showed the importance of resources available to parents, “The ‘Aha Punana Leo is a 

private, non-profit the State of Hawai‘i does not allow private/public partnerships. Some families 

receive tuition subsidies from the State, this is an agreement between the parent and the State.” 

This type of financial assistance is determined by the need of the parent through an external
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agency then paid to the service organization in this case the private, non-profit bypassing the 

private/public partnership disallowance.

During the initiation of the Hawai‘ian language revitalization efforts there was no formal 

funding pathway for the program. The initial efforts were truly grassroots and motivated by 

parents and interested persons. Kanoe Kanaka’ole related the struggles of initiating the 

Hawai‘ian Medium Instruction as part of the language revitalization movement,

Charleen: In the beginning,

Kanoe Kanaka’ ole: We had nothing.

Charleen: You had nothing but then you did fundraising?

Kanoe Kanaka’ole: Oh yes, the parents, the parent group really helped to provide the 

resources that we needed.. .[but] the first thing, we had to repeal la w s .to  this day, the 

state has not chipped in a red cent. They give the families who meet income guidelines, 

there is state tuition subsidy money for families but that is a contract between the family 

and the state but actually publicly funded, no, so, that has been a challenge. We are trying 

to work very hard to work toward a fully state funded Hawaiian language educational 

pathway for the future. We are trying to work our way in there and there has been quite 

an interest to work with us but they don’t know how.

Once the language revitalization efforts began, instruction in Hawaiian in the primary and 

intermediate levels were initiated, this was the Kula Kaiapuni (Hawaiian language immersion 

schools). The efforts at the primary, intermediate and the secondary levels continue to find a 

balance between honoring the shared vision and expectations of the K-12 educational system. 

Kanoe Kanaka’ole stated,
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The policies, procedures and accountability of mainstream Kula Kaiapuni are more 

closely aligned with normal Department of Education structure. Hawaiian Medium public 

charter schools have a different structure and continue to defend their right to design and 

measure their success according to Hawaiian language education terms rather than 

English language instruction framework. The quote “Two official languages, two 

educational pathways.” is slowly making its way into the ear of the Hawai‘i State Board 

of Education, and its Superintendent.

The formality of the charter school structure is part of equity in education for all. All charter 

schools must align with federal expectations. Kanoe Kanaka’ole further stated,

The purpose of charter schools in Hawai‘i was to eliminate politics associated with 

prescribed curriculum and commercial-based pedagogy. It is believed that with more 

“autonomy” schools could be innovative in their approach, creating more meaningful 

learning opportunities for students. Originally, this fit well into the Hawaiian immersion 

model and several sites pursued this path; however, the battle of applying measures and 

English language core competencies continues to plague Hawaiian Immersion and 

Hawaiian Medium Schools.

A charter school will have both benefits and opportunities for Gwich’in medium instruction but 

students will be required to also meet English Language Arts Grade Level Expectations (GLEs). 

This should be part of the discussion at the onset of the effort.
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The adoption of curriculum must align to the vision of the organization or school. 

Curriculum is a tenet of instruction. The Hawaiian experience included a period of curricular 

adaption that used mainstream subjects, Kanoe Kanaka’ole commented on their curriculum,

. I t  is ok because and especially it is even better now because we are getting back to the 

foundation. We were for a time and I will be very honest with you some immersion 

schools are still there where they are just doing a translation of regular DOE mainstream 

curriculum ..

Having curriculum developed within the worldview of the target language is optimal to assist 

with increasing language proficiency. Kanoe Kanaka’ole reflected on the use of Western 

curriculum in the Hawaiian Immersion Schools,

Unfortunately, that curriculum is developed on a Western perspective and it does involve 

many universal principals however, the perspective of the curriculum is American and we 

all know that in order to be rich in context, or to be rich in language proficiency needed 

to understand the cultural context.

The cultural context or epistemological, axiological and ontological beliefs are represented in the 

curriculum used with students. The underlying ideology frames the stories, questions, and all 

other content in the lesson for students. Kanoe Kanaka’ole reflected the most uninfluenced 

component of Hawaiian knowledge, “ . f o r  us the most undiluted insight, window into the 

culture will probably be our chants because those are the oral histories that were passed down 

generation after generation untampered w i th .” She also suggested that other fledgling 

immersion schools review Western curriculum, they made the effort by, “ .filtering  we want to 

do understanding our own perspective and the not the co n te n t.” The curriculum that is used in a

4.2.7 Curriculum
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Gwich’in immersion school will need to be vetted as per Gwich’in standards and ideological 

beliefs. Kanoe Kanaka’ole recollected about what was initially developed,

By the time this came along pretty much all we had our practices, developed under the 

guidance of the first Punana Leo teachers (elders and native speakers), and our parent 

handbook that had been going on for some time and then as far as documented material 

and that was it as far as documented resources but then we had these resources, l ik e .  

some of our other prolific historians of the turn of the cen tu ry ., we got hundreds, we got 

thousands of newspapers over the years that we can look to and that’s where a lot of 

those historical books come from like David Malo.

From the newspaper publications and oral stories many curricular items were developed that are 

in use today with students.

The curriculum developed through the tertiary structures have been developed over the 

years to support the work of all levels of preschool, primary, intermediate, secondary and 

postsecondary. The ‘Aha Punana Leo collaborates with all organizations involved in the 

Hawaiian medium instruction and language revitalization efforts under one central goal and 

vision. Kanoe Kanaka’ole stated,

We work very closely with their curriculum development office, we receive assistance 

and support from their teacher education program as well as their language department so 

it is just an extension of the ‘ohana, we just share resources. So, when they got new 

curriculum they want to field test, they bring it into our laboratory schools.

The efforts for language revitalization include a collaborative effort based on a common vision, 

goal and philosophy.
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For Gwich’in curriculum will need to align to a vision and encompass and overcome the 

issue of orthography. The development of a Gwich’in writing system has been reliant upon 

curriculum development efforts and the development of historical documents. The Tukudh or 

Dagoo Bible, Prayer Book, and Hymnal established one writing system commonly used by 

religious circles. Other organizations, such as universities have also developed materials leading 

to a variety of mostly phonetic writing systems. In addition to multiple orthographies, the 

Gwich’in high language further complicates fluency and literary instructional efforts. Minnie 

recalled being taught by her mother, Julia,

.a n d  she says a lot of things differently too. Like she never really - she's not a person 

that really knows how to speak the language, this is what they call modern language, 

(now) they say things but they say things, they say them the wrong ways. Bible is the old 

language, that's the way they speak and right now [they] try to print it in our language 

and English language is really hard on that, I can't read it but I'll read it the Tukudh 

language, I'll read it but they wrote it back in our language and I can't read it too good, 

that's why I think our language is so hard.

During Diitsuu Minnie Salmon’s time as an educator she used multiple orthographies or writing 

system in her instruction. She taught this writing system while working in the K-12 public 

school, Tsuk Taih School in Chalkyitsik. When questioned about which writing system she 

taught to her students she replied, “Tukudh.” In using the materials that she had helped to 

develop she would have also used a second writing system that included a step away from the 

Tukudh or Dagoo to a more ‘modern’ writing system. The complications of having written 

materials in different writing systems adds a second layer of knowledge for students to navigate
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while learning. Diitsuu Minnie responded that having multiple writing systems was problematic 

in the second language learning process.

4.2.8 Western Assessment

U.S. governmental educational assessment is largely standardized. The State Department 

of Education requires all public schools to use standardized testing tools developed on English 

language pedagogy. Many parents at the Nawahi Hawaiian school elect to not have their children 

participate in this kind of testing. This is a personal decision made by each family. Test scores 

reflect a very small percentage of the school enrollment who did take the test developed for 

English speaking. Kanoe stated,

.m o s t  of the immersions schools actually do the testing and are actually trying to teach 

to the standards so that kids will do well on the test but at sites like Nawahi (Ke Kula ‘O 

Nawahiokalani‘opu‘u) some parents say, “Well, I’m not going to let my kid take a 

slanted test, because you lose the integrity and interrelated reliability of this translation 

offered. The translation is lacking at best, a literal translation.

Immersion schools abide by the same assessment requirements as all public schools and parents 

have the same rights and responsibilities as all parents of public school students. The medium of 

the language of instruction is not usually the language of assessment. Parents must accept this 

when choosing an Indigenous language immersion school.

4.3 Conclusion

This chapter has presented qualitative data in the form of interviews with Gwich’in Elder 

and educator Minnie Salmon and Hawaiian administrator, Kanoe Kanaka’ole. These interviews
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were themed into several categories. The shared vision of education, strategic acceptance of 

Western educational frameworks and the importance of Gwich’in knowledge, values and 

language as foundational tenets were a large part of the discussion. Gwich’in Elder Minnie 

Salmon shared her experiences and helped outline cultural competencies through her work in 

establishing a Gwich’in language curriculum. By sharing her experiences learning from her 

mother, Diitsuu Minnie Salmon identified exemplars of Gwich’in pedagogical practices. Chapter 

5 will provide an analysis of Gwich’in terms and build on the interviews in this chapter.
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Chapter 5 -

Jidii vatsan geegwaadhan’ee? What did you learn from it?

Gwich’in Linguistic Analysis

“...Bible is the old language, that's the way they speak and right now [they] try to print it in our 

language and English language is really hard on that, I  can't read it but I'll read it the

Tukudh...” Diitsuu Minnie Salmon

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will include many Gwich’in terms that relate to the findings presented in 

Chapter 6. The Gwich’in terms used in Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ Framework relates Gwich’in 

educational concepts to Western education models. Following this analysis is an additional 

linguistic exercise in nomenclature establishing an acceptable form of leveling that can either 

metaphorically or literally represent the levels of educational or skill-based proficiencies. The 

following terms were derived from both Gwich’in dictionaries and my dissertation research.

The Gwich’in language is at the heart of this proposed framework for Gwich’in 

pedagogy. Analysis of words, phrases and common expressions will construct the scaffolding for 

all aspects of the indicators and standards. The subjective experience of the learner is framed by 

the values presented in the language of which the learner is immersed. The experience of the 

learner is framed by the instructional practice as a participatory experience, the vocabulary being 

taught or spoken as an immersive experience or part of the lesson, and the imbedded cultural 

values presented in the lesson and language.
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To reiterate, the relationship between language and culture according to Baker (1996) 

includes three connections. The three connections for language are as an index of and symbol of 

culture and culture is partly created from the language. Language is a key indicator of culture 

and an analysis of language reinforces aspects of culture as educational standards. The content of 

curriculum is present in cultural practices and in the language. A review of cultural norms, 

developmental stages, proficiency criteria, and terms that reflect values and practices will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. The Gwich’in people have identified and prioritized Gwich’in words and 

phrases that will be categorized into 4 realms. These realms will serve as the framework for 

integrating Western content with Gwich’in knowledge systems.

5.2 Developmental Stages

Analysis includes Gwich’in words used for the stages of a life for Gwich’in men and 

woman from birth to becoming an Elder. The collection of relevant terms originated from the 

Gwich’in to English Dictionary that was compiled by Virginia and Clarence Alexander and the 

Dinjii Zhuh Ginjik Nagwan Tri’itsqH also known as the Gwich’in Junior Dictionary.

These terms will allow further understanding of the Gwich’in stages of learning and 

thereby assist in defining Gwich’in pedagogical framework. Gwich’in pedagogy can be modeled 

after the Kaupapa Maori paradigm, which is focused on the Maori community. Research terms 

regarding the rites of passages (menstruation, marriage, child birth and rearing, etc.) represent a 

person’s life cycle and have been used to determine age appropriate age levels. This discussion 

will require the identification of the Gwich’in lifespan terminology and meaning.

The stages of a life for Gwich’in men and woman from birth to becoming Elders is 

partially shown here. Sociolinguists Ochs’ and Schieffelin’s research suggests that, “language
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socialization is a never-ending process that starts at birth (or even earlier) and continues 

throughout the lifespan” (Duranti, 2009, p. 26). Both men and women are represented in their 

own column, as the Gwich’in words are gender specific.

Table 5.1: Gwich’in Life Stages

Female English Male English
Vigwiinli ’ or 
vagQQlH

She was born. Nagoodlit When you were 
born, also birthplace

Tr ’iinin Tsal small baby Tr ’iinin Tsal small baby
Tr ’iinin baby Tr ’iinin baby
Nich’it Tsal little girl Tsyaa Tsul or 

Chyaa Tsul
little boy

Nich’it girl Tsyaa or Chyaa boy
Nich’it C h’oh young woman Dinjii vidlit young man
Tr’injaa woman Dinjii man

Dinjii dink’indhat manhood
Shaaghan mother Shiti’ father
Nich’it Njaa middle-aged woman

Shitsuu grandmother Shitsi’ grandfather

This collection of words come from the Gwich’in to English Dictionary compiled by Virginia 

and Clarence Alexander, the Dinjii Zhuh Ginjik Nagwan Tri’lts^jj also known as the Gwich’in 

Junior Dictionary, A Grammar of the Tukudh Language by Ven. Archdeacon McDonald, D.D. 

and Elder interviews.

5.3 K-12 Gwich’in Equivalents

The K-12 system commonly groups student academic levels together. These are usually 

preschool, (elementary) primary and intermediate, middle and finally high school. In elementary 

school students are ‘primary’ when they are learning to read and ‘intermediate’ when they begin
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to read to learn. In the Gwich’in life stages, the age equivalents are not aligned with literacy 

rather with biological life events such as puberty. To creating a Gwich’in rubric, the following 

chart identifies the K-12 leveling alignment. Within the K-12 age groups there are four 

developmental stages for Gwich’in youth to adulthood. They are gender-specific and are as 

follows:

Table 5.2: Grade Level Equivalents

Grade Male Gwich’in Life Stage Female Gwich’in Life Stage
K-3 Tsyaa Tsul / Little Boy N ich’it Tsal/ Little Girl
4-6 Tsyaa / Boy N ich’it / Girl
7-9 Dinjii Dhidlit / Boy after Voice 

Changes
N ich’it C h’oh (Ch’ok) / Girl after 1st Period

10-12 Dinjii / Man Tr’injaa / Woman

Preschool-aged children are in one category, Tr’iinin. They are not included in this 

developmental framework and this requires further research. Each developmental stage requires 

individualized outcomes for each standard within the four realms. Understanding the traditional 

developmental stages will allow all the stakeholders to comprehend the goals and objectives set 

before them.

5.4 T ’aii

This exercise in semantic nomenclature references the epistemological beliefs present in

Gwich’in terms readily available published documents. Upon review of Gwich’in literature, a

common word, t ’aii was present and represented the literal meaning of strength but also included

multiple meanings that reflected power, luck and inner force. “T ’aii -  Strength, a source of

energy or force that connects all living and non-living things; the wisdom of your ancestors S.
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p77, NAS 159” (Alexander, 2008, p. 252). This definition represents the connection or force 

between an individual and their natural environment and dually is defined as the wisdom of the 

ancestors. The following table contains additional uses of - t ’aii in Gwich’in literature.

Table 5.3: T ’aii/T’aih

Gwich’in English in Context Cited From
G in t’aii Strong and Powerful Neerihiinjik, p.288

D iit’aii The Strength Shandaa, P.133

K ’eegwaadhat T ’aii Strength o f  the Lord Shandaa, p.77

V at’aii Power V it’eegw ijyahchy’aa V agw andak Nizjj, p.175

S h a t’aii M y Flesh/Strength Neerihiinjik, p.628

Shaaht’aii Strength, Energy Neerihiinjik, p.368

G w int’aii Strength, Really W orking, Force A lexander D ictionary, p. 123

The use of t ’aii is a part of Gwich’in epistemology. The following figure contains a 

representation of the t ’aii as a central tenet.

G in t’aii 
Strong and 
Powerful

G w in t’aii
Strength,

Really
W orking,

S h a a h t’aii
Strength,
Energy

S h a t’aii 
M y Flesh 
Strength

K ’eegwaadhat 
T ’aii 

Strength of the 
Lord

V a t’aii
Power

Figure 5.1: T ’aii/T’aih
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The Gwich’in term t ’aii will be used as the central tenet of the Gwich’in framework. Western 

content and realm development will be based on this term. The four realms will support a student 

developing their t ’aii or strength and understanding their connections between themselves and all 

living and non-living things as well as understanding the knowledge of the ancestors.

Luck is an important concept to Gwich’in. Luck is a key element that allows the people 

to establish a balance with the natural environment and each other. Wishart (2004) discussed the 

connection between human and animal interaction, “The person/moose encounter is therefore a 

key symbol of not only proper human/animal relationships on the land, but also becomes a key 

element of what is considered to be a proper social ethos as well” (p. 198). This connection is 

maintained in the distribution of meat to community as a ritual and to continue to the good luck 

in the future.

The articulation of disrespect also impacts an individual’s or community’s luck. Wishart 

(2004) continued his discussion of respect, “Bears are thought particularly capable of hearing 

people’s words and while it is considered bad luck to speak badly about them anyplace, anytime, 

it is particularly dangerous to do so while on the land hunting” (p. 204). The contextual 

relationship and proximity to the Gwich’in traditional land use areas are linked to increasing the 

chance of impacting a personal or communal luck.

5.5 Proficiency Criterion Terms

Gwich’in proficiency terms were researched in both the Tukudh and Alaska modern 

Gwich’in languages. The Tukudh terms were taken from the materials that were developed by 

Arch Deacon McDonald and are present in Table 5.4. They do not represent a literal translation 

to the Alaska Gwich’in terms in the table titled Gwich’in Proficiency Criterion.
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Table 5.4: Tukudh Proficiency Criterion

Tukudh Term English Word
Vikwichanttokh, Vikkwichanttloth Clever

Thlyookh-kui Clod
Ettettegwanatssi Competency

Kochitri, kitshikwithundui Criterion
Kettun tigwiditchyo, Ettet tegwantssi kkwa Deficient

The codification or nomenclature of determining Gwich’in proficiency terms for assessing 

student success is better reflected in the following Alaska Gwich’in terms. These terms are from 

the Alexander Gwich’in Dictionary. Andre et al. (2006) references the “Tr’iinjoo dulee niljj (a 

smart capable woman)” to describe the Elder she worked with during her research (p. 130). 

Personal preference and familiarity with the Alaskan Gwich’in have determined the selection of 

the terms in Figure 5.2: Gwich’in Proficiency Criterion. The terms are presented in two columns 

because two of the terms are gender specific. These terms are not intended to be a direct 

translation of Western proficiency indicators of advanced, proficient, and not-proficient. These 

terms will be used in the assessment of rubrics to determine whether a student has mastered a 

cultural competency indicator. See these rubrics in Chapter 7.
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Duulee ginljj Proficient, Sharp, 
Agile, Can do almost anything, 

extremely good at anything they do

Duulee ginljj Proficient, Sharp, 
Agile, Can do almost anything, 

extremely good at anything they do

Figure 5.2: Gwich’in Proficiency Criterion

5.6 Sociolinguistic Aspects of Gwich’in

Semantics are meanings identified in the words of language. Lexical semantics is taking 

the word and identifying meaning as a “standalone” word, a metaphor, and significance of the 

word in a phrase that references significant meaning. Pragmatics moves beyond the practical 

meaning to the broader context of the situation including the event at which something is spoken. 

These include cultural categories that make up societal roles like who is speaking or where and 

what are the expectations. In the Gwich'in culture this could include the expectation of a 

Khehkwaii or Chief to speak at a potlatch. Metapragmatics applies a larger meaning to the entire 

culture. Metapragmatics of a potlatch might include the Khehkwaii knowing when was the 

proper time to speak, the proper speaking speed and intonation, bodily posturing and knowing 

what to say as part of the culture. These honorifics represent the web of participant roles in 

Gwich’in society and are all important parts of understanding and identifying Gwich'in
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pedagogy. Roles of responsibilities in Gwich’in society can identify who is part of supporting a 

learner in achieving his or her educational goals. This partial list of Gwich’in honorifics is 

represented in Table 5.5:

Table 5.5: Student Support Web

English Definition Literal Meaning
geeroaahtan naii pupil

Geech'oaahtan Teacher, instructor, you are teaching someone, 
someone that teaches

Geech'oaahtan Kit 
Gwikit Nilii

Principal teacher, leader, is

aakin stranger, visitor, watching, looking
Khehkwaii Chief/Leader

Khaihkwaii Leadership, the leader, Chief
chil'ee important / rich

K'eegwaadhat God, the boss, fully in charge, the one giving 
orders, supreme power

K'eegwaadhat choo kit King
K'eegweedaadhat He commands / gives orders

Lexical groupings of educational terms using teaching as a root like geeroaahtan naii or 

pupil, or geech’oaahtan zheh or school shows that teaching was linked to academic settings 

introduced to the Gwich’in. Simply put, this means that Gwich’in associated teaching with 

Western educational places and aligned with one form of Gwich’in teaching and learning.

Understanding sociolinguistics begins with a discussion of understanding what the 

definition of culture is. When defining culture, Srikant Sarangi suggests three properties, “ .. .the 

mentalist, the behaviorist and the semiotic” (Senft, Ostman, & Verschueren, 2009, p. 84). In the 

mentalist property, culture is the key to making sense of the whole world through information 

such as epistemological, axiological, ontological, and other customs as part of a society. The 

behaviorist property takes into consideration the individual and their relationship with their 

culture. To the behaviorist culture is a learned behavior and includes individuals choosing to
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learn cultural items. Semiotic properties of defining culture are tied to symbolism and 

understanding the practices of society in relation to specific situations.

Culture is ideology and contains hegemonic forms of reproduction through educational 

processes. Cultural imperialism commodifies information that should be given to the public for 

and not by the masses. Sarangi discussed Hall’s (1990, p. 222) view of ‘cultural identity’ through 

the “ .construction of non-Western and minority iden tities.” finding, “ .  culture is being 

directly linked with nationality and ethnicity in a rather essentialist way as part of the 

decolonization process. This results in people taking pride in their cultural uniqueness and 

demanding new monolithic identities” (Senft et al., 2009, p. 90). This discussion continued to 

suggest that cultural identity change and are not static. Cultural and cultural identity is “ . i n  a 

constant flux and its boundaries are not as rigid as many cultural analysis would like us to 

believe” (Senft et al., 2009, p. 91).

Fishman et al. (1985), “The recurring role of language in such movements is eloquent 

testimony to the ability of this sublime symbol system to symbolize the fondest and most fervent 

dreams, hopes and wishes of which mankind is capable” (p. 67). Fishman et al. (1985) discusses 

nostalgia and the efforts of ‘ethnic revival’ as discouragement and a dismissive attitude of many 

including researchers:
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The ‘nostalgia’ view of the ethnic revival -  a view encountered at every cocktail party 

but never in the technical literature -  starts off with the premise that American 

ethnolinguistic minorities are fast disappearing and inevitably doom ed .it is further 

assumed that these nearly extinguished aggregates engaged in a final and futile gasp of 

self-recognition and self-assertion.. .doomed to be unproductive, self-indulgent and 

passing, rather than as part of a process with long-term origin and implications.

(p. 491)

5.7 Realm Subcategories

The following section categorizes the Gwich’in values identified at the 2011 Strategic 

Plan into the T ’aii Realms. This type of list can then be further expanded and developed into 

specific realm indicators. The following terms are general words that name the Gwich’in Nation, 

Athabascan Values and specifically name Gwich’in teaching terms.

Ligwich’in Tri’ iinin N^jj Gohtan
Gwich’in Nation Teach the Children

Dinjii zhuh gwitr’it tr’igwiheel’ee/ tr’igwihil’ee Geech’oraahtan
Athabascan Values We are teaching

5.7.1 Shroodiinghaa (Sacred) Realm

The following terms have been placed into the Shroodiinghaa (Sacred) Realm. They are 

ceremonies, honorifics, and values relating to well-being and sacred. Further analysis and 

development must be done to develop these into indicators. There are other items like knowing 

sacred sites and place names that can be expanded into indicators. Identity of a student is framed 

in the Shroodiinghaa (Sacred) Realm by learning honorifics and knowing when to use them.
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Gwagwitil Collaborating
Memorial Give-Away Ch’ilik gahtsii

Gach’arahts’ii Making songs
Dinjii Zhuh Oozhri’ tr’ahtsii Taboo
Gwich’in Naming Ch’araadzaa

Nihlooraazhii Dance
Gwa’oo Ts’aii Relatives
Ceremony Shroodiinghaa

Shalak N jj Sacred
Deechara’aii Relatives
Old word for potlatch Ch’anjaa

Diidaazhii Elders
Ch’oondaih All our relations
Medicine Niintsyaa

Ch’oozhii Gwich’in gathering
Nilih Garaachak Kinship
Share K’eegwaadhat

Zheh K’aa Creator
Khahlol/Gwatr’ idawiriah’in Family

5.7.2 Diiginjik (Language) Realm

The following Gwich’in words have been placed in the Diiginjik (Language) Realm as 

they referenced speaking, listening, or stories. Akoo Diginuu -  They say, or oral stories 

referenced in the book, People of the Lakes: Stories of our Van Tat Elder s/Googwandak 

Nakhwach’anjoo Van Tat Gwich’in discussed the types of oral stories that were historically told 

amongst the Gwich’in (Nation, V.G.F. & Smith, S., 2010). This classification can also be 

involved used to create a scope and sequence for reading. Existing Gwich’in fiction and non

fiction works must be leveled and incorporated as well. The beautiful phrase, diiginjik 

diinagwahshii or our language heals us can be a thematic heading or part of a charter school 

vision or Diiginjik (Language) Realm (A. Hayton, personal communication, April 2017). 

Fluency indicators must also be developed and this will be further discussed in Chapter 7.

Diiginjik k’yaa girinkhii dai’ shoh tr’inljj
We are happy to be speaking our language Diiginjik

Our language
Diiginjik khaneegwirah’aii 
We are getting our language back
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Gwaandak/Gwandak People were like that a long time ago
Talking/Stories

Tr’iinin N^jj Tr’ookit 
Ch’adoohk’ii Children First
Listen

Googwal’ee
Yeenaadai’ Diijii Jyaanch’yaa I am learning

5.7.3 T ’eediraa ’in (Our Way of Life) Realm

The following phrases and words have been placed in the T ’eediraa ’in (Our Way of Life) 

Realm because they have references to Gwich’in values and themes of living on the land. 

Additional work must be done to develop these into indicators for placement into the rubrics. 

Careful attention to skills needed to live on the land must be included.

Khee t’ee gwitr’it t ’agwarah’in 
Self sufficiency

Idik’eeraantii
We take care of ourselves

Adak’aaltii
I’m taking care of myself

Dinjii Zhuh Gwadal 
Tools

T’eediraa’in
Subsistence

Gwitr’idagwirah’in Dai’diidivee Gwinzii 
We work hard to survive

Khadeets’ii Shrigwiridlii 
We prepare for the future

Dinjii Zhuh Shii 
Native Foods

5.7.4 Nihiihil’ee (Respect) Realm

The following phrases and words have been placed into the Nihiihil’ee (Respect) Realm 

because they reference the terms for respect and represent the Gwich’in values surrounding 

respect. Additional work must be done to identify indicators that will highlight what knowledge 

should be taught to respect the land, history, people and can include the ideologies included in 

stewardship, public speaking and governmental interactions.

Nihteerihel’ee
We honor/respect each other Nihlihil’ ee
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Respect

Gwinzjj Gohoh’ee 
Respect others

Gwinzjj Gohoh’ee 
Respect others

Nahkwaii tr’ihil’ee 
Respect your chief

Dlok deegidlii 
Humor

Nihts’igwiinyaa
Dak Nihtohta’
We hold each other up Helping each other

Alestine Mary Terese Andre et al. (2006) identified traditional rules for having respect for the 

land. These rules are listed as the following items, “*Take only what you need.. ,*Distribute and 

share harvested resources.. ,*Leave and offering...taking care of the traditional knowledge 

holders such as Elders continues to be important” (Andre et al., 2006, p. 39). These rules were 

part of maintaining the important balance between the living and non-living relationships for 

future hunting success.

5.8 Conclusion

Gwich’in have expressed their values through practice of cultural elements. In an 

immersive experience these values were communicated to youth through practice and instruction 

of communal, taught and individually learned knowledge. In recent history, Gwich’in have 

documented values at gatherings, documented these gathering and prepared reports from the 

activities for distribution and made conscious choices about making decisions based on our 

values. This chapter attempts to review important terms that reflect pedagogical practices of the 

Gwich’in. These terms are drawn from a number of sources and dialects. Metaphoric Gwich’in 

expressions were also included to portray cultural values and pedagogical practices in an 

expressive way.
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The Gwich’in terms were grouped into four general areas in the T ’aii realms. These 

groupings represented the cultural practices or ways of life, cultural values of respect and 

spirituality, and terms related to language instruction. These linguistic terms represent more than 

a literal translation, they represent Gwich’in values and the Gwich’in worldview.
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Chapter 6 -  Findings 

Indeegwaa ’a i’ Conclusion

...a long time ago, everybody is busy in the fa ll time, everybody is busy, no easy life, i f  they don’t 

work they will go hungry, ... all over, they live out on the country...”

William Salmon

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 will provide an analysis of all data collected in order to find themes 

and which will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5. In order to determine Gwich’in pedagogical 

elements this analysis reviewed Gwich’in language words and phrases, and explored themes in 

developed curriculum and Elder interviews. These stories exemplified the pedagogical and 

cultural competencies of Gwich’in that were expected of our Elders as youth, and through an 

examination of these responsibilities we can determine elements of a culturally competent 

Gwich’in-speaking adult. Theorization about possible future adaption of skills into the Western 

education system will be included in a final analysis in Chapter 7 with an initial discussion that 

provides a structure for one interrelated culturally contextualized content area for skills 

throughout an academic career to adulthood showing cultural competency.

This research has produced a Gwich’in educational framework and incorporates Western 

content knowledge. Stressing the importance of developing Gwich’in indicators for inclusion of 

traditional knowledge into Western systems of power whereby asserting Indigenous sovereign 

rights is the priority. Transformative research will change the power structures within the 

organizations for all Gwich’in. A Gwich’in educational framework may assist in helping our 

tribes, our people integrate culture and language into the existing educational structures. As
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Leona Okakok (1989) stated, “ .o u r  children are our only hope for the survival of our language” 

(p. 417).

6.2 What is Gwich’in Pedagogy?

As previously stated, Gwich’in pedagogy as an instructional strategy can be translated to 

be ats’a ’ ts ’a ’googwarah’ee or ‘how we are learning’. The Gwich’in term for learning is 

gwiky’aanjik or literally, learning or awareness. Gwich’in pedagogy is rooted in ancestral 

knowledge and is socially non-hegemonic. The term gahgwingandaii or “learning of collective 

knowledge” indicates that knowledge was communal and passed from one generation to the next 

and having gwizhih or “wisdom” was something aspired to by all. Gwich’in pedagogy reflects 

the Indigenous research methodology that is very close to the Gwich’in values. Gwich’in 

pedagogy is situational, place-based, and seasonally thematic tied to geographic attributes.

Alexie & Stark (2015) hold that,

Gwich’in pedagogy schedules learning around the fluidity of the land, its changing 

seasons, and the ability of elders to teach the skills and customs of the culture within the 

corresponding season. This pedagogy played a central role in the transmission of 

Gwich’in culture, which included land-based practices and experiential learning 

alongside elders (ibid). Learning Gwich’in knowledge and skills in this way allows 

Gwich’in to maintain their connections to lands and their ancestors. Without the 

knowledge learned from their people out on the land, individuals are not able to be self

sufficient ‘Gwich’in.’ (p. 74)
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Instruction strategies include immersive, inclusive, and cooperative, and lessons are recursive, 

embedded in situational place-based experiences. Lessons are constrained not by a clock or bus 

schedule but by societal expectations of the Gwich’in people.

Gwich'in pedagogy is relational, place-based, holistic, cooperative, purposeful, and 

subjective. Alexie & Stark (2015) hold, “A central form of Gwich’in knowledge transmission is 

storytelling. Storytelling is a form of pedagogy that is communal, provides interpersonal 

interaction, and is an act of self-governance” (p. 96). Her connections relate the importance of 

learning through storytelling to a larger issue of governance. Storytelling as pedagogy part of a 

whole societal structure and is a connected practice is further developed in andragogic processes. 

This links pedagogical elements to larger societal roles both presently occurring and part of 

Gwich’in history.

Nituttsut
trunahyin
Interviews

Dinjii Zhuh 
K'yaa

Our Language

I

Etchichi 
kikyitranji ko 
kuttronahtun
Curriculum

(Lesson)

Gwich'in
Pedagogy

Figure 6.1: Data Triangulation

Axiological and ontological beliefs guide instruction by stressing the importance of 

value-laden work, respect for each other, reciprocity to the collective, and stewardship
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responsibility to self, clan or family, village, and tribe. Educational leadership is steeped in 

values and is communal. Intergenerational transmission of Gwich'in knowledge occurs in many 

places including the natural environment, with longstanding cultural ties to place. Gwich’in 

researcher Elaine Alexie & Heidi Stark (2015) discussed pedagogical practice, noting the link 

between traditional knowledge to identity through an educational process:

A key Gwich’in pedagogical practice is learning through observation and experience to 

acquire the protocols and techniques embedded within the cultural and social traditions of 

the culture. Traditional knowledge is integral to the identity of the Teetl’it Gwich’in 

people; it informs them of who they are. It provides them with skills and knowledge to 

survive on the land, provides a unique worldview based on such knowledge, and allows 

individuals to practice self-governance. (p. 95)

The transmission of this traditional knowledge from one generation to the next ensures that 

Gwich’in epistemological and ontological beliefs remain intact.

The research indicated that an imposed educational structure began the transmission of 

the Gwich’in language from one generation to the next. The removal of the high school age 

students in the 1940s to boarding schools disconnected a generation of Gwich’in from their 

social and family structures, language, and cultural knowledge. The self-determination of the 

Gwich’in people was negatively impacted, as traditional knowledge began to change at this 

point.

The Gwich’in curriculum that has been developed is thematic, place-based, and culturally 

relevant to many content areas, all based on the subsistence calendar. Elaine Alexie & Heidi 

Stark (2015) found,
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The rigid teaching system and organization around “time” was a system not used by 

Teetl’it Gwich’in and their families who did not base their teachings in western pedagogy 

and paradigms. Teaching in Teetl’it Gwich’in culture is experiential, place-based, and 

time has little basis within Gwich’in pedagogy. (p. 74)

There are many stories, audiovisual projects, documentation projects and other important 

Gwich’in initiatives that can be used as resources for a Gwich’in curriculum. Many of the 

instructional strategies currently used in the Gwich’in classes are based on a Western model of a 

foreign language classroom. The analysis of instructional strategies used by other Indigenous 

people is one area of work of other Indigenous people that we can learn from and apply to our 

classrooms. The work of the Maori, Hawaiians, Dine (Navajo), and others Indigenous 

researchers can guide Gwich’in educators to find a path through these Western educational 

systems to produce speakers in an academic setting and in the Gwich’in villages.

Establishing an understanding of the relationships between the various cognitive, 

behavioral and instructional design models will further elicit practical application of Gwich’in 

knowledge systems in the Western education systems. The transformative power of student 

engagement is based in social construction in knowledge communities whether they be Western 

educational institutions or Indigenous. The constructivist curriculum development recognizes the 

learning relationship between the student and teacher through engagement. The construction of 

knowledge through the development and meaningful instruction of a constructivist curriculum 

will be based on work done by many fluent speakers in a variety of curriculum development 

initiatives.
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6.3 Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ Framework

Conceptually, Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ or “We just keep the fire going” represents a 

framework for Gwich’in pedagogy. The foundation in this framework intends a visual 

representation for Khaihtak, “where we 

gathered to do a certain thing as one people.”

This foundation is rooted in Nan, “the land and 

our people.” The graphic depicts an open fire 

that is surrounded by stones, which represents 

the people who help and motivate us in our 

education.

The wood or fuel for the fire represents 

the assets that an individual has, such as 

nindhan [personal wants], adagwaandaii 

[maintaining one’s lifestyle], adoonishinyaa 

[personal identity], khadeenjit [doing something 

for oneself], and many others that can be 

reasons why an individual would strive to excel in the Western academic system. These may 

include the methodological concepts of respect, reciprocity, relevance, responsibility, and 

relationships that drive Indigenous research.

The fire that burns represents the many components of Gwich’in culture that tribal 

members take personal responsibility to keep alive. These components include Dinjii Zhuh 

K ’yaa [Gwich’in Language], t ’aii [personal power], gwiizhj [knowledge], our Dinjii Zhuh

t’eediraa’in

nan

Figure 6.2: Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ 

Framework
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Gwitr’it Tr’igwiheel’ee /  Tr’igwihil’ee [Gwich’in values], gwizhih [wisdom], and becoming 

duulee ginljj [proficient in any number of skills or subjects as a young woman or man].

The heat or smoke that is given off is ch ’aadaii, “a male that is adept or naturally talented 

in a subject,” and nilee tah’in, “for a female that is adept or naturally talented in a subject.”

These are supported by nan, “you and the land,” and above the fire is t ’eediraa’in, “our way of 

life.”

This visual representation uses Gwich’in phrases to illustrate components of edification 

and the interweaving of Gwich’in epistemological, axiological, and ontological beliefs.

Linguistic analysis will establish an acceptable form of leveling that can either metaphorically or 

literally represent the levels of educational or skill-based proficiency to support the theoretical 

foundations of the Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ Framework.

6.3.1 Gwich’in Education Philosophical Statement

“Vit’eegwijyqhch’yaa fyaa t ’ihee ’yaa kwaa veegwakwaa. With God all things are possible.” 

Translated by Paul Williams, Jr., Beaver, Alaska

6.3.2 T ’aii/T’aih

The Gwich’in Educational Philosophy and educational framework proposed here include 

cultural elements based on epistemological beliefs, metaphoric representations of the axiological 

values, ontological understandings and practices, and the points of praxis that will help 

incorporate Gwich’in knowledge into Western academia. An understanding of the Gwich’in 

worldview and core values is embodied in the Gwich’in term “- t’aii”. T ’aii is comprised of all 

the things that make us human. T ’aii is expressed in many ways, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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Four - t’aii realms will serve as goals for our students to aspire to as they become 

Gwich’in adults, parents, and Elders. These four realms are Shroodiinghaa (Sacred), Diiginjik 

(Language), T ’eediraa’in (Our way 

of Life), and Nihtihil’ee (Respect).

The places where - t’aii is expressed 

are:

1. Nan/Nanh ~ The 

Land/You

2. Nizheh ~ Your Home

3. Kwaiik ’it ~ The

Shroodiingha 
a Sacred 
Realm

T ’aii

Nihiihil ’ee 
Respect 
Realm

Your 
Personal 

Force, 
Power or 

Luck

Diiginjik
Our

Language
Realm

T ’eediraa’i 
n Our Way 

of Life 
Realm

Figure 6.3: T’aii/T’aih

Village

4. Clan

5. Leegwich’in ~ Tribe 

Nan is a homonym that is an 

unambiguous representation of the

Gwich’in epistemology. One simple word means simultaneously “the land” and “you.” T ’aii is 

expressed in nan as “your traditional homeland.” The Gwich’in Nation or Ligwich’in, is “where 

you and your ancestors originate.” The Kwaiik’it is the place of nalak naii, all of your relations 

or diidaazhii, and gwitr’idagwirah’in dai ’diidivee, where we work hard to survive and 

nihteer’ihel’ee, respect each other. Kwaii literally translates as “footprints.” According to
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Katherine Peter5, shakwaii means “my place or where I stay.” Nizheh, your home, is the place of 

zheh k ’aa, your family, and nihtooraazhii, your relatives, where you are supported and loved. 

These are the places where nint’aii is expressed and cultivated for personal growth. Khaniljik is 

defined as “the blessing, the persistent effort in gathering,” and this is the way we will cultivate 

t ’aii in our students. By honoring these places that are sources of strength for future generations 

of Gwich’in speakers, and through our persistent efforts in gathering in a good way, Khaniljik 

will be achieved.

6.3.3 Van Ky’aa, Vat’aii, and Vats’at

Modeled after the Hawaiian Mauli concepts, the epistemological beliefs of the Gwich’in 

can be framed with reference to the past, present, and future. The terms van ky ’aa, vat ’aii, and 

vats’at relate and center beliefs to past, present, and future generations.

Table 6.1: Gwich’in Past, Present, Future Metaphor

Past Van ky ’aa His soul, spirit, ghost (Ky ’aa, the way, the manner of).
Present Vat’aii His strength, follow, personal, mental or physical 

strength.
Future Vats’at Her uterus, womb, toward.

6.3.4 Gahgwingadaii

The stages of life as outlined in Chapter 5 represent roles from birth to adulthood to 

becoming an Elder. Figure 6.4 is a representation of an epistemological understanding of how 

these stages are interpreted by the individual. These stages are part of the gahgwingadaii, the

5 See Jeff Leer notes 5/26/00 Katherine Peter
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collective knowledge learning process that Gwich’in are born into. The adoodishinyaa or 

identity (literally, “I think of myself that way”) drives the personal perspective and, combined 

with positive assets, can contextualize the learning of an individual in their collective learning 

process. This process is linear but includes a cyclical understanding for components that are 

taught.

Nagoodlit: Were Born, 
when you were born, and 

your birthplace

Nagahaadhal: They 
will become.

Nahshii: S/he is growing.

Nach'aatsi': They are taking care 
of themselves.

Nagaadhak: That's what 
happened to them, they 
became.

Nagogwaahnaii: 
They were

ically capable 
oing anything.

Nakhwadivee: 
Your destiny.

Figure 6.4: Gwich’in Gahgwingandaii Process

Gwich’in pedagogy shares components with the Kaupapa Maori paradigm, which is 

focused on the Maori community, and other Indigenous education frameworks. Gwich’in 

pedagogy is guided by Gwich’in values, and effectuation of these will allow Gwich’in children 

to further understand their place in society. The gwandak ndaa iireelyaa, or legends, also contain 

important historical references that guide us in our endeavors by providing us reminders of our 

values.
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There are four levels of Gwich’in assessment criteria that can be used to measure 

proficiency. These levels are Gwich’in phrases or adages that are part of secular Gwich’in and 

historical documents. They represent concepts that will help to provide a traditional view of a 

Western assessment rubric indicator for assessment purposes. These criteria quantify the realms 

by providing a structured codification from Gwich’in semantic and metacognitive structure. The 

Gwich’in Proficiency Terms are as follows:

Table 6.2: Proficiency Terms

Duulee Ginlii - Proficient / Sharp / Agile / Can do almost anything / Extremely good at 
anything/Capable 

Gwinzii Gwahtsii /  Gwi ’zii Gwahtsii - He or she is adept
Ch ’aadaii (boys and men) Nilee T ’a h ’in (girls and women)
He is adept, naturally talented. She is handy, skillful, adept.

I t ’ee T ’agwahtsii - It’s adequate.
Neeshraahchy ’aa Gwileii - Poor Thing!

These criteria contain four levels but do not include an important concept, gwizhih or “wisdom.” 

This is a mastery level attained when one is an Elder. The realm levels are for students who are 

attempting to achieve academic mastery. Duulee Ginlii has numerous meanings, all indicating a 

proficiency either from mastery and/or natural ability. Duulee Ginlii should be each student’s 

goal for Traditional Knowledge Content standards. Gwinzii Gwahtsii is a gender-based rating 

indicating skillfulness or natural talented but also room for growth. I t ’ee T ’agwahtsii implies an 

adequate level of accomplishment; this is not a proficient level. The final level is 

Neeshraahchy ’aa Gwileii, which is a common expression that can be heard when someone is 

pitied but also needs support for growth from those involved in their education or for any 

situation where they may be in need.

6.4 Kochitri/Kitshikwithundui (Tukudh) Criterion
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6.5 The Gwich’in Learning Process

This Gwich’in Learning Process is a cycle of learning. The nine-stage process outlined 

below is based on linguistic terms from the Alexander Gwich’in Dictionary and the place-based 

inquiry of K-12 students. Comprehension is a complex educational process. For Gwich’in, 

information comes in three types of knowledge and is learned in a holistic, place-based, 

participatory method. In addition, each type of learning is accompanied by a slightly different 

learning process.

Students begin this process in a stage where an experience is created called 

Nagwaatth’at. When the process begins, comprehension moves forward and what must be done 

is called Nagwaanaii. At this stage, Nileeghyah haa, the learner is walking along empty-handed 

without the taught and learned process or skill. This type of knowledge or learning is called, 

gatr’oonahtan, as per Jan Loover’s research with the Vantut Gwich’in. Gatr’oonahtan includes 

both a teacher and a learner. The next stage, Neeshreegwaahch’yaa, literally translates as “things 

aren’t going well” but figuratively means that a need is established. At this point known as, 

Nakhwaa Heehaa, a guide or someone to walk with, is needed to assist the learner so that growth 

will occur. The Nagwaak’it stage begins when the learning starts to become a skill or tool for the 

learner to use in his or her life. Nanaanqjj is the stage where the transformation process allows 

the learner to begin again, and finally Nahqq is the stage when comprehension takes place.
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N agw aatth’at: It 
was created, 
established,

suddenly started. , ,  .. „Nagwaanaii: That's
Nahqq: Y ou how it has to be,
understand. must be done right

now, w hat happens.\
Nileeghyah haa

Nanaanqq: He needya: He is
becam e again. walking along

empty-handed.

V T
Nee shree

Nagwaak'it: gwaahch'yaa:
Starting to become. Things aren't going

very well.

, r , , ri/|-T • Nakhwaa Heehaa:
NahshU: S/He is Guide, so meone to

growing. w alk with.

Figure 6.5: Gwich’in Learning Process

6.6 Gwich’in Comprehension Terms

Gatr’oonahtan is taught knowledge that includes two participants, the teacher and the 

learner. Figure 5.5 illustrating the Gwich’in Learning Process includes a teacher and a student. 

Gik’yaanjii translates as “s/he is learning, finding out about, noticing, or sensing.” Students are 

also comprehensively aware, and an interesting term in Gwich’in is g ik ’inaandak, “to suddenly 

realize.” Becoming aware of something is often a memorable moment for a learner and is 

indicative of the complex physical, emotional, and intellectual development of a student. When 

understanding takes place or “s/he understands him or her,” yiihtth’ak is the term that is used.
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The termy a k ’ahaanjii is one way to include the learner in the process of learning in a 

formative assessment. Yak’ahaanjii translates as “s/he is testing it or examining it.” This 

Gwich’in word includes not only the test of something or review of something (and in a 

traditional sense is more appropriately used if testing the strength of a bridge) but also the 

learner’s active participation in the process of assessment. Summative assessment is an indicator 

that would assess a benchmark or standard. The term nanaanqji, or “s/he became again,” could 

be a word that represents Gwich’in 

ontological cyclical beliefs and also names 

the process of assessment against the 

assessment indicators.

Gihk’agwaanjik is individual 

knowledge learned from individual 

discovery. This personal journey is 

initiated and experienced, and growth 

takes place for the individual. A process is 

reflected in the following steps. This 

should be expanded upon by further 

research. A person who studies on his or 

her own or is self-educated or

GwinzH
Gaandaii

Kwaa

• It is unclear to 
him or her.

Gwik'it
teedzu'il'ee

• He
understands.

• Also, he hears.

Yeedoodqqtan • He studied.

Nahqq
• You
understand, so 
it is.

Yeedoodiiltin. Figure 6.6: Yeedoodiiltin, Self-Educated

The Gahgwingandaii or “learning 

of collective knowledge” takes place with the assumption that all Gwich’in are born into this 

knowledge and the epistemological beliefs are communally shared and honored. An example of
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this is the shared and respected knowledge of subsistence land use areas. This social construct 

that allows the Gwich’in community members the shared understanding that land use patterns 

are based on subsistence needs and are transferred from one generation to the next within the 

clan or family. These subsistence areas are then respected, and it is generally understood that 

subsistence activities will happen by the specific clan or family only. The gahgwingandaii is 

taught as part of the social fabric of the community and is interwoven with axiological, 

epistemological, and ontological beliefs. Comprehension of this knowledge is communally 

reinforced and discussed in a recursive or elliptical experiential discussion of events, conditions 

or concerns within groups like families, nizheh, men, women, clan, or community: kwaik’it or 

tribal level, Leegwich’in. Protocol guides these constructs and is a convenient way to be 

inclusive toward non-Gwich’in and encourage their compliance with gahgwingandaii 

expectations.

6.7 Jidii shaa aagwantrii han shreehihfyaa

r  v
Yeendaa jidii 
t'eeshi'yaa
• Vision

Geenjit jidii 
t'eeshi'yaa
• Action Plan

Jidii ts 'a' nihataii', 
Jidii nihdhan
• Incentive

T'aagwa'ya', Jidii 
haa shandaii

Knowledge
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Figure 6.7: Jidii shaa aagwantrii han shreehihfyaa -  Managing Complex Change

Jidii shaa aagwantrii han shreehihfyaa or “managing complex change” is difficult for 

individuals as well as organizations. Managing complex change is a literal translation of the 

Managing Complex Change Model developed by Dr. Mary Lippitt in 1987. See appendix for

entire translated model. Actions must be tied to 

outcomes and ultimately connected to the 

organizational vision through work and 

knowledge. Personal motivation must be 

included and present in the process. The 

following figure shows a Gwich’in 

representations of making change possible for 

an organization.

Change, or C h’eejuk, is a complex 

process and components of the process will slow 

the process. Confusion, anxiety, gradual change, frustration, and false starts are all parts of 

change. If cognizant of this, the process of change will be a more seamless transition.

6.8 Conclusion

Gwich’in continue to define and refine this framework through the development of a 

system of integrated standards that create clear goals for K-12 students by blending cultural 

competencies and literacy benchmarks. Presently there are many resources that are available for 

the development and alignment of cultural competencies the body of Gwich’in literature is rich 

in references to the roles and responsibilities of our children in past times, and the entire Tukudh

CD

60C
03-Cu
3
"Sr

5

Gwinziigaashandaii kwaa 
Confusion

Geenjit naljat, tr'eegwihdii 
Anxiety

_Khai' ch'eejuk neegwaayii 
Gradual Change

Sheek'ii gwanlii, Zhalts'ii 
Frustration

Zhyaa it’ee gwinyaa 
False Starts

Figure 6.8: C h’eejuk or Change
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Bible presents a vast amount of vocabulary. Additional resources have been developed by the 

staff at the Alaska Native Language Center at UAF and the Yukon Native Language Center at 

Yukon College in Whitehorse, Canada. The Gwich’in Cultural and Social Institute of Canada is 

documenting the knowledge of their people, and a textbook has been developed by the Dine 

(Navajo) in which local instructors have created lesson plans over the years that can be reviewed 

and integrated into a larger scope and sequence.

Gwich’in knowledge has three components; communal, mentored or taught, and 

individually learned. Traditional pedagogical instructional strategies taught these types of 

knowledge with adaptive and practices relevant to place. Gwich’in pedagogical processes were 

discussed in relation to the three types of Gwich’in knowledge and accompanying instructional 

strategies. Gwich’in values and ideology were integrated into the Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ 

Framework. The Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ Framework or “We just keep the fire going” proposes a 

strong foundation based on personal motivations that guide our lives as lifelong learners and as a 

part of a larger community of Gwich’in.
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Chapter 7 -  Yendaa enjit gwitr’it gwaaheelyaa Future Work Needed / Analysis

“So, we keep a quality program according to our standards that meets the needs o f the families 

who are here because o f the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola Philosophy, that is key, no matter what, so 

it is really basically keeping everybody accountable to this and supporting each other when we 

fa ll out o f this balance. That is the main thing. ” Kanoe Kanaka’ole

7.1 Realm Alignment to Western Content

Research presented in this dissertation further refines these ideas and provides a 

framework for a system of assessments that can be implemented with fidelity and integrity across 

thematic curricula. The goal is to integrate traditional knowledge using the Western academic 

system, alignment of the T ’aii Realms that lead to Gwich’in-medium education in intermediate, 

primary, and secondary settings.

Shroodiinghaa
• Lifeskills
• Health & Wellness Education
• Arts and Music

• Oral Fluency 
Diiginjik • Literacy: Reading & Writing

• Listening

• Hunting Safety
T ’eediraa ’in • Mathematics

• Sciences

• Social Studies 
Nihlihil ’ee • Government

• History

Figure 7.1: T ’aii/W  estern Content Alignment

The development of systems of leveled assessments that can lead to the revitalization of

the Gwich’in language seems to be an unreachable goal. The Gwich’in Nation spans a

geographic area that is quite large and that can accommodate the subsistence lifestyles of our

people but also create very independent thinkers making do with what they have around them.
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This includes the development of curricula. Educators teach and hold students accountable for 

achieving goals set by benchmarks in oral fluency and literacy. Standards may eventually 

produce a speaker, but they have not been thoughtfully identified for and by instructors or for all 

students of the Gwich’in language.

This participant-based and process-based assessment defines which instructional 

strategies are effective in ensuring that our children learn their language and cultural elements 

within the existing academic program. This information may be part of a larger goal to establish 

a comprehensive academic program that methodically, meticulously, and holistically integrates 

our Gwich’in culture and language into all areas of Western academic instruction, and that 

endeavors to provide students with the necessary skills and knowledge base to cultivate the 

future generations of Gwich’in.

7.1.1 Shroodiinghaa

The Shroodiinghaa, or Sacred Realm, is comprised of spirituality, ceremony, and 

personal identity. Personal beliefs can be made based on a complete understanding of the 

traditional and historical context of spirituality. Ceremonial knowledge will include sacred 

places, memorial potlatches, songs, and ceremonies. Gwa’oo Ts’aii, or ceremonies, can be 

formal events or even the important concepts of mutual respect between people and animals.

Fostering a strong personal identity is paramount to establishing resiliency in youth. 

Personal identity must include the minimum proficiency of knowing personal lineage, clan, and 

village. This identity will include responsibility to zheh k ’aa or family and to nihtooraazhii: 

relatives, community, and nation. The Shroodiinghaa levels following show each developmental 

level, related domain, indicator, and measure. Each Shroodiinghaa level has three indicator
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subcategories with corresponding measure. Measures are based on axiological beliefs and are 

modeled after the Dine rubrics, which state the measure in first person.

Elaine Alexie (Alexie & Stark, 2015) recounts elders’ advice in participating in cultural 

activities on the land and the important connections to the health and well-being of those 

participating in those activities:

Healthy living on the land at their cabins provides clean air, clean water and foods, 

physical activity, and a sense of wholeness of living life on and with the land, living 

gwiinzii kwundei. It also involves being able to harvest, hunt and prepare their traditional 

foods. (p. 111)

The Shroodiinghaa Realm would include an important set of indicators that supported the 

emotional well-being of the student and the larger Gwich’in society. Indicators can include 

behavioral health and wellness goals through pedagogical processes. Alexie & Stark (2015) state 

that in Gwich’in the term,

Nankak Srinatr’ilii Gwizhit Goo’aii or Land is a Place of Healing [and] Being on the land 

is a central component to the spirituality of the Teetl’it Gwich’in. Through ensuring 

healthy land-based relationships, Teetl’it Gwich’in spirituality is central to their 

connections to land and cultural ways of life. (pp. 113-114)

The use of place-based pedagogical practices will allow these land-based relationships to form 

and reinforce or reestablish the student with their place on nan or the land. The interconnected 

balance of epistemological, axiological, and ontological beliefs can be part of pedagogical 

approaches and incorporated into the Western academic structures. These pedagogical practices 

and indicators must be identified and this initial attempt is presented in the following set of
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charts. Much work is required to identify a minimal level of competence and should include a

larger array of individuals with specialized knowledge in wellness.

Shroodiinghaa Domain Indicator Measure
Level

Table 7.1: Shroodiinghaa Level K-3

Nich’it Tsal Nan/Nanh 1.1a Spirituality
Little Girl The 1.2a Ceremony
Tsyaa Tsul Land/You 1.3 a Identity
Little Boy Nizheh 1.1b Spirituality

Your Home 1.2b Ceremony I will learn to play the diisii kwaihtal
Grade K-3 Caribou Toe Game or “Grandpa’s Heel.6

1.3 b Identity
Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Spirituality
The Village 1.2c Ceremony

1.3 c Identity
Leegwich’in 1.1d Spirituality
Tribe 1.2d Ceremony

1.3 d Identity

Table 7.2: Shroodiinghaa Level 4-6

Shroodiinghaa Domain Indicator Measure
Level

Nich’it Nan/Nanh 1.1a Spirituality
Girl The 1.2a Ceremony

Land/You 1.3 a Identity
Tsyaa Nizheh 1.1b Spirituality

Boy Your Home 1.2b Ceremony

Grade 4-6
1.3 b Identity

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Spirituality
The Village 1.2c Ceremony

1.3 c Identity
Leegwich’in 1.1d Spirituality
Tribe 1.2d Ceremony

1.3 d Identity

6 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 85
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Table 7.3: Shroodiinghaa Level 7-10

Shroodiinghaa Domain Indicator Measure
Level

Nich’it C h’oh Nan/Nanh 1.1a Spirituality I will listen when told traditional stories and
(Ch’ok) The stories about K ’eegwadhat.

Girl after 1st Land/You 1.2a Ceremony I will thank the spirit of an animal when
Period successful at hunting.

1.3 a Identity
Dinjii Dhidlit 

Boy after Voice
Nizheh 
Your Home

1.1b Spirituality I will be able to identify my sacred sites.

Changes 1.2b Ceremony I will share my first kill with Elders.

Grade 7-10
1.3 b Identity

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Spirituality
The Village 1.2c Ceremony I will contribute to potlatches.

1.3 c Identity
Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Spirituality I will continue to learn and practice hunting 
and trapping skills and teach younger 
generations as I get better.

1.2d Ceremony
1.3 d Identity I will honor my Elders and continue to learn 

from them.
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Table 7.4: Shroodiinghaa Level 11-12 

Shroodiinghaa Domain Indicator Measure
Level

Tr’injaa Nan/Nanh 1.1a Spirituality
Woman The

Land/You
1.2a Ceremony I will thank the spirit of an animal when 

successful at hunting.
Dinjii

Man
1.3 a Identity Learn to make and use a zhee zhrih “Rain

Chaser” while traveling for prolonging good1
weather.

Grade 11-12 Nizheh 1.1b Spirituality
Your Home 1.2b Ceremony

1.3 b Identity
Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Spirituality
The Village 1.2c Ceremony I will contribute to potlatches.

1.3 c Identity
Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Spirituality I will continue to learn and practice hunting 
and trapping skills and teach younger 
generations as I get better.

1.2d Ceremony I will learn to use and make a toh 
“Athabascan Staff of Life” 8

1.3 d Identity As I learn and grow to adulthood, I will take 
care of my body and mind to prepare myself 
because I am a future leader.

7 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 82
o

Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 81
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The Diiginjik, “our language” Realm or Dinjii Zhuu K ’yaa, consists of six levels that are 

modeled after the work of the Northwest Indian Language Institute 2010 and that include a 

linguistic perspective of second language acquisition as well as expertise learned from Gwich’in 

teachers and curricula developed over the years. The levels are as follows, each with a brief 

description of Oral Language expectation:

Level 1 - Beginner: Words and Short Phrases 

Level 2 - Experienced Beginner: Formulaic Phrases 

Level 3 - Beginning Conversationalist: Short Conversation 

Level 4 - Good Conversationalist: Conversation with Comprehension 

Level 5 - Advanced Speaker: Expanded Conversation 

Level 6 - Master Speaker: Speaker Converses as a First Language Speaker 

Level 1-5 have oral fluency, listening, literacy, and both reading and writing expectations 

identified that must be further developed to incorporate grade-level expectations as per the 

Indigenous knowledge content strands. Linguists and educators will be excellent collaborators in 

expanding and setting up recursive learning opportunities for this area.

C h’aagwaadaii is a Gwich’in term that means to “speak with hesitancy.” This term and 

others can be used as a measure for assessing progress. Further work on the Diiginjik Realm 

must be done by those with specialized knowledge to create fluency indicators for the K-12 

system. Phonemically, English standards can be used a starting point. Once the grammatical 

indicators for the stems have been identified and leveled then K-12 educators can set about to the 

work of developing the curricular materials that are age appropriate.

7.1.2 Diiginjik
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Table 7.5: Diiginjik Level K-3

Diiginjik Level Domain Indicator Measure
Nich’it Tsal Nan/Nanh 1.1a Oral Fluency

Little Girl The 1.2a Listening
Land/You 1.3 a Reading

Tsyaa Tsul 1.4a Writing
Little Boy Nizheh 1.1b Oral Fluency

Grade K-3
Your Home 1.2b Listening

1.3b Reading
1.4b Writing

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Oral Fluency
The Village 1.2c Listening

1.3 c Reading
1.4c Writing

Leegwich’in 1.1d Oral Fluency
Tribe 1.2d Listening

1.3 d Reading I will read the Yeeno da i’googwandak, 
Long-Ago Stories

1.4d Writing

Table 7.6: Diiginjik Level 4-6

Diiginjik Level Domain Indicator Measure
Nich’it Nan/Nanh 1.1a Oral Fluency

Girl The 1.2a Listening
Land/You 1.3 a Reading

Tsyaa 1.4a Writing
Boy Nizheh 1.1b Oral Fluency

Grade 4-6
Your Home 1.2b Listening

1.3b Reading
1.4b Writing

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Oral Fluency
The Village 1.2c Listening

1.3 c Reading
1.4c Writing

Leegwich’in 1.1d Oral Fluency
Tribe 1.2d Listening

1.3 d Reading Yeeno da i’googwandak, Long-Ago 
Stories

1.4d Writing
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Table 7.7: Diiginjik Level 7-10

Diiginjik Level Domain Indicator Measure
Nich’it C h’oh Nan/Nanh 1.1a Oral Fluency

(Ch’ok) The 1.2a Listening
Girl after 1st Land/You 1.3 a Reading

Period 1.4a Writing
Nizheh 1.1b Oral Fluency

Dinjii Dhidlit Your Home 1.2b Listening
Boy after Voice 1.3b Reading

Changes 1.4b Writing

Grade 7-10
Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Oral Fluency
The Village 1.2c Listening

1.3 c Reading
1.4c Writing

Leegwich’in 1.1d Oral Fluency
Tribe 1.2d Listening

1.3 d Reading Yeeno dai’ googwandak, Long-Ago 
Stories

1.4d Writing

Table 7.8: Diiginjik Level 11-12

Diiginjik Level Domain Indicator Measure
Tr’injaa Nan/Nanh 1.1a Oral Fluency
Woman The 1.2a Listening

Land/You 1.3 a Reading
Dinjii 1.4a Writing

Man Nizheh 1.1b Oral Fluency

Grade 11-12
Your Home 1.2b Listening

1.3b Reading
1.4b Writing

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c Oral Fluency
The Village 1.2c Listening

1.3 c Reading
1.4c Writing

Leegwich’in 1.1d Oral Fluency
Tribe 1.2d Listening

1.3 d Reading I will read and summarize Yeeno da i’ 
googwandak, Long-ago Stories

1.4d Writing
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T ’eediraa ’in, “our way of life” or subsistence, as a realm will include the physical world. 

Government, history, traditional ecological knowledge, and other humanities will all be part of 

this realm. The Dine have established rubrics entitled “Culture,” “Government,” and “History 

Standards” that show what will be expected of K-12 school age students in grades K-3, 4-6, 7-8, 

and 9-12, and that will serve as a guide for the development of specific rubrics to be developed 

for the T ’eediraa ’in Realm. The Inupiaq Learning Framework includes core themes within four 

realms: Environmental, Community, Historical, and Individual. These realms can also serve as 

an innovative guide to help develop the T ’eediraa ’in Realm within the T ’aii Realms.

Canadian Gwich’in researcher Elaine Alexie (Alexie & Stark, 2015) found that, “All the 

elders stated that they preferred life out on the land, and they felt life in the community was too 

confined by modern conveniences and that Gwich’in culture is reliant upon life on the land” (p. 

66). Connections to the natural environment and to ancestral homeland are significant for 

Gwich’in and the educational system has mechanisms in place to adjust for place-based 

experiences. She further suggests,

In the context of my research, by displacing Gwich’in from the land, they introduced them to 

a more westernized lifestyle in order to engage and participate in a regional and capitalist 

economy designed to make Indigenous peoples, like the Gwich’in, proper citizens of the 

state. (Alexie & Stark, 2015, p. 71)

Alexie & Stark (2015) also discussed the importance of having experiences on Gwich’in 

ancestral homeland: “ .. .land provides direction and a mental map for the people who use these 

names, dictating how they conduct themselves and govern themselves. These geographic names 

also communicate sacred responsibilities for the people and the place that they take their name”

7.1.3 T ’eediraa’in
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(p. 91). Connections to governing and self-identity are reinforced with these academic 

experiences.

Examples of social activities that that could be included in the framework might be things 

that made community events unique and festive. Community events often included people eating 

together and dancing every night, all night. People hosted a breakfast in memory of someone for 

the period between Christmas and New Years and visited each other, attended church on 

Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, and New Year’s Eve. The woman used to drag the men out of 

bed on New Year’s Day even if it was forty below and no one would sleep in on New Year’s 

Day. People were with each other while working together to put together events. Family groups 

were together and houses were cleaned for the day because that is how your house would be all 

year. The people enjoyed going out on the land, cutting wood and hunting in preparation for the 

festivities.

This type of information can be collected from multiple sources in a group setting during 

the visioning process that mirrors the process used to develop the Inupiaq Learning Framework 

and then codified into performance expectations. Alignment could take place in for use in a 

charter school or other Gwich’in-medium instructional setting. Further work must be done on the 

T ’eediraa ’in Realm to identify additional indicators that align with local hunting and gathering 

practices.
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Table 7.9: T ’eediraa’in Level K-3

T’eediraa’in
Level

Domain Indicator Measure

Nich’it Tsal 
Little Girl

Tsyaa Tsul 
Little Boy

Grade K-3

Nan/Nanh
The
Land/You

1.1a Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2a Traditional 
Practices

Learn how to use the tr ’iinin k ’ittai’ tsul, the 
“Boy’s Bow” and the dachan tat tsal, the 
“Boy’s Practice Arrow”9

1.3 a Protocol
Nizheh 
Your Home

1.1b Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2b Traditional 
Practices
1.3 b Protocol

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c Traditional 
Knowledge

1.2c Traditional 
Practices
1.3 c Protocol

Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2d Traditional 
Practices
1.3 d Protocol

9 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 32
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Table 7.10: T ’eediraa’in Level 4-6

T’eediraa’in Domain
Level

Indicator Measure

Nich’it
Girl

Tsyaa
Boy

Grade 4-6

Nan/Nanh
The
Land/You

1.1a Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2a Traditional 
Practices

Learn how to use the tr ’iinin k ’iltai’ tsul, the 
“Boy’s Bow” and the dachan tal tsal, the 
“Boy’s Practice Arrow”10

1.3 a Protocol
Nizheh 
Your Home

1.1b Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2b Traditional 
Practices

Learn to make and use the tth ’an shrii “Leg 
Bone Knife” 11

1.3 b Protocol I will learn to make and use the ch ’ikiidruu 
“Little Owl” Rabbit Throwing Stick.12

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c Traditional 
Knowledge

I will learn traditional practices of hunting, 
fishing, gathering, hunting safety 
from Elders, relatives, and 

Bilingual/Bicultural Teachers.
1.2c Traditional 
Practices

I will learn to make and use a ch ’igeechan 
“Shoulder Blade for Moose Calling” when 
hunting.13

1.3 c Protocol
Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2d Traditional 
Practices
1.3 d Protocol

10 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 32
11 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 79
12 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 13
13 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 18
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Table 7.11: T ’eediraa ’in Level 7-9

T’eediraa’in Domain
Level

Indicator Measure

Nich’it C h’oh 
(Ch’ok) 

Girl after 1st 
Period

Dinjii Dhidlit 
Boy after Voice 

Changes

Grade 7-10

Nan/Nanh
The
Land/You

1.1a Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2a Traditional 
Practices

Learn to use the jii chyaatsal shriit ’ahtsii 
eenjit dinjit heelyaa gwats’a ’ k ’ittai ’ the 
“Youth’s Bow” and the youth arrows 
(regional variation).14

1.3 a Protocol
Nizheh 
Your Home

1.1b Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2b Traditional 
Practices
1.3 b Protocol

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c Traditional 
Knowledge

I will learn to use the tth ’an ja t  “Bone 
Hooks” to fish.15

1.2c Traditional 
Practices
1.3 c Protocol

Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Traditional 
Knowledge

Learn to make and use a tth ’an tuu dzyah 
“Bone Ice Chisel”16

1.2d Traditional 
Practices
1.3 d Protocol

14 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 34
15 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 68
16 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 65
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Table 7.12: T ’eediraa’in Level 11-12

T’eediraa’in Domain
Level

Indicator Measure

Tr’injaa
Woman

Dinjii
Man

Grade 11-12

Nan/Nanh
The
Land/You

1.1a Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2a Traditional 
Practices

I will learn to use the deenaadai’ dinjii k ’ittai 
the Man’s Bow and arrows (regional 
variation) 17 ’

1.3 a Protocol
Nizheh 
Your Home

1.1b Traditional 
Knowledge
1.2b Traditional 
Practices
1.3 b Protocol

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c Traditional 
Knowledge

I work hard to learn Western sciences and 
Gwich’in Traditional Ecological Knowledge 
in school and in the community.

1.2c Traditional 
Practices

I will learn to make a tth ’an tdh “ Bone 
• * 1 8  Spear for Grizzly Bear Hunting.

1.3 c Protocol I help doing traditional practices of hunting, 
fishing, and gathering and when community 
events are taking place.

Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d Traditional 
Knowledge

I will know how to make a ch ’ijiik ’an 
“Caribou Signaling Tool” when hunting in

19winter.
1.2d Traditional 
Practices

I will learn to use the ch ’eedaii “Fish 
Spear”20

1.3 d Protocol

17 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 39
18 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 7
19 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 15
20 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 70
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Nihlihil’ee, the Respect Realm, includes how Gwich’in live and interact with the world. 

This is a guide for youth on how to interact with their environment. The Dine Character Building 

Standards along with the Indigenous Cultural (Socio-Psych) Well-Being Continuum developed 

by Dr. William Demmert will serve as guides for Gwich’in knowledge included in the 

Nihlihil’ee Realm.

Having respect is one of the most important axiological beliefs of the Gwich’in. Elaine 

Alexie (Alexie & Stark, 2015) cites the importance that, “Having respect for others is one of the 

highest principles in Gwich’in self-governance and is instrumental in the way people conduct 

themselves as individuals and in relation to others” (p. 101). This realm teaches the importance 

of knowing unspoken and spoken protocol and cultural practices that allow Gwich’in to interact 

with the natural world in a balanced way. Alexie & Stark (2015) further state that, “Respect for 

non-human beings was also foundational to how traditional knowledge informed Gwich’in 

behaviour” (p. 102). Understanding connections between the natural environment, pedagogical 

practices and epistemological, axiological, and ontological beliefs form an educational pathway 

that serves the goals of Gwich’in language revitalization and reconciliation.

7.1.4 Nihlihil’ee
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Table 7.13: Nihlihil’ee Level K-3

Nihlihil’ee Level Domain Indicator Measure
Nich’it Tsal Nan/Nanh 1.1a

Little Girl The 1.2a
Land/You 1.3a

Tsyaa Tsul Nizheh 1.1b
Little Boy Your Home 1.2b

Grade K-3
1.3b

Kwaiik ’it 1.1c
The Village 1.2c

1.3c
Leegwich’in 1.1d
Tribe 1.2d

1.3d

Table 7.14: Nihlihil’ee Level 4-6

Nihlihil’ee Level Domain Indicator Measure
Nich’it Nan/Nanh 1.1a

Girl The 1.2a
Land/You 1.3a

Tsyaa Nizheh 1.1b
Boy Your Home 1.2b

Grade 4-6
1.3b

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c I will learn to play dachan vaa nihk’yaa 
tr ’ahiindak “Pulling Stick Game.21

1.2c
1.3c

Leegwich’in 1.1d
Tribe 1.2d

1.3d

21 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 90
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Nihiihil’ee Level Domain Indicator Measure

Table 7.15: Nihiihil’ee Level 7-10

Nich’it C h’oh Nan/Nanh 1.1a
(Ch’ok) The 1.2a

Girl after 1st Land/You 1.3a
Period Nizheh 1.1b I will learn to play nileerok “Cone-Shaped Stick

Dinjii Dhidlit
Your Home Game” with my family and compete with other 

households.22
Boy after Voice 1.2b

Changes 1.3b

Grade 7-10
Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c I will learn to make and use a nehtthaa “Moose 
Leg Bone Skinner.” 23

1.2c I will learn to make and use a ch ’ik ’yaa “Caribou
• • 24Hind Leg Scraper or Beaming Tool.”

1.3c
Leegwich’in 1.1d
Tribe 1.2d

1.3d

Table 7.16: Nihiihil’ee Level 11-12

Nihiihil’ee Level Domain Indicator Measure
Tr’injaa Nan/Nanh 1.1a
Woman The 1.2a

Land/You 1.3a
Dinjii Nizheh 1.1b I will learn to make and use tth ’an tthah “Bone

Man Your Home Puncher/Awl.”25
1.2b I will learn to make and use a tth ’an aih val

Grade 11-12 “Bone Snowshoe Needle” for use in my sewing 
bag.26

1.3b I will learn to make and use a ts ’ii ghd’
• • 27“Snowshoe Gimlet” for use making snowshoes.

22 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 88
23 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 91
24 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 92
25 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 96
26 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 96
27 Gwich’in Athabascan Implements, Thomas A. O’Brien 2011, p. 97
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Table 7.16 continued

Kwaiik ’it 
The Village

1.1c
1.2c
1.3c

Leegwich’in
Tribe

1.1d
1.2d
1.3d

A more thorough analysis will need to be done to determine what types of curriculum 

should be taught and at what level. This will require the input of community members and 

acceptance at the village level to support inclusion in the school curriculum. Further 

collaborative work must be done on the Nihlihil’ee or Respect Realm to identify indicators.

7.2 Gwich’in-Medium Instructional Strategies

Administrators have a legal obligation to their legal responsibilities and to the people 

they serve to as outlined in ESSA and Title VII. In the case of education, the students are those 

receiving services, and teachers are the main service providers. School administrators have a 

responsibility to reach out to the population they serve, and in rural Alaska those people are 

mostly Alaska Natives.

Indigenous students are better served in a learning environment that reflects cultural 

norms and values. This is not the accepted approach to education. The subsistence calendar does 

not always correlate with the Western-based school system calendar. The cultural norms of 

Alaska’s largest minority must be respected both in the classroom and beyond it.
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7.2.1 Joint Procedure Activity ~ Teacher and Student Producing Together

The success of small group work also includes the communication between villages. 

Gwich’in language instruction has been offered from Arctic Village to the outlying villages to 

provide instruction but also to connect students with each other and with an end-goal of meeting 

in Arctic Village at the annual Gwich’in Language and Culture Academy held in the spring of 

each year. These daily video-distance connections and yearly gatherings are reflective of 

teachers and students interacting in a positive and collaborative manner. This type of activity 

required site dedication to the video distance daily class and financial commitment from the 

school district to sponsor continued Gwich’in Language and Culture Academy gatherings.

7.2.2 Language and Literacy Development ~ Developing Language and Literacy Across the 

Curriculum

Connections between the teacher’s designed lessons and the integration of the language 

being taught with intention. The idea is that Gwich’in is taught in a strategic manner with the 

intention of creating context on many levels in order to produce generations of Gwich’in- 

speaking children.

Gwich’in teachers commonly use classroom activities to demonstrate a skillful 

integration of multiple standards simultaneously, but the coordination between the seven schools 

on the use of district-wide instruction has not happened. The development and implementation of 

culturally based standards could provide guidance to the instructors and students if the goal of 

the standards is to produce a Gwich’in speaker at the end of a student’s K-12 academic career.
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7.2.3 Contextualization Making Meaning -  Connecting School to Students’ Lives

One of the greatest strengths of the existing Gwich’in Language Bilingual/Bicultural 

Program is how it connects schools to the students’ daily lives. Gwich’in instructors have 

worked tirelessly to integrate aspects of Gwich’in culture into school activities for many years. 

Ongoing support for these programs must be made available to increase the local participation in 

school events. The divide between school staff—often non-Native Western educators—and the 

community make academic subjects lose their relevancy in village life. The people who chose to 

raise their families on their ancestral lands make a conscious choice about the importance of 

living their culture and passing those traditions on to their children. To ignore the importance of 

the Gwich’in cultural elements is to alienate those whom educators are charged to educate.

7.2.4 Challenging Activities ~ Teaching Complex Thinking

Teaching this complex thinking process can include the application of language and 

instructional strategies across curricula. Instructional methodologies should include opportunities 

for students to problem solve and allow for discovery to take place while learning.

7.2.5 Instructional Conversation ~ Teaching Through Observation

Instructional conversation requires planned, goal-directed questions that require the 

student to pull from their own knowledge and reply to a teacher’s questions in the Gwich’in 

language. Student communication in Gwich’in is of the most vital importance for language 

learning instructional strategies. This indicates that participants have interpreted this question to 

be about communication in the form of dialogue beyond that of reciting formulaic phrases.
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The importance of Gwich’in language instructors becoming more proficient in new 

instructional strategies is crucial. Taking speakers and training them to use instructional 

strategies common to immersion schools will promote Gwich’in fluency and literacy. The YFSD 

Language Instructors are fluent speakers, and funding for attendance to workshops and for 

formal training will be beneficial to the teachers but also will support their students’ success.

7.2.6 Modeling ~ Learning Through Observation

Place-based learning opportunities, including participating in culture camps, are effective 

place-based educational opportunities to learn language. A Bilingual/Bicultural Program can be 

improved by coordinating more efforts with local camps to include instruction in the Gwich’in 

and Koyukon languages. Classrooms have limitations, and often non-Native school personnel do 

not have the resources or contacts to provide the language instructor with funds for school camp 

opportunities. District-wide collaborative efforts are crucial for the implementation of an 

effective comprehensive language instruction program.

7.2.7 Student-Directed Activity ~ Encourage Student Decision Making

Future needs can begin to be addressed by integrating cross-curriculum themes into the 

scope and sequence for both Gwich’in and Koyukon. The Gwich’in instructors have individually 

constructed materials for students to use to learn formulaic phrases and increase the student 

vocabulary based on traditional Gwich’in themes. Collections of materials differ from village to 

village. Student participation in each curriculum development also differs from village to village.
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The Gwich’in people are currently underrepresented in educational research, while other 

successful groups have language revitalization programs in place that to draw upon and integrate 

their culture and language into the Western framework. Establishing culturally based measures to 

assess student academic achievement and track data over multiple years is important for 

monitoring student fluency and literacy gains. Yap et al. (2005) suggested that culturally based 

education (CBE) will express “ .. .the values of the tribe and the community, [which will] ensure 

greater endorsement, involvement, and support by parents and community resources” (p. 1).

This was reinforced by the comments and scoring in the modeling section and the final 

comments. The Yukon Flats School District is working with the dedicated language instructors 

but collaboration with other key stakeholders, both individuals and organizations, is only 

beginning to be initiated. The future of a Gwich’in language program is dependent upon the 

willingness of both the YFSD and the local people to cooperate and develop a fruitful 

collaborative program with shared information and resources. A very important way that this 

relationship can begin is with the Council of Athabascan Tribal Governments, (CATG) and the 

Fairbanks Native Association’s (FNA) Head Start and Early Head Start Programs. This 

assessment of instructional strategies does not include the language revitalization efforts that are 

offered through this tribal consortium. Further study is required in this area.

7.3 Closing

Immersion instructional strategies have been an effective instructional strategy for many 

involved in language revitalization. Kawagley (2003) observed that,

7.2.8 Ethical Issues
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There is a crying need for healing among Alaska Native people and an essential element 

of the healing process is the need to retain our unique Alaska Native identities. This is 

best done through the use of Native Language because it thrusts us into the thought world 

of our ancestors and their ways of comprehending the world. (p. 259)

The coordinated efforts to provide first-language speakers with training in immersion strategies 

is critical to the success of the Gwich’in language revitalization efforts. Speakers, second- 

language learners, and non-speakers in positions of authority must work together to advocate for 

social and political change that will lead to the establishment of a comprehensive language 

program that will encompass many facets of our complex and tightly knit society to produce 

speakers who understand the ways of our ancestors.

Dr. Marie Battiste argues that Indigenous knowledge is a key part of reconciling past 

social, political, and educational impacts from colonization. She holds that, “Aboriginal 

knowledges, heritages, and ways of life as an integral part of education, instead of biased 

fragmented concepts of culture buried in Eurocentric discourses” (Battiste, 2013, p. 30). The 

hegemonic discussion must be part of systems change and education reform. All stakeholders 

must partake in structural change in education reform and in Alaska, especially rural Alaska, 

Alaska Native people must be part of the change through a process of reconciliation and 

reclamation.

Gwich’in language teachers, Elders, and students ought to be in a place where they can 

take the time they need to learn to converse and comprehend, and that they should not be forced 

to learn. This ideology is a reflection of the cultural norms of expectations for children and their 

learning readiness. The learning environment can shape language program’s success or hinder a
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teacher’s efforts greatly; support for the establishment of the language instructor’s budget is 

crucial to establish this type of learning environment.

The need to establish a language and cultural center and/or village centers for the 

Gwich’in language revitalization efforts is ever present. This would be a place that could develop 

curriculum materials for the language instructors to use region-wide with students. These print- 

based and multi-media materials would include both language and culture lessons on not only the 

Gwich’in language and way of life. Many people have voiced the need for a center to archive 

historical items and store them on ancestral lands for the future generations. This reclamation 

effort will require collaboration with other organizations and dedication. Sociolinguist Fishman 

(1985) held that,

Language loyalty movements are, therefore, normally part of larger movements to 

activate and use unconscious language-and-ethnicity linkages in order to attain or 

reallocate econotechnical, political and cultural/educational power. Such movements are 

normally part of much larger, more encompassing social change movements. They stress 

ethnic identity consciousness (and even ethnic identity change) in order to attain the ends 

defined by their proto-elites and understandably, they have been much attacked and 

maligned by the counter-elites or proto-elites that are threatened by th e m . Such 

movements typically seek to alter the laws, to prohibit the social dependency 

relationships, and to dislocate populations from those traditional socialization and related 

practices that resulted in or fostered undesirable B -> A resolutions. (pp. 72-73) 

Indigenous language reclamation efforts are on-going worldwide. The lasting impacts of 

colonization have caused epistemological, ontological and axiological knowledge loss and 

caused a break in transmission from one generation of Gwich’in to the next. However, Gwich’in
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are resilient and through knowing Gwich’in terminology such as t ’aii will help them to regain 

their harmony with the living and non-living that make up their worldview. Gwich’in researcher 

Crystal Frank (2011) stated in her master’s thesis,

Always remember that our grandfathers fixed the trail for us; they call this Gooch’ee ’in. 

The Gwich’in philosophy is that older people, Elders, and children are closer to 

K ’eegwaadhat. When you look at the children, you can see the future. That is why we 

have to listen to the children, they show us the future, and this is the same with the 

Elders. If you want your future to survive, you have to train the children. Leadership and 

cultural heritage may help children to understand more of who they are. (p. 42)

Gwich’in language revitalization can be institutionalized and codified to take advantage 

of existing funding and power structures that are present in America. These efforts to initiate 

Gwich’in-medium education will encounter hegemonic challenges but reclamation and 

reconciliation can occur. Gwich’in, like other Indigenous populations, must identify what they 

perceive the key indicators of success are and through these efforts the Gwich’in language and 

culture may become an equitable part of the Western education system.
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Appendix B 

Data Triangulation Table
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Nituttsut Trunahyin

Interviews

Dinjii Zhuh K ’yaa

A ts’a ’ t ’sa ’ Gwara’ee -  How we learn
Our Language (Learning)

Etchichi Kikyitranji Ko 
Kuttronahtun

Curriculum (Lessons)
Shared Vision of Education
Non-Hegemonic
Non-Proprietary

Gwizhih or Wisdom 
Gwizhi ’ or Intelligence 
Gohgwingondoii or Learning of 
Collective Knowledge

“Ancestral Knowledge” 
“Long-Ago”

Thematic, Circular
Instruction Strategies 

Immersive 
Inclusive 
Cooperative 
Embedded 
Situational 
Recursive 
Constrained by 
societal expectations 
Place-based 
Conservation-based 
Family or Clan 
Guided & Self
Directed

Gik’inaandak Suddenly Realize

Gik’yaonjii Learning, Found Out, 
Noticed, Sensed

Gik’yaonjii - She’s learning.
Gik ’yaanjik -  She learned.

Gihk’agwaanjik is individual 
knowledge learned from individual 
discovery

Place-based (Nan)
Sacred Places 
Subsistence way 
of life tied to 
place.
Ecological

Nature Focused 
Land, Animals, Plants 
Water, Fish 
Transportation, Air 
Weather, Seasons

Value Laden 
Work 
Collective 
Respect 
Reciprocity 
Supportive 
Independent Skill 
Building

Gik’igahaandal They will find out 
about it.

Yak ’ahaanjii or s/he is testing it or 
examining it.

Immersive 
Not restricted by 
Methodology

Western Schooling (?) 
Punishment 
One Room

Niyiniii Mind 
Body
Shank’yaa Soul

Family, Clan Orientated

High Language Teaching Part of a whole

Part of a whole Geegavoohqqhchyaa -  I will train 
them, you will train them.

Gehch ’oahtan - Teacher
Orthography

Assessment 
Related to Stewardship

Nakhwaa heehaa- Guide, someone who 
will walk with you.
(gwik’ee) Nakhwahaaltyaa -  I’m going 
to be watching
Nakhwak’qqhtii -  watching over 
Nakhwak’iighai ’ -  with your help

Oral- “Akoo Diginuu” 
-People of the Lakes 
Stories
Personal Communication
Leadership
Stewardship
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Appendix C 

Gwich’in Curriculum Review

Title Authors Date Publisher Editor/
Proof
reader

Description Including Theme

Shagwach’aa 
My Clothes

Tupou L. 
Pulu, Mary 
Fields, Vera 
Eric

1983 Prepared for YFSD Katherine
Peter

Description: English only except for title. 30 
pages.No Photos. Consumable for drawing.
Theme: Seasonal clothing, Traditional clothing, 
long ago, traditional sewing roles, Western clothing 
item names.

Luk
Fish

Tupou L. 
Pulu, Mary 
Fields, Vera 
Eric

1983 Prepared for YFSD Katherine
Peter

Description: English only except for title. 21 pages. 
B/W drawings. Written Pattern: What is this fish? It 
is a . Fish included: King, Silver, and Dog 
Salmon, Dolly Varden, Arctic Grayling, Pike 
(Jackfish), Rainbow Trout, Mudsucker (Sucker), 
Burbot (Lush), Sheefish
Theme: Local river and lake fish both year-round 
and seasonal salmon.

Tl’ak
Insects

Tupou L. 
Pulu, Mary 
Fields, Vera 
Eric

1983 Prepared for YFSD Katherine
Peter

Description: Gwich’in only except for title/credits, 
16pages, B/W drawings. Written Pattern: Jidii tl’ak 
t ’inchy’aa? t ’inchy’aa. Tl’ak included: Trin 
daii, Daii, Tl’uu, Gwaatthat, Neenahot’ii, 
Ch’ahahsak, Zhi’, K’ii, K’iijol tsal, Chehtsi’, Nan 
Gwatl’ak, Ch’eedzit ts’ik, Ch’eedzit ghoo, Tly’ah 
tr’an, Gwideedrii, Neenjii
Theme: Common occurring insects from summer 
and year-round

Gwich’in Ginjik 
Agwaraa’ee: Jidii? 
Juu Vats’an?

Katherine
Peter

1975 National Bilingual 
Materials
Development Center, 
Rural Education

Description: Gwich’in and English (Credits, People 
and place names, parkie, Tennis shoes, Leather 
shoes, shelf, book, Science Book, History Book, 
Dresser, stocking, color, company, jade, ivory,
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Affairs, University of 
Alaska

airport plane, Wien plane, Fish Camp, Camp, 
porch) 20 pages, B/W drawings 
Theme: Daily village life, Winter gear, Seasonal 
Camps, school activities, kerosene lamps

Gwich’in Ginjik 
Agwaraa’ee: 
Deehee’yaa? 
Deezhik?

Katherine
Peter

1975 National Bilingual 
Materials
Development Center, 
Rural Education 
Affairs, University of 
Alaska

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, names, 
sno-go, airplane, clean, gas) 25 pages, B/W 
drawings
Theme: Seasonal activities, winter, dog mushing, 
snow-machine, Boating, mouse drying fish, 
crow/trash

Gwich’in Ginjik 
Agwaraa’ee: Juu? 
Dee’in?

Katherine
Peter

1975 National Bilingual 
Materials
Development Center, 
Rural Education 
Affairs, University of 
Alaska

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, 
coatroom, Home Economics, names, basketball, 
room, Alaska) 40 pages, B/W drawings 
Theme: Activities done in school, playing in the 
gym, wrestling, jump roping, basketball, eating 
lunch, getting dressed for outdoor, home 
economics, shop class, classroom (with pointer)

Gwich’in Ginjik 
Agwaraa’ee: Jidii? 
Vaa Deehini’yaa?

Katherine
Peter

1975 National Bilingual 
Materials
Development Center, 
Rural Education 
Affairs, University of 
Alaska

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits only)
28 pages, B/W drawings
Theme: winter, cooking inside and outside, hides, 
hide clothing, traditional clothing, paper, writing, 
boxes, fire, sticks, playing hunting, building, 
fishing, Fire (outdoor, woodstove, barrel, light, 
defensive), Rope (dog chain, tying packages, knots, 
tying up boats,)

Shahnyaati’ 
Tr’iinin Nilii Dai’

Katherine
Peter

1975 Alaska Native 
Language Center, 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits only) 
9pages, B/W drawings
Theme: Shahnyaati’s childhood living a traditional 
Gwich’in way of life -  Neevyaa zheh, cooking in 
birch bark container, bow and arrow, several 
seasons, activities on the land

Olti’ Daga’at Dik 
Haa

Katherine 
Peter, Myra

1975 Alaska Native 
Language Center,

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits and 
English Insert), 9 pages, B/W drawings
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Francis
(Illustrator)

University of Alaska 
Fairbanks

Theme: Main Character, Olti’ doing seasonal 
activities, fish trap, canoe, traveling, ice fishing, 
dog pack

Mary Vijyaa Geh Irene Roberts 1975 Alaska Bilingual 
Education Center, 
Alaska Native 
Education Board

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, names, 
candy), 13 pages, B/W drawings 
Theme: village setting, family, hunting, pet, 
building, caring, release of wild animal

Nin-tsal, luk haa 
Kaiirii’inzhat dai’ 
ts’a’ Juk 
Hunting Small 
Game & Fishing 
Then & Now

Lincoln Tritt 1975 Alaska Bilingual 
Education Center, 
Alaska Native 
Education Board

Richard
Mueller,
Summer
Institute
of
Linguisti
cs

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, 
translation in back of book) 16 pages, B/W 
drawings
Theme: Fish spear, fish trap, fish dam, fish net, fish 
hook now and then, fish snare, snares, steel traps 
and guns, seasonal

The Four Food 
Groups 
Shih Doo 
Daazhyaa

Katherine 
Peter, George 
Smart

1975 Center for Northern 
Educational 
Research, ANLC, 
UAF

Description: Gwich’in and English Bilingual, 11 
pages, B/W drawings
Theme: Traditional food lists and Gwich’in to 
English translations of non-traditional foods

Jidii Dintth’ak? Tupou L. 
Pulu, Mary L. 
Pope, 
Katherine 
Peter

1975 Bilingual Program of 
Alaska State- 
Operated Schools, 
Instructional Media 
Center

Katherine
Peter

Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, school, 
late, tractor, sno-go, flower) 72 pages, B/W 
drawings
Theme: Listen, what do you hear? Airplanes, school 
bell, wash machine, tractor, dick quacking, spring, 
mosquito, spruce tree falling, snowmachine, winter, 
bee, gun, owl, cat

Gwich’in “A B C “ 
Dehtly’aa

Katherine
Peter

1972 Alaska Native 
Language Center, 
Center for Northern 
Educational 
Research, University 
of Alaska

Description: Gwich’in and English (Credits Only) 
45 pages, B/W drawings
Theme: 44 Sounds with word/s to represent: A, CH, 
CH’, D, DDH, DH, DL, DR, DZ, F, G, GH, H, I, ‘,
J, K, K’, KH, L, L, M, N, O, R, S, SH, SHR, T, T’, 
TL’, TS’, TR, TL, TR’, TS, TTH, TTH’, U, V, W, 
Y, ZH, Z

Shoh Zhraii Tik, Abraham J. 1972 Athabascan Bilingual Dick Description: Gwich’in and English (credits, names,
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Nich’it Tsal Haa John Education Program, Mueller dates, soup), 40 pages, B/W drawings
Googwandak Alaska State 

Operated School 
System

Theme: Three Little Bears rendition
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Appendix D.1 

Yeeno D ai’ Googwandak Subcategories

The Natural 
World

Dzan, Tsee Hah- 
Muskrat and 

Beaver

Ts’alvit

Deentru’hah-Loon
Crow

Supernatural 
Exploits

Chyaa Zree Zhit 
Dhidii-Boy in the 

Moon

Ch’ataiiyuukaih- 
Paddled a 

Different Route

Shih Gwandak- 
Young Man and 
Grizzley Bear

Dinjii Dee Ehdanh 
Ts’alvit hah-Blind 
Man and the Loon

Legendary 
Figures

Stories of 
Heroic and 
Architypes

Old Woman and 
Tr’iinjoo 

Vigwizhi’ Goonlii, 
Smart Woman

Long-ago
History

First Contact with 
Europeans: Tloo 

Thai -  Grass Pants
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Appendix D.2 

Yukon Native Language Center -  Curriculum Themes 

*Italicized Words: Thematic Activities

Septem ber O ctobe r N ovem ber Decem ber January February M arch April M ay

G ree t in g  1 &  

2 P re se n t 1st 
&  2nd  Person

Peop le

P re sen t

W eather - 
P re sen t

Fish

W eather 1 & 
2

Anim als 1 & 
2

Bush Objects

Hunting

Hunting fo r  
Subject

W eather

Food 1 &  2

A re  you  
th irs ty ?

A re  you  

hung ry?

A c t io n s  1 &  2

To D rink

Finding
Things

Relatives 1 & 
2

Cold

Christmas

Activites 1, 2, 
3

W h e re  do 
y o u  live?

B od y  Pa rts  1 

&  2

Activites 1 & 
2

Objects

Speak ing  

D in jii Zhuh 
Ky'aa

W a lk in g  1st 

&  2nd Pe rson

F ire  1st &  
2nd Pe rson

C om m ands

Speak ing

N ative
Language

N u m b ers  1 &  
2

Sky

G o  and G e t

Land fo rm s

D ay tim e

Spring

Tracks

C o lo

Birds

W eather 1 & 
2

Tanning
Hides

Insects 1 & 2

Young  
Anim als 1 & 

2

H ow  a re

G ive  M e

G ive  M e

June

June
W eather

W a lk in g  

A ro u n d  1 &  2

— Plants 1& 2

C lass room

Express ion s
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Appendix E

Gwich’in Self-Assessment with the UNESCO Language Vitality Assessment

Factor Nature of 
Documentation

Grade Language Documentation

1. Intergenerational
Language
Transmission

Severely

Endangered

2 The language is used mostly by the 
grandparental generation and up.

2. Absolute Number 
of Speakers

AK # 272 of 805 Number by K. Sikorski

3. Proportion of 
Speakers within the 
Total Population

Severely

Endangered

2 A minority speak the language.

4. Shifts in Domains 
of Language Use

Limited or Formal 

Domains

2 The language is used in limited social 
domains for several functions.

5. Response of New 
Domains and Media

Minimal 1 The language is used only in a few new 
domains.

6 . Availability of 
Materials for 
Language Education 
and Literacy

2 Written materials exist, but they may 
only be useful for some members of the 
community; for others, they may have a 
symbolic significance. Literacy 
Education in the language is not a part of 
the school curriculum.

7. Governmental and 
Institutional Language 
Attitudes and Policies, 
Including Official 
Status and Use

Passive

Assimilation

3 No explicit policy exists for minority 
languages; the dominant language 
prevails in the public domain.

8 . Community 
Members’ Attitudes 
Towards Their Own 
Language

2 Some members support language 
maintenance; others are indifferent or 
may even support language loss.

9. Type and Quality of 
Documentation

Fair 3 There may be an adequate grammar or 
sufficient numbers of grammars, 
dictionaries and texts but no everyday 
media; audio and video recordings of 
varying quality or degree of annotation 
may exist.
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Teaching & Learning CREDE’S Standards for Effective Pedagogy

Appendix F

CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON EDUCATION, DIVERSITY & EXCELLENCE (CREDE) 

GWICH’IN PROGRAM EVALUATION BASED ON: 

STANDARDS PERFORMANCE CONTINUUM FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

(PD-SPC):

INSTRUCTIONS: Check those that apply in each area.
Name School Grades(s)/Subject(s) Evaluation Date Total Score

0-NOT 1-EMERGING 2-DEVELOPING 3-ENACTING 4-
OBSERVED INTEGRATING

J o in t  p r o c e d u r e  a c t iv it y ! Teacher and Students Producing 1
Together

O  0-NOT 
OBSERVED 
Students work 
independently 
of one another.

O  1-EM ERGING 
Students either 
(a) occasionally 
assist one another 
while they work 
on their own 
products; (b) are 
instructed in how 
to work in 
groups; or (c) 
contribute 
individual work, 
not requiring 
collaboration, to 
a shared product.

O  2-
DEVELOPING  
Either (a) the 
teacher and 
students 
collaborate on a 
shared product 
in a whole-class 
setting, or (b) 
students 
collaborate on 
shared products 
in pairs or small 
groups.

O  3-
EN A CTIN G  
The teacher and 
a small group of 
students 
collaborate on a 
shared product 
(all students 
will have the 
opportunity to 
work with the 
teacher in a 
small group).

O  4-IN TEGRA TIN G  
The teacher designs, 
enacts, and collaborates in 
joint productive activities 
that demonstrate skillful 
integration of multiple 
standards simultaneously.

Comments:
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LANGUAGE & LITERACY
DEVELOPMENTmM Developing Language and Literacy Across the 

Curriculum

O  0-NOT 
OBSERVED 
Instruction is 
dominated by 
teacher talk.

O  1 -
EM ERGING 
Either (a) the 
teacher 
explicitly 
models 
appropriate 
language; (b) 
students engage 
in brief, 
repetitive, or 
drill-like 
reading, writing, 
or speaking 
activities; or (c) 
students engage 
in social talk 
while working.

O  2-
DEVELOPING  
Students have 
structured 
opportunities for 
extended reading, 
writing, speaking.

O  3- EN ACTIN G  

Students engage 
in extended 
reading, writing, 
or speaking 
activities that 
require them to 
use academic 
language, AND 
the teacher 
assists students 
by questioning, 
rephrasing, or 
modeling.

O  4  -INTEGRATING 

The teacher designs, 
enacts, and assists in 
language development 
activities that 
demonstrate skillful 
integration of multiple 
standards 
simultaneously.

Comments:

CONTEXTUALIZATION Making Meaning -  Connecting School to 
Students’ Lives

O  0-NOT 
OBSERVED 
New information 
is presented in an 
abstract, 
disconnected 
manner.

O  1 -
EM ERGING 
The teacher 
either (a) 
includes 
something 
familiar to 
students in 
instruction, (b) 
connects 
classroom 
activities by 
theme, or (c) 
includes parents 
or community 
members in 
activities or 
instruction.

O  2-
DEVELOPING  
The teacher 
makes explicit 
connections 
between 
students’ prior 
knowledge and 
the instructional 
activities.

O  3-ENACTING 
New activities 
draw
extensively on 
students’ prior 
knowledge and 
experience.

O  4 -
INTEGRATING 
The teacher designs, 
enacts, and assists in 
contextualized 
activities that 
demonstrate skillful 
integration of 
multiple standards 
simultaneously.

Comments:
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CHALLENGING ACTIVITIES Teaching Complex Thinking

O  0-NOT 
OBSERVED 

Activities rely 
on repetition, 
recall, or 
duplication to 
produce factual 
or procedural 
information.

O  1 - EM ERG ING  
The teacher either 
(a) accommodates 
students’ varied 
ability levels, (b) 
sets standards for 
student
performance, or 
(c) provides 
students with 
feedback on their 
performance, 
though tasks are 
based on factual 
or procedural 
information.

O  2-
DEVELOPING  
Instructional 
activities are 
challenging. 
Challenging 
means students 
generate new 
knowledge by 
using
information to 
perform 
complex tasks 
that require 
various forms 
of elaboration 
such as 
analysis, 
synthesis or 
evaluation.

O  3-ENACTING 
Instructional 
activities are 
challenging. 
Also, the teacher 
assesses and 
assists student 
understanding 
through 
modeling, 
instructing, 
encouraging, or 
questioning; and 
students receive 
feedback on their 
work.

O  4 -
INTEGRATING 
The teacher 
designs, enacts, 
and assists in 
challenging 
activities that 
demonstrate 
skillful
integration of 
multiple standards 
simultaneously.

Comments:

INSTRUCTIONAL CONVERSATION Teaching Through Observation

O  0-NOT O  1 - EM ERGING O  2- O  3-EN ACTING O  4 -IN TEGRATING
OBSERVED With individuals DEVELOPING The teachers The teacher designs,
Lecture or or small groups, The teacher has a planned, enacts, and assists in
whole-class the teacher either converses with goal-directed instructional
instruction (a) interacts in a small group conversation conversations that
predominates. ways that are of students on with a small demonstrate skillful

comfortable for an academic group of integration of multiple
students, (b) uses topic and students on an standards
questioning, elicits student academic topic; simultaneously.
listening or talk by elicits talk by
rephrasing to questioning, questioning,
elicit student talk, listening and listening and
or (c) converses responding to responding;
on a student and inquires
nonacademic responses. about students’
topic. views,

judgments, or 
rationales.

Comments:
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MODELIN G Learning Through Observation

O  0-NOT O  1 - O  2- O  3-ENACTING O  4 -INTEGRATING
OBSERVED EM ERGING D EVELOPING The teacher The teacher designs,
Students begin The teachers, The teacher provides a enacts, and assists in
working or student, provides a model model of a modeling activities that
immediately models of a completed completed demonstrate skillful
following a behaviors, product that product that integration of multiple
verbal thinking students then students then standards
explanation. processes, or make, or models make, or simultaneously.

procedures, but the behaviors, models the
does not thinking behaviors,
provide an processes. or thinking
opportunity for procedures processes, or
students to necessary for the procedures
practice. task. necessary for 

the task, and 
assists students 
practice.

Comments:

1 STUDENT DIRECTED ACTIVITY Encourage Student Decision Making
I

O  0-NOT 
OBSERVED 
Students work 
on task 
designed and 
assigned by the 
teacher.

O  1 -
EM ERGING 
Students chose 
the subject or 
topic for an 
assigned task.

O  2-
D EVELOPING 
Students select 
from among 
activities 
developed by the 
teacher.

O  3-ENACTING

Students
generate
learning topics
or develop
learning
activities.

O  4 -INTEGRATING 

The teacher designs, 
enacts and assists in 
student directed 
activities that 
demonstrate skillful 
integration of multiple 
standards 
simultaneously.

Comments:

OTHER EVALUATION NOTES
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Appendix G 

IRB Approved Interview Questions 

Questions approved by the UAF Internal Review Board are all presented and discussed on the 

following five charts.

Personal history/involvement with the participatory-based research activity.

1 Can you tell me how you became involved in learning this activity?

2 When did you first become involved in this activity?

3 Was there anyone in particular who influenced or taught you?

4 Was there any particular event that prompted you to learn this participatory-based research 

activity?

5 Did you speak Gwich’in during any of these activities?

Reasons for Learning

1

2

3

4

What were your reasons for learning this activity?

Was there anyone or anything in particular made you want to learn how to do the activity? 

Was there something you wanted to do with your newly acquired skill?

Can you describe the way you were taught?

Opinions about Language Learning

1

2

3

Why are people trying to save Gwich’in language and culture?

Why do you think we should learn our language and culture?

What would you say to someone who questions why we should save our language and
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4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

culture?

How have your opinions changed over the years about speaking Gwich’in?

How does speaking Gwich’in relate to your identity as a Gwich’in person?

How does the Gwich’in language relate to your home village?

Goals

What goals do you have about learning about Gwich’in culture and language?

How do you plan to reach those goals?

What kinds of community projects involve Gwich’in language use?

If there are no community projects, then what kinds of projects do you think are needed? 

What do you see about the future of our language and culture?

Other

Is there anything you would like to add?

Is there anything I did not ask that you think is important?

Do you have any questions for me?
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Research Questions for the Administrative Staff of the ‘Aha Punana Leo

Upon review of the Kuma Honua Mauli Ola, Kukui ‘A Mau, Kumu Kukui, and the “Mai Loko 

Mai O Ka ‘I’ini: Proceeding from a Dream” The ‘Aha Punana Leo Connection in Hawaiian 

Language Revitalization chapter, I have the following questions about the visioning process 

conducted in the 1990’s:

1. The references include the Alaska Native Knowledge Network: Alaska Standards for  
Culturally Responsive Schools and the Guidelines for Preparing Culturally Responsive 
Teachers for Alaska’s Schools. W hat influence did you take from these standards in 
developing the ‘Aha Punana Leo’s Standards of Excellence?

2. The 1990’s efforts to document and clarify the philosophy that was the foundation for the 
Hawaiian language efforts are not clearly defined in the previously mention documents.
W hat was the process for determining participation (age groups, tribal/island 
groups, family groups, consultants, university staff, parents, etc.), meeting locations 
and scheduling?

3. The western educational system school requirements are not referenced in the previously 
mention documents. W hat level of consideration did the initial participants give 
western educational requirements when planning?

4. The Hawaiian Values seem to be a very important part of the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola 
statement. How were those developed? Were the values common knowledge or was 
that facilitated in some way?

5. The effect of a language on maintaining a cultural world view has very detailed examples 
of ways your language reflects meaning not clearly communicated in English. How were 
those chosen? Did an Elder give those examples or is it a common reference?

6 . W hat was the involvement of western educational systems of power such as the 
University system?
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7. I understand that the initial language revitalization efforts began with parents in the 
community. Was the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola adopted by western systems at the 
request of the parents and community activism?

8 . Integration of traditional beliefs is very important to many minorities including the 
Gwich’in of the Upper Yukon Flats region of Alaska. W hat was your experience in 
integrating those values into the western systems of power?

9. W hat was the time frame for the establishing the ‘Aha Punana Leo, K-12 schools 
and University level programming?

10. Was there an unofficial partnership between interested stakeholders in positions of 
power at various organizations working on one common goal during the planning 
process?

11. If you had Alaskan Consultants, who were they and what were their
activities/contributions especially in the initial planning and establishing standards 
for assessment?

12. I understand the ‘Aha Punana Leo had a board of unpaid volunteers who are Hawaiian 
speaking educators. W hat is the relationship between the ‘Aha Punana Leo and all 
the organizations involved?

13. How were the fluency level indicators developed in relationship to the Kumu Honua 
Mauli Ole, vision, mission and values?

14. W hat were the greatest challenges in this planning process?

15. W hat do you consider the greatest benefits of this hard work?
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Numeric distribution of Self-Assessment Tool results.

Appendix H

Dimension Sub dimensions 0- Not 
Observed

1 -
Emerging

2  -
Developing

3 -
Enacting

4 -
Integra
ting

Joint Procedure 
Activity

Teacher and 
Student Producing 
Together

Language &
Literacy
Development

Developing 
Language and 
Literacy Across 
the Curriculum

Contextualization Making Meaning 
-  Connecting 
School to 
Students’ Lives

Challenging
Activities

Teaching
Complex Thinking

Instructional
Conversation

Teaching Through 
Observation

Modeling Learning Through 
Observation

Student Directed 
Activity

Encourage Student 
Decision Making
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Appendix I 

Gwich’in Tribes

The Gwich’in tribes or bands are usually listed as shown in the following chart. These 

tribes were taken from Gwich’in researcher Adeline Peter-Raboff (2001) and the Gwich’in 

Council International (Gwich'in Council International, 2010). Other communities with an 

affiliation to the Gwich’in Tribe that are newly recognized are Tseen Duu Gwich’in in Beaver 

and the Nihtat “Mixed Nation” Gwich’in from Inuvik.

Table I.1: Gwich’in Tribes or Bands

English Village Name G w ich’in Name Tribe Rough
Translation

Arctic Village, Alaska Vashr^jj K ’oo N eets ’̂ jj G w ich’in People o f  the Northside

Beaver, Alaska Teetsii (Tsee Duu) T ’eetsii G w ich’in D ow nriver People

Birch Creek, Alaska Deenduu D eenduu G w ich’in Foothill M ountain 
People

Chalkyitsik, Alaska Jalgitsik D raanjik G w ich’in *Jal k ’it means “hole in  
ice for fishing.”

Circle, Alaska D anzhit Kh^jjnlaii Canyon on One-Side

Fort Yukon, Alaska Gwichyaa Zheh Gwichyaa G w ich’in People o f  the Flats

Venetie, Alaska Vp t q j j N eets ’̂ jj G w ich’in V yah Taii “Snare”

Upper Koyukuk, Alaska *K ’iitl’it G w ich’in

Aklavik, Canada Edhiitat

Fort McPherson, T eetl’it Zheh

Canada
Innuvik, Canada N ihtat M ixed N ation

O ld Crow, Canada V untut

Tsiigehchic, Canada Gwichya

Alaska Disbanded D i’haii

Disbanded to Van Dagoo Tukudh

Tat/Teetl’it
Disbanded Hantee

(Hayton, Personal Communication, 2016.) *Katherine Peter & Jeff Leer Notes

The Gwich’in family system is further complicated by the historical implications of the 

following clans: C h’itsyaa, Naatsaii or Nantsaii, and Teenjeerahtsyaa. Further research on these 

terms is required as conflicting definitions exist. The People o f the Lakes: Stories o f Our Van Tat
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Elders/GoogwandakNakhach’anjoo Van Tat Gwich’in (2009) by Shirleen Smith and Vuntut 

Gwitchin Nation documents the story titled “C h’atiiyuukaih: Crow and the Clan System Any” as 

told by Alfred Charlie. The legend details the creation of two clans, the Crow and Wolf. “ .. .So 

that’s how the C h’ichyaa [Wolf Clan] and Neetsaih [Crow Clan] came to be. I don’t know how 

the Teenjiraatsyaa [the middle clan] started.” [People of the Lakes] connection of these terms to 

possible structured marriage system has not been observed due to the influence of Christianity 

(Raboff, 2001, p. 7). In personal communication, the Nantsaii were powerful leaders, the 

majority of the people were C h’itsyaa who were the “helpers” or “slaves,” and that the 

Teenjeerahtsyaa were descendants of mixed marriages (culturally) or incestuous unions.

The idea of what a family is changes from family to family, but a generalized idea 

persists in Alaska Indigenous worldviews, including that of the Gwich’in. The Gwich’in idea of 

family includes a large extended family composed of a complex system of interrelated clans and 

tribes. The extended family of any given individual may make up several large family groups 

that are considered by an Indigenous person to be part of their immediate family.
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Appendix J 

9th -  12th Dine Cultural Standards

9th-12th Dine Culture Standards
STANDARD: K’e doo nitsahakees doo nahat'a naasgoo iina bee siili hasingo adnnhmt. 

I will develop an understanding o f Dine way o f life.

s3

I

C>i

" 3

*Na

N■a

•a•u

Concept 1 - Nitsahakees
Shintsahakecs bee adit nishdljj ddo bee adaa'akonisdzin doolecl.

_____________ 1 will recognize and value m y thoughts and personality.__________________________

PO 1. She'iina" baa akoniizj'igii bee adil nishdlj( doo bee anisht'ce dooleel.

I w ill app ly  and p ractice  w hat I have learned about se lf-respect and aw areness.

P 0  2. Yridf shfdcet'i'igM baa ahashvsja doo binahjj' na’nishtln dooleet.

I will care for my belongings and teach accordingly.

PO 3. NitPiz attaas'ei baa hane’ ddo hideet'i’igii baa hashne’ dooleel.

I will present and explain cultural items and jewelry.

PO 4. Jj doo tl'ee’ na'nltin bidadeet'i’LgN be’esh'jj doo bik’ehgo naashaa dooleel.
I will employ rules o f daytime and nighttime.

Concept 2 -  Nahat'a
Nahat'a’ hits'gaddd anootjlign bik'ego anisht'ce dooleel.

_____________1 will apply and practice the Dine way o f life with confidence.____________

PO 1. Naliasdzaan ddo Yadilhil bibee haz'aanii baa hane' igii baa hashne' dooleel.

I will present cultural teaching about earth and sky.

PO 2. K’e hwiindzin bdhoor^’igii binahjj' bit da'imishta'igii k'e bidishnjj dooleel.

I will research clan groups to recognize my peers as relatives.

P 0  3. Nahasdzaan bikaa’gi beed a’iinaanii bee adaa’akonisdzin dooleet.

I will practice respect o f nature in my daily life.

P 0  4. Naat'agii ddo ch'osh dahinaanii baa yashti' dooleel.

I will design a preservation project for sacred birds and insects.
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9th-12th Dine Culture Standards
STANDARD: K’6 doo nitsahakees doo nahat'a naasgoo iina bee siih hasingo adoolnul.

I will develop an understanding o f  Dine way o f life.

Concept 3 - Iina
B i t s 'q a d o o  bee  d a ' i i n a a n i i  b a a  a k n n i s i n  d o o le e l .
1 will implement and recognize the Dine lifestyle.

PO 1 Hooghan t’aa al’aan adaat'eego baa hane’igii naashkaah doo baa hashne' 
dooleel.

I will research and present on the history o f the different types o f  hogans.

PO 2. Keyah doo Nahasdzaan doo to hane' bidadeet'i'igii naashkaah dooleel.

1 will research the cultural stories relevant to land and water.

PO 3. Nanise’ ch’il altaas'ei shil beehozin doo choosh’jj dooleel.

1 will integrate different uses o f plants.

PO 4. Azee’ altsaas'ei choidoo'jjl biniiye hasht'edoolniil shil beehozin dooleel.

I will explain the steps in preparation o f traditional herbs used for medicine.
Concept 4 -  Siihasin

Dinek'ehji na'nitin silahigu bohoosh'aahgo ei bee siih dinisdzin dooleel. 
I will apply and practice the Dine way o f life with confidence.

PO 1. Iloneeshgish doo kp‘ silaagi baa hane' doo bee o'ool'jjligii shil beehozin dooleel.

I will recognize and demonstrate the stories related to fire stick.

PO 2. To shil niljjgo baa aheeh nisin dooleel.

I will appreciate the significant o f water.

PO 3. Ilaigo dahane* bee na'nitinigii bee anisht'ee dooleel.

I will apply the moral teachings o f winter stories.

PO 4. Alch'j' naazleii bidadeet’i’igii bee anisht’ee doo baa nahashne' dooleel.

I will live and retell the stories related to Duality.
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Appendix K

Indigenous Culture-Based Education Continuum Rubric 

D e m m e rt ,  H ilb e rg ,  B e a u lie u ,  K a w l in s ,  T h a rp ,  Y a p ,  et al. 12/19/2007

Indigenous Culture-Based Education Continuum

E nacting (Indicators) D eveloping (Indicators) Em erging (Indicators) N ot P resent 1
General Prom otes and streng thens the Reflects a developing planned Reflects incidental or partia lly Reflects contem porary

D efin itions o f  the distinctive contem porary as well & coordinated effort tow ard planned efforts tow ard social and cultu ral
Rubric L evels as trad itional linguistic, cultural, in teg ration  of local com m unity in tegration  of local com m unity mores of U.S. schools.

and  social m ores of th e goals and  values which may goals and  values.
community. be partially  im plem ented.

Culturally-Based The Indigenous Language is used The Indigenous Language is P lans are incidental or being English is used as the
Indigenous as a prim ary  language of used as an  em erging language developed for the  introduction of language of

Language Use instruction  across the  curriculum of instruction  and/or tau g h t as an  Indigenous Language for instruction  in  all
and in teg rates a m ulti-lingual a subject as p a rt of a p lanned instruction  or as a class in  some grades w ith  foreign
approach to learn ing  in  other and  coordinated effort across grades. I t  may be used languages ta u g h t as a
school and com m unity activities in the  grades. Social and inform ally for com m unication in subject. The
ways th a t prom otes th e  distinctive com m unity use of the classrooms and/or m ay be used Indigenous Language
spiritual, cu ltural, and social language is practiced and in  school cerem onial (song, is not used a t all, in
mores of the  community. encouraged for use in  the perform ance, story telling) or th e  classroom or

school. other non-classroom settings 
prim arily  by adults in  th e  
community.

school b u t may be 
used incidentally or as 
a Creole in  a varie ty  of 
settings.

Culturally-Based Instructional strategies, teaching P lans are being developed and Individual or incidental Instruction  is
Pedagogy activities, classroom m anagem ent carried  out to organize instructional strategies, predom inantly  whole-

strateg ies and physical instructional strategies, teaching activities, classroom class,
environm ents a re  organized in teaching activities, classroom m anagem ent strateg ies and decontextualized,
ways th a t reinforce the  distinctive m anagem ent strateg ies and physical environm ents a re  being didactic, and  focused
spiritual, cu ltural, and social physical environm ents in explored and m ay reflect prim arily  on
mores of the  community. ways th a t support the distinctive spiritual, cu ltural, individual work and

distinctive spiritual, cultural, and  social mores of the accom plishments.
and  social mores of the community.
community.
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C ulturally  Based 
Curriculum

Enacting (Indicators)
A culturally-based curriculum  has 
been in teg rated  into all grade levels 
and subject areas. This curriculum  
addresses th e  relationship  of 
academic content to both trad itional 
and local com m unity knowledge, 
and th e  historical, social, political, 
and economic experiences of the 
com m unity in  a m odern context.
The curriculum  has been expanded 
to provide s tuden ts a  rich  m ulti
cultural, national, and in ternational 
content base from which to grow 
and m ature.

Developing (Indicators)
An Indigenous language, 
culturally-based curriculum  is 
p lanned and may be partially  
im plem ented in  select grade 
levels and subject areas. This 
includes an  introduction to 
national and in ternational 
events from a context th a t 
supports the distinctive 
spiritual, cultural, and social 
m ores of th e  community.

Emerging (Indicators)
A culturally-based curriculum , 
for which academic content is 
re la ted  to com m unity 
knowledge, is in  th e  p lanning 
stage and m ay be used in 
some grade levels and  subject 
a reas and/or is in  
development. The com m unity 
and professional sta ff m ay not 
yet be universally  supportive 
of th e  changes being 
discussed.

N ot Present
The school curriculum  
does not reflect local 
N ative culture, 
history, or language 
and the school may 
presen t a perspective 
and context 
inconsistent w ith  the 
views and priorities of 
the N ative Am erican 
community.

Culturally-B ased 
P a tte rn s  of 

P artic ipation  in 
Leadership and 

Decision-M aking

The com m unity served by the 
school is a p a rtn e r in  decisions 
regarding school vision, philosophy, 
mission, goals, curriculum , and 
assessm ent of studen t progress and 
in  th e  articulation  of values for the 
program . The socio-political 
processes associated w ith  decision
m aking reinforce trad itional and 
contem porary spiritual, cultural, 
and social mores of th e  com m unity 
in  a m odern and expanding context.

P aren ts  and others in  th e  local 
com m unity served by the 
school are engaged in lim ited 
b u t expanding planning and 
decision-making regarding 
school vision, goals (planning), 
curriculum , assessm ent of 
studen t progress, and 
articu la tion  of values for the 
program .

The local com m unity served 
by th e  school is advisory in 
decision m aking regarding 
school vision, goals (planning), 
curriculum , assessm ent of 
studen t progress, and 
articu la tion  of values for the 
program.

Local school 
adm inistra tors and/or 
sta te  and national 
governm ents, have 
prim acy in  decision 
m aking regarding 
school goals, 
curriculum , pedagogy 
& school
adm inistra tion  w ith 
little  or no regard  for 
the priorities of the 
N ative community.
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Culturally-Based 
M ethods of 

A ssessing S tudent 
Perform ance

Enacting (Indicators)
A ssessm ent of s tuden t progress is 
carried  out in  th e  language of 
instruction, is based on the local 
curriculum , and is used to adjust 
pedagogy and  curricular 
approaches for individual students 
and  classroom practice. Schools 
m onitor progress of both students 
and  teachers for decisions on 
curricular, m anagem ent, and 
pedagogical changes.

Developing (Indicators)
A ssessm ent of studen t 
perform ance is in  the 
developm ental stage and 
planned  for m onitoring 
s tuden t progress in  reading, 
w riting, m athem atics, oral 
proficiency and  for adjusting 
pedagogy and curricular 
approaches for individual 
s tuden t and classroom 
practice. Testing and editing 
of in strum en ts a re  tak ing  
place.______________________

Emerging (Indicators)
Discussion and/or planning is 
tak ing  place for assessm ent of 
s tuden t progress th a t is 
in tended to assess student 
progress in  the  language of 
instruction, local curriculum , 
and for adjusting  pedagogy and 
cu rricu lar approaches for 
individual s tuden t and 
classroom practice.

N ot Present
Testing and 
assessm ent of s tudent 
academic progress is 
in  th e  N ational 
Language (English) 
and  is used 
exclusively in  the 
schools for all 
studen ts regardless of 
language community.
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Inupiaq Learning Framework -  Performance Expectations 

Revised F ebruary  11, 2017 1

Appendix L

Perform ance Expectations for the Inupiaq Learning Fram ew ork

NSBSD Standards for Environm ental Realm , A ll Them es

A n ote  ab ou t p erform ance levels:
This docum ent contains four levels of perform ance expectations for each ILF O verarching U nderstanding. In addition  to  those 
four levels, w hich are  m ost often seen o r expected in NSBSD schools, w e note below  one additional levels (in italics] th a t is not 
included in these tables, one m ost often exhibited by people after leaving the public school system.

The levels are no t tied to grades; ra ther, they are roughly correla ted  w ith  ages a t w hich the  behavior o r p erform ance w ould be 
expected in trad itional Inupiaq culture. Because NSBSD studen ts will encoun ter the ILF inform ation a t  d iverse ages and 
grades, they  m ay find them selves in B, N, and P sta tus a t ages th a t a re quite d ifferent from  those trad itionally  expected. For 
instance, a high school s tu d e n t new  to skin sewing, even though a t the age w hen  he or she w ould have been  expected to  be 
proficient, w ould nonetheless be a t level B, Beginner.

The levels are:
[E] Emerging: From  b irth  to  abou t age 3, the tim e w hen  children are gradually  sta rting  to becom e aw are of them selves and 
th e ir  surroundings.
[B] Beginner: Roughly equivalent to  ages 3 to 7, a new  learner w ho has becom e som ew hat aw are  of his or her su rroundings 
and is exploring them .
[N] Novice: Roughly equivalent to  ages 8 to 12, a lea rn er w ho is deepening his o r h er abilities in the skill o r concept b u t is still 
a ttem pting  new  w ays of expressing it.
[P] Practitioner: Roughly equivalent to ages 13 to 18, a lea rn er w ho regularly  practices the  skill o r exhibits th e  concept and 
serves as a m odel for younger children.

[M] Master: A person who has a deep knowledge and skill level and teaches the skill. We have no t indicated perform ances fo r  this 
level because an individual usually does n o t become a m aster until well into adulthood. It is n o t expected tha t everyone will 
become a m aster in every area o f  knowledge.
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Food Preparation and Care
• Culture is embedded in language; different languages uniquely express cultural understandings and beliefs. 

[E.fpc.l]
o EQ: W hat understandings about the nature of food are clarified through the Inupiaq language? [E.fpc.l.a]

• In the Inupiaq worldview, the spiritual dimension is an integral part of and not separate from all aspects of a 
person’s awareness. [E.fpc.2]

o EQ: How is spirituality em bodied in the preparation and care of food? [E.fpc.2.a]
• Food preparation and sharing are universal ways of forging and maintaining family and community. [E.fpc.3]

o EQ: How do societies forge and m aintain family and community? [E.fpc.3.a]
o EQ: How do societies use food -  preparing, sharing, and consuming -  to forge and m aintain community? 

[E.fpc.3.b]
• Each society strives to feed its members nutritious food. [E.fpc.4]

o EQ: W hat are the nutritional values of indigenous foods? [E.fpc.4.a]
• The foods a person grows up on provide more than nutritional sustenance; they are imbued with emotional, 

social, and symbolic importance as well. [E.fpc.5]
o EQ: W hat emotional, social and symbolic m eanings do your favorite foods hold for you? [E.fpc.5.a] 
o EQ: Why do we like some foods m ore than others? [E.fpc.5.b]

• Inupiaq society is held together by the values, beliefs and traditions surrounding the sharing of the bounty. 
[E.fpc.6]

o EQ: How are the values, beliefs, and traditions made m anifest through the sharing of the bounty? [E.fpc.6.a]

Strand Stem
(Instruc
tional
Focus)

PE (Performance
Expectation)
Emerging

PE (Perform ance
Expectation)
Beginner

PE (Performance
Expectation)
Novice

PE (Perform ance
Expectation)
Practitioner

Food,
Culture and

The studen t 
uses the

[E] E.fpc.l.1 Name 
traditional foods and

[B] E.fpc.l.1 Name 
traditional foods and

[N] E.fpc.l.1 Use 
Inupiaq phrases tha t

[P] E.fpc.1.1 Discuss 
food preparation and
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Language
E.fpc.l

Inupiaq and 
English
languages to ...

eating utensils; e.g., 
show picture of 
caribou; make tuttu 
soup naming 
ingredients as we put 
them in, eat, name 
utensils as we use 
them. This can be 
done with any snack 
or meal.

eating utensils in 
Inupiaq.

include traditional 
food names, utensils 
and food-related 
verbs.

care and carry on a 
conversation 
Inupiatun around the 
dinner table.

[E] E.fpc.1.2 
Recognize and name 
animals used for 
foods.

[B] E.fpc.1.2 Name 
basic mammal, fish, 
and bird anatomy.

[N] E.fpc.1.2 Identify 
major organs, bones, 
tendons and body 
parts when cutting up 
an animal.

[P] E.fpc.1.2 Describe 
the processes of 
cutting up an animal 
and uses of various 
animal parts.

Spiritual 
aspects of 
food E.fpc.2

The student 
uses
knowledge of 
Inupiaq culture 
t o ...

[E] E.fpc.2.1 Listen 
actively to stories that 
describe a person's 
spiritual relationship 
with the food quest.

[B] E.fpc.2.1. Retell 
stories that describe a 
person's spiritual 
relationship with the 
food quest.

[N] E.fpc.2.1. Tell 
stories that describe a 
person's spiritual 
relationship with the 
food quest.

[P] E.fpc.2.1. Tell 
his/her own stories 
that express the 
spiritual aspects of 
the food quest.

[E] E.fpc.2.2 Discover 
where food comes 
from; e.g., explain that 
berries and other 
fruits come from 
plants and trees; 
berry picking 
showing pictures of 
fruit trees; potatoes, 
peanuts carrots -

[B] E.fpc.2.2 Match 
food items with 
specific living things.

[N] E.fpc.2.2 Explain 
the reciprocal 
relationship between 
people and the 
animals that give 
themselves to people.

[P] E.fpc.2.2 Describe 
a hunt during which 
the relationship 
between people and 
animals that gave 
themselves was 
evident.
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Appendix M

Y eendaa + T ’aagw a’y a ’, + Jidii ts'a' + Jidii gw itr 'it + Geenjit jid ii = C h’eejuk
jid ii Jidii haa nihataii', Jidii (W ork) t'eeshi'yaa Change
t'eeshi'yaa shandaii nihdhan Resources A ction P lan
Vision Skills Incentives

T ’aagw a’y a ’, + Jidii ts'a' + Jidii gw itr 'it + Geenjit jid ii = Gwinzii
Jidii haa nihataii', Jidii (W ork) t'eeshi'yaa gaashandaii
shandaii Skills nihdhan

Incentives
Resources Action P lan kwaa

Confusion
Y eendaa + Jidii ts'a' + Jidii gw itr 'it + Geenjit jid ii = Geenjit naljat,
jid ii nihataii', Jidii (W ork) t'eeshi'yaa tr ’eegwihdii
t'eeshi'yaa nihdhan Resources A ction P lan Anxiety
Vision Incentives

Y eendaa + T ’aagw a’y a ’, + Jidii gw itr 'it + Geenjit jid ii = K hai’ ch ’eejuk
jid ii Jidii haa (W ork) t'eeshi'yaa neegwaayii
t'eeshi'yaa shandaii Skills Resources Action P lan Gradual
Vision Change

Y eendaa + T ’aagw a’y a ’, + Jidii ts'a' + Geenjit jid ii = Sheek’ii
jid ii Jidii haa nihataii', Jidii t'eeshi'yaa gwanlii,
t'eeshi'yaa shandaii Skills nihdhan A ction P lan Zhalts’ii
Vision Incentives Frustration

Y eendaa + T ’aagw a’y a ’, + Jidii ts'a' + Jidii gw itr 'it + = Zhyaa it’ee
jid ii Jidii haa nihataii', Jidii (W ork) gwinyaa
t'eeshi'yaa shandaii Skills nihdhan Resources False Starts
Vision Incentives

Managing Complex 

Change Model in 

Gwich’in
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Kheegwadadhaak’a ’ or “We just keep the fire going” Framework -  English

Appendix N
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Appendix O

Participant Consent Forms

IKBN33796(M Charleen Fisher -  Consent Form

Adult Consent Form 
(Main Participants)

Documenting Oral Histories of Gwich’in Elders

Description of the Study:
You are being asked to take part in a study to document the personal histories of Gwich’in Elders. The goal of this 
study is to learn about the traditional Gwich’in learning process. You are being asked to take part in this study 
because you have had a unique perspective being raised in a fluent Gwich’in home. Please read this form and ask 
any questions you may have before you agree to be in the study.

rhe stories that you have told to me will be used in my research on elder knowledge. This is part of my research 
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks where I am a student in the Indigenous Studies program. I will be using 
the information you share with me in publications and presentations. In the dissertation and other publications 
and presentations I want to include the recordings and my notes. That is why 1 am asking you to agree to let me 
do that.

If you decide to be part of this study you will be asked to be interviewed and audio taped regarding your life from 
as early as you can remember to the present time. I will ask you to take part in a talking circle that will include 
other participants and the researcher. These interviews will help us to learn about your life. We will learn the how 
you learned your language and culture. The researcher will also learn about how you use Gwich’in in your family 
and in the community. These observations will be recorded once in a while throughout the day on a computer.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
You will not be involved in any risks if you take part in this study. We do not promise that you will get any benefit 
from helping with this study; however, if you so desire, we can provide you with a copy of the transcribed 
individual interviews.

Confidentiality:
Only the researcher and the faculty advisor will have access to the recordings. The recordings will be stored in 
the Elmer E. Rasntuson Library at the Oral History Department in a locked cabinet in William Schneider's 
office room number 331 and in the Brooks Building at the Alaska Native Language Center under locked 
cabinet.

The stories and other information used in this study could be used in reports, presentations, and publications 
that I write and give but if you so choose, I will not identify you personally. 1 will keep your identity 
confidential.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
T our decision to take part in the study is voluntary. You are free to choose not to take part in the study or to stop 
taking part at any time. If you decide to stop participating in the study the information gathered will not be used, 
and will be destroyed properly.

Contacts and Questions:
If you have questions now. feel free to ask us. If you have questions later, you may contact Charleen Fisher at 
(907) 628-6229, e-mail al cliarlecn.fishCT@vukonflats.net or at P. O. Box 24035, Beaver, AK 99724. Also, you 
may reach the faculty advisor, William Schneider, at (907) 479-4720 or c-mail at wsschneider d alaska.edu.
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IRB #337960-1 Charleen Fisher -  Consent Form

Adult Consent Form 
(Main Participants)

Documenting Oral Histories o f  Gwich'in Elders

Description o f the Study:
You arc being asked to take part in a stud)' to document the personal histories o f  Gwich'in Elders. The goal o f  this 
study is to learn about the traditional Gwich’in learning process. You are being asked to take part in this study 
because you have had a unique perspective being raised in a fluent Gwich’in home. Please read this form and ask 
any questions you may have before you agree to be in the study.

The stories that you have told to me will be used in my research on elder knowledge. This is part o f my research 
at the University o f  Alaska Fairbanks where I am a student in the Indigenous Studies program. I will be using 
the information you share with me in publications and presentations. In the dissertation and other publications 
and presentations I want to include the recordings and my notes. That is why I am asking you to agree to let me 
do that.

If you decide to be part o f  this study you will be asked to be interviewed and audio taped regarding your life from 
as early as you can remember to the present time. I will ask you to take part in a talking circle that will include 
other participants and the researcher. These interviews will help us to Icarn about your life. We will leam the how 
you learned your language and culture. The researcher will also leam about how you use Gwich’in in your family 
and in the community. These observations will be recorded once in a while throughout the day on a computer.

Risks and Benefits o f Being in the Study:
You will not be involved in any risks if  you take part in this study. We do not promise that you will get any benefit 
from helping with this study; however, if  you so desire, we can provide you with a copy o f  the transcribed 
individual interviews.

Confidentiality;
Only the researcher and the faculty advisor will have access to the recordings. The recordings will be stored in 
the Elmer E. Rasmuson Library at the Oral History Department in a locked cabinet in William Schneider's 
office room number 331 and in the Brooks Building at the Alaska Native Language Center under locked 
cabinet.

The stories and other information used in this study could be used in reports, presentations, and publications 
that 1 write and give but if  you so choose. I will not identify you personally. 1 will keep your identity 
confidential.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision to take part in the study is voluntary. You arc free to choose not to take part in the study or to stop 
taking part at any time. If you decide to stop participating in the study the information gathered will not be used, 
and will be destroyed properly.

Contacts and Questions:
If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have questions later, you may contact Charleen Fisher at 
(9 0 7 ) 628-6229 , e-mail at charleen .ijsh y i a \  u k o n n a ls .n e t or at P. O . Box 24 035 , Beaver, AK 99724. Also, you 
may reach the faculty advisor. William Schneider, at (907) 47 9 -4 7 2 0  or e-mail at w ssch n cid cr ttialaska.edu.
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If you have questions or concerns ahour your rights as a participant, please contact the Research Coordinator in the 
Office o f  Research Integrity at 474-7SU0 (Fairbanks area} or 1-S66-S76-7S00 (outside the Fairbanks area} or
l y i i l v t /  u n f e d  L i ,

Statement of Consent:
[ know what this study is about ajid 1 have had my questions answered. 1 want to be part of this study.

If appropriate:

Please chock the box that applies:

m  can lie recorded 
□  1 cann«t be recorded

You «rc allowed to use my real name and place o f residence in your dissertation.

Please check the box that applies:

tZ liagm :. You can use my name and city. 
 □ I do not agree. Please use a pseudonym.

Printed Participant's Name

Signature o f  Participant & Date
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Informed Consent Form
'Aha Punana Leo Visioning Process Interviews

IRB # 213118
Date Approved 02/15/2011

Description of the Study:
You are being asked to take part in a research study about the process the Hawaiians took to compile the document 
known as the Kumu Honua Mauli Ola "A Native Hawaiian Educational Philosophy Statement for the purpose of 
teaming more about the integration of indigenous values into the western systems of education. The goal of this 
study is to leam about the Hawaiian visioning process and to eventually model a strand of fluency goals and 
benchmarks that can be replicated for implementation at the district level You are being asked to take part in this 
study because you have knowledge of the events either administering the current project or participating in the 
initial visioning session. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before you agree to be in the 
study.

If you decide to take part, you will asked to participate in a one-on-one interview and once it is transcribed review 
and approve of the content via email.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The risks to you if you take part in this study are limited as you will have an opportunity to review the transcribed 
interview once completed.

Example Benefit Statements:
• The benefit/s) to you for taking part in this study is/are that you will assist with the development of a 

visioning process that can be adapted and implemented in rural Alaska.
• We do not guarantee that you will benefit from taking part in this study.
• There will be no direct benefit to you.

Compensation: (omit this section if no compensation involved)
We will give you a five-doiiar gift card to Fred Meyers to thank you for taking the time to completing the survey. 

Confidentiality:
Possible appropriate statements include:

• Any information obtained about you from the research including answers to questionnaires, history, 
laboratory data findings, or physical examination [choose appropriate items] will be kept strictly 
confidential.

• Any information with your name attached will not be shared with anyone outside the research team.
• We will protect your confidentiality by coding your information with a number so no one can trace your

answers to your name, properly disposing of computer sheets and other papers, limiting access to
identifiable information, telling the research staff the importance of confidentiality, and storing research 
records in locked cabinets.

• The data derived from this study may be used in reports, presentations, and publications but you will not be 
individually identified.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision to take part in the study is voluntary. You are free to choose whether or not to take part in the study. 
If you decide to take part in the study you can stop at any time or change your mind and ask to be removed from 
the study. No matter what you decide, now or later, nothing will happen to you as a result.

Contacts and Questions:
If you have questions now, feel free to ask me(us) now. If you have questions later, you may contact me at 907
628-6313 at work or at 907-628-6229 at home or email me at: charleen.fisher@yukonfiats.net. My mailing address 
is: Charleen Fisher, P.O. Box 24035 Beaver, Alaska 99724

UPDATED Contact Information: cell: 907-347-6534 or email at cfisher9@alaska.edu mail: 325 Bias Drive, Fairbanks, 
Alaska 99712
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If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, you can contact the UAF Office of 
Research Integrity at 474-7800 (Fairbanks area) or 1-866-876-7800 (toll-free outside the Fairbanks area) or 
fyirb@uaf.edu.

Statement of Consent:
I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to

vided a copy of this form.

Signature of Participant & Date
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2011 Gwich’in Strategic Plan -  Identified Values

Appendix P

Dinjii zhuh gwitr’it tr’igwiheel’ee/ tr’igwihil’ee 
Athabascan Values

Khee t’ee gwitr’it t ’agwarah’in 
Self sufficiency

Idik’eeraantii
We take care of ourselves

Adak’aaltii
I’m taking care of myself

Nihlihil’ ee 
Respect

Gwaandak/Gwandak
Talking/Stories

Nilih Garaachak 
Share

Tri’iinin Nqjj Gohtan 
Teach the Children

Tr’iinin Nqjj Tr’ookit 
Children First

Ch’anjaa
Elders

Dak Nihtohta’
We hold each other up

Gwinzjj Gohoh’ee 
Respect others

Nihts’igwiinyaa 
Helping each other

Diiginjik 
Our language

Nihleerihel’ee
We honor/respect each other

Geech’oraahtan 
We are teaching

Ch’oozhii
Kinship

Zheh K’aa 
Family

Yeenaadai’ Diijii Jyaanch’yaa 
People were like that a long time ago

Diiginjik k’yaa girinkhii dai’ shoh tr’inljj 
We are happy to be speaking our language

Diiginjik khaneegwirah’aii 
We are getting our language back

Dlok deegidlii 
Humor

Gach’arahts’ii
Taboo

Nihlooraazhii
Relatives

Googwal’ee 
I am learning

Shroodiinghaa
Sacred

Ch’adoohk’ii
Listen

Khadeets’ii Shrigwiridlii 
We prepare for the future

Ch’araadzaa
Dance

Dinjii Zhuh Gwadal 
Tools
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Deechara’aii
Old word for potlatch

Gwa’oo Ts’aii 
Ceremony

T’eediraa’in
Subsistence

Khahlol/Gwatr’ idawiriah’in 
Collaborating

Shalak N jj 
Relatives

Diidaazhii 
All our relations

Ch’ilik gahtsii 
Making songs

Gwitr’idagwirah’in Dai’diidivee Gwinzii 
We work hard to survive

Ch’anjaa

Elders

Niintsyaa
Gwich’in gathering

K’eegwaadhat
Creator

Dinjii Zhuh Shii 
Native Foods

Ch’oondaih
Medicine

Ligwich’in 
Gwich’in Nation

Gwagwitil
Memorial Give-Away

Dinjii Zhuh Oozhri’ tr’ahtsii 
Gwich’in Naming

Nahkwaii tr’ihil’ee 
Respect your chief
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YFSD Bilingual/Bicultural Program Action Plan 2011

Appendix Q

Yukon Flats School District
P.O. Box 350, Fort Yukon, Alaska 99740 

907-662-2515 Fax 662-3094

Arctic Village, Beaver, Chalkyitsik, Circle, Fort Yukon 
Stevens Village, Venetie

Bill Woodford, Superintendent
fro m  tfie “Desk of:

Tim othy Stathis, D irector o f  C urriculum  and Instruction

Bilingual/Bicultural Program Action Plan
January to July 2011

1. Complete a full Pre-School through Grade 12 Curriculum, complete with scope and sequence by 
July 31s' 2011.

a) Director of Curriculum and Instruction together with the Bilingual Coordinator, establish and 
carry-out monthly goals to be accomplished.

b) Monthly goals shall be inclusive of continued input and collaboration with village Elders and 
leaders.

c) Pre-School Coordinator implements and documents Native Language and Culture processes used 
in the developing Pre-School program. Successful efforts become included in the overall curriculum 
design.

d) Schools implement and document All-day Native Language and Culture Day activities. 
Successful efforts become included in the overall curriculum design.

2. Carry-on aspects of the Initiative for Community Engagement Grant with view of adding to and 
aiding in the design of a permanent curriculum.

3. Make the design and use of Technology an integral part of the Curriculum.

a) Continue training of Teacher Aides and interested Teachers in the computer technology 
applicable for Native Language development starting with the In-Service week: Feb. 28 to March 4lh.

b) Pull together 5 fluent Native Language speakers for a two-week session in Fairbanks in June. Pay 
them, house them at the University dorms, use University classroom settings for the intent purpose of 
making interactive computer-based Native Language media. Approximate cost: $25,000.

4. Employ Elders and other fluent speakers or active subsistence persons or local Native artists to 
engage with students throughout the year and collaborate with them for including curricular goals in 
the developed Curriculum. Payment through the Native Language and Culture grant.

5. Seek and Write Grants for the 2011-12 School-year to further our Native Language and Culture 
Revitalization Initiative.

6. Ensure that Native Language and Culture is integrated in the development of all curricular areas.

7. Collaborate with all similar efforts being done by C.A.T.G., T.C.C., and other organizations.
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Glossary

Assessment Terms 
Yak’ahaanjii 
Nanaan^jj 
Nikkyittinitrikwitili

Educational Leveling Terms 
Nagwaan^jj

Nagwaatth’at

Nagwaak’it
Nagoodlit
Nahshjj
Nagahaadhal
Nagaadhak
Nach’aatsi’
Nagogwaaahnaii 
Troochilzyin 
Ihthle Koogwinyaei 
Thlelchil, Kikyitranji-zzeh 
Kudhun

Stages of Life 
Ihthle tikyidhut 
Tinyanchi
Titsi, Ithli nizyoonedichi kirkhe itili
Titsuino
Tenotui
Unjonut
Trinyun-tsul
Tinjih trenjo ettun
Nuvve kutronahtun zzeh nuvvettshid tsul 
Ttshid, Kukwadhut, Hahkthui 
Trinyun
Trinyun nutrantshi
Trinyun nukwudhut, Trinyun Kathog 
Trinyun ettun

She’s testing it or examining it.
He again became 
Analysis, Tukudh

That’s how it has to be, must be done right now, 
that’s what happens
It was created, established, starting, it was suddenly 
started, they approached, came and they waited. 
Waiting for it, it is starting to become 
Were born, when you were born, birthplace 
She is growing 
They will become
That’s what happened to them, they became.
They are taking care of themselves
They were physically capable of doing anything
Aptitude, Tukudh
Beginner, Tukudh
College, Tukudh
Competent, Tukudh

Adult, Tukudh 
Aged, Tukudh 
Ancestor, Tukudh 
Ancestry, Tukudh 
Ancient, Tukudh 
Ancients, Tukudh 
Babe, Tukudh 
Bachelor, Tukudh 
Cadet, Tukudh 
Chief, Tukudh 
Child, Tukudh 
Childbirth, Tukudh 
Childhood, Tukudh 
Childless, Tukudh
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Comprehension Terms 
N ah ^
Gwik’it teedzii’il’ee 
Yiihtth’ak
Gwinzjj gaandaii kwaa 
Ket ninjiitrudhut 
Kwikkittetzidhele

Learning Terms
Yeedoodiiltin
Yeedood^tan
Nakhwaa heehaa
(gwik’ee) Nakhwahaaltyaa
Nakhwak’^h tii
Nakhwak’iighai’
Geegavooh^hchyaa
Gik’yaanjii
Gik’yaanjik
Gik’igwahandal

Awareness Terms
Gik’inaandak
Nahkwaa

Nats’aa or nats’3 3  

Kakwitundui ket kwittii 
Kakwitundui

Proficiency Criterion Terms 
Nilee t’ah’in 
Ch’aadaii 
Duulee ginljj

Gwinzjj gwahtsii or gwjjzjj gwahtsii
It’ee t’agw^htsii
Neeshraahchy’aa gwil^jj
Vikwichanttokh, Vikkwichanttloth
Thlyookh-kui
Ettettegwanatssi
Kochitri, kitshikwithundui

You understand, so it is 
He understands, also hears 
He understands him 
It is unclear to her 
Attentive, Tukudh 
Comprehend, Tukudh

He is self-educated.
He studied.
Guide, someone who will walk with you.
I’m going to be watching 
Watching over 
With your help
I will train them, you will train them.
She’s learning, finding out about, noticing, sensing. 
She learned, found out about, noticed, sensed.
They are going to find out.

Suddenly realized
Out of nothing, together with us, with you guys, 
mingle, was paddling a canoe 
How, in what way, how is it.
Cognizant, Tukudh 
Cognition, Tukudh

She is handy, skillful, adept (women only).
He is adept, naturally talented (men and boys).
Proficient, Sharp, Agile, Can do almost anything,
extremely good at anything they do
to mean he or she is adept
it is adequate
Poor thing
Clever, Tukudh
Clod, Tukudh
Competency, Tukudh
Criterion, Tukudh
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Kettun tigwiditchyo, Ettet tegwantssi kkwa Deficient, Tukudh

Other Education Terms
Kwikkyikug kwilhtsi Add, Tukudh
Kwikkyikug trikwahtsi Addition, Tukudh
Kwittshah trutuntluth Alphabet, Tukudh
Kookwitetchin, KwununKwikkit Analogy, Tukudh
v.i. Kwitti ginihkhyi ; n. Kwittitrigikhyi Answer, Tukudh
Yoti Tsui Kthoikit Arctic, Tukudh
Trikwitittshi Arithmetic, Tukudh
Kwunttlutetchihthli Assign, Tukudh
Khukotahyinnut Attendance, Tukudh
Kwundui Ket Kutronahtun Biology, Tukudh
Ettinetle Book, Tukudh
Kwiichitshi Calculate, Tukudh
Rsinun ket trutunttluth Calendar, Tukudh
Chih koogwiteyin (A) etchichi tulchi kenjit Cadet, Tukudh
Zyehkug Kwitchin Celestial, Tukudh
Kwuodh tigwittiyin Ceremony, Tukudh
Nukwutudhut tinillih kit chotyin Century, Tukudh
Trotitinyoo Character, Tukudh
Ttazzi ehthlong ttsut kwukooli Cognate, Tukudh
Kookutriikwundui Competition, Tukudh
Kuttronahtun Culture, Tukudh
Tigwittiyin tigwittiyin Custom, Tukudh
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Notes

1 The Language Vitality and Endangerment factors are as follows; Intergenerational Language 
Transmission; Absolute Number of Speakers; Proportion of Speakers within the Total 
Population; Shifts in Domains of Language Use; Response of New Domains and Media; 
Availability of Materials for Language Education and Literacy; Governmental and Institutional 
Language Attitudes and Policies, Including Official Status and Use; Community Members’ 
Attitudes Towards Their Own Language; and Type and Quality of Documentation.

111 The main items were as follows:
1. Complete a full Pre-School through Grade 12 Curriculum, complete with 

scope and sequence by July 31st 2011.
2. Carry on aspects of the Initiative for Community Engagement Grant with a 

view of adding to and aiding in the design of a permanent curriculum.
3. Make the design and use of Technology as integral part of the Curriculum.
4. Employ Elders and other fluent speakers or active subsistence persons or local 

Native artists to engage with students throughout the year and collaborate with 
them for including curricular goals in the developed Curriculum. Payment 
through the Native Language and Culture grant.

5. Seek and Write Grants for the 2011-12 school year to further our Native 
Language and Culture Revitalization Initiative.

6 . Ensure that Native Language and Culture is integrated in the development of 
all curricular areas.

7. Collaborate with all similar efforts being done by the Council of Athabascan 
Tribal Governments (CATG), Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC), and other 
organizations.

lv The seven Standards of Effective Pedagogy are as follows:
1. Joint Productive Activity: Teachers and students producing together; facilitate learning 

though joint activity among teachers and students.
2. Developing Language and Literacy across the Curriculum: Develop competence in the 

language and literacy of instruction in all content areas.
3. Teaching in Context: Connect teaching and curriculum to experiences and skills of the 

students’ home and community.
4. Teaching Complex Thinking: Challenge students toward cognitive complexity.
5. Instructional Conversation: Engage students through dialogue.
6 . Modeling and Demonstration: Learning Through Observation.
7. Student Directed Activity -  Encourage Student Decision Making. (Tharp, 2006, pp. 10

13)
v The five Wellbeing Continuum Rubric measures are as follows:

1. Strong, positive Indigenous identity and active involvement in cultural community;
2. Active and practical traditional spirituality.
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3. Understands and demonstrates responsibility to family, community, and broader society.
4. Shows continuing development of cognitive and intellectual skills.
5. Knows, understands, respects, and applies kinesthetic activity for physical development. 

vl The seven needs for academic success are as follows:
1. “Early childhood education
2. Health and wellbeing of prospective mothers
3. Development of language and other cognitive skills
4. The inclusion of a culturally-based education
5. The need to train, hire and maintain highly qualified educators that understand and 

support the social and cultural mores of First Nation peoples
6 . Adequate financial support for schools
7. The importance of ‘ownership for of schools’” (Demmert, 2011, p. 9)

vl1 The WHERE approach identifies Where the learning objectives are taking the students through 
assessment and Hooking them on the specified topic. The teacher takes the students to the goals 
by Exploring and experiencing ideas and having the understanding to accomplish the goals my 
outcome mastery. Students are provided opportunities to Rehearse, revise, and refine their skills 
or work. And finally the Evaluation component will asses student mastery of the subjects. 
vl11 It has developed to include the circular process of analysis, design, develop, implement and 
evaluate.
lx The Cognitive Information Processing Model includes the key components: preparation, 
presentation, performance, and validation. The validation phase includes the elicitation of 
learned material and encourages generalization of knowledge.
x The sequence of learning includes: stimulus recognition, response generation, procedure 
following, use of terminology, discrimination, concept formation, rule application and problem 
solving.
xl The entire Bible has been translated and is a huge reserve of historic vocabulary. Resources 
were developed by the staff at the Alaska Native Language Center at UAF as well as the 
resources of the Yukon Native Language Center at Yukon College in Canada.
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